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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

Qt WEDENBORG'S claim to have enjoyed open in-

^ tercourse with the spiritual world for many years,

was distinctly stated in the first two volumes of this

series, and has been repeated in the subsequent issues.

At the end of each chapter in his " True Christian

Religion," "Apocalypse Revealed," and " Conjugial

Love," he has given an account of things which he

heard and saw in the spiritual world ; of interviews

which he held with angels and spirits, and their con-

versations with him and with each other. And these

relations— less than half of which are to be found in

the present volume— are what he calls Memorabilia;

and I have chosen to retain his Latin word.

Now if what the author here tells us be true, it is

certainly truth of transcendent interest and importance.

All the modern discoveries in science, great and mar-

velous as they have been, sink into insignificance be-

side these sublime disclosures. For such discoveries

iii



iv EDITOR'S PREFACE.

only increase our knowledge of the material universe

and its laws, while these disclosures open to our view

a realm above nature as enduring as God himself, and

more magnificent than science ever dreamed of; dem-

onstrating at the same time the wondrous capabili-

ties of the human soul, and its sublime destiny when

its laws are understood and reverently heeded.

But how are we to know whether the phenomena

here described and the events and conversations nar-

rated, actually occurred in the spiritual world, as the

author declares they did? What evidence have we

that he has told the truth ?— and was not himself

under a strange delusion ? The question is not one

to be solved by any of the common methods of scien-

tific investigation. It is not a case which admits of

any scientific test. But

1. First, we have in evidence the author's exceptional

and well known character for truth and uprightness.

This was such as to put even the possibility of inten-

tional deception or deliberate falsehood entirely out of

the question.

2. And if he was himself under a delusion, believ-

ing that he heard and saw in the spiritual world the

things he has recorded, and " in a state of full bodily

wakefulness " as he declares, when in reality he did
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uot, then it was indeed an extraordinary case of mental

hallucination. For he was under this delusion during

the last twenty-seven years of his earthly life, mean-

while behaving like a good, sensible, rational man,

and writing treatises on Christian theology wThose

deep wisdom and solid sense have already won thou-

sands of converts from among the most thoughtful

and intelligent men and women in Christendom, and

are every year becoming more widely recognized by

the leaders of thought in nearly all the churches.

3. But these Memorabilia themselves furnish the

most conclusive evidence of their truth and origin, and

of the validity of their author's astounding claim.

They are replete with the highest wisdom, the profound-

est spiritual philosophy, the plainest and solidest com-

mon sense. He introduces us to spirits from the upper

and the nether realms, shows us their respective sur-

roundings, and reports the thoughts and arguments of

each class on the various subjects he heard discussed.

And not one of them ever speaks or acts out of char-

acter. His evil spirits talk and behave precisely as

we should expect they would, while the teaching and

conduct of his good spirits are always worthy of

angels. Let the reader turn, for example, to Chapter

VIII.— the longest in the book— and read it with
1*
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close attention ; and if he be intelligent and candid,

he will confess that, in all the theological libraries of

Christendom in Swedenborg's day, there could not be

found a tithe of the high wisdom, deep philosophy and

wholesome practical teaching about heaven and its

joys, which that single chapter contains. And every

other chapter of the book, as well as the scores of

Memorabilia which the Editor, for lack of space, has

been obliged to omit, will be found on careful exam-

ination to be scarcely less replete with wisdom, phil-

osophy, and good practical common sense.

Could such wisdom and such philosophy and such

wholesome practical instruction, and on the loftiest of

all themes too, come from a deluded visionary, or

from a man laboring under a strange hallucination ?

Germantown, Pa.,

May 22, 1881.
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The Authors Memorabilia.

i.

INTROD UCTOR Y.

?HAT I might know that man lives after death,

'P§jj
it has been granted me to speak and converse

with many persons whom I have known
during their life in the body ; and this not

merely for a day or week, but for months, and some-

times for nearly a year,— speaking and conversing

with them just as if they were on earth. They were

greatly surprised that during their earthly life they

themselves were, and that many others still are, in

such a state of unbelief as to think they should not

live after death, when nevertheless there intervene

scarcely [three] days between the death of the body

and one's entrance into the other life,— for death is a

continuation of life.

Many persons, I am aware, will say that it is im-

possible for any one to converse with spirits and angels

during his life in the body
;
many, that such intercourse

must be mere fancy and illusion
;
some, that I have

2 13



14 THE AUTHOR'S MEMORABILIA.

invented such relations in order to gain credit ; and

others will make other objections. To all of which,

however, I am quite indifferent ; for I have seen, have

heard, and have had sensible experience [of what I

am about to relate]. (A. C. n. 68, 70.)

It is altogether unknown in the Christian world that

heaven and hell are from mankind ; for it is believed

that angels were created at the beginning, and that

heaven was formed of them ; and that the devil or

satan was an angel of light, who, becoming rebellious,

was cast down with his crew, and that this was the

origin of hell.

The angels are greatly astonished at such a belief

in the Christian world, and still more that nothing

whatever is there known about heaven, when yet it is

a primary subject of doctrine in the church ; and since

such ignorance prevails, they are rejoiced in heart that

it has now pleased the Lord to reveal to men many
things concerning heaven and hell, and by this means

to dissipate as far as possible the darkness which daily

increases, because the church has come to its end.

Therefore they wish me to declare from them, that

there is no one in the whole heaven who was created

an angel from the first, nor any devil in hell who was

created an angel of light, and then cast down ; but that

all in both heaven and hell are from the human race,

—

in heaven those who had lived in the world in heavenly

love and faith, and in hell those who had lived in hellish
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love and faith ; and that hell in the whole complex is

what is called the devil and satan. . .

The angels said that the Christian world have con-

ceived such a belief about those in heaven and hell,

from certain passages in the Word understood accord-

ing to the sense of the letter, and not illustrated and

explained by genuine doctrine from the Word ; when

yet the sense of the letter, if the genuine doctrine of

the church does not illumine it, leads the mind to

various conclusions ; whence come ignorance, heresies

and errors.

Another cause of such belief in the man of the

church is, that he believes no one can go to heaven or

hell before the time of the last judgment, of which he

has conceived this opinion : that the visible world is

then to perish and be renewed ; and that the soul will

then return into its body, and that their union will

enable the man again to live as a man. This belief

involves another about the angels, that they were

created from the beginning ; for it is impossible to be-

lieve that heaven and hell are from mankind, when it

is believed that no man goes to either till the end of

the world.

But in order that men may be convinced that it is

not so, it has been granted me to have fellowship with

angels, and also to speak with those in hell ; and this

now for many years, sometimes continuously from

morning till evening, and thus to be instructed con-

cerning heaven and hell ; to the end that the man of
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the church may no longer remain in his erroneous be-

lief about a resurrection at the day of judgment, about

a state of the soul in the interval, as well as about

angels and a devil ; which belief, since it is a belief of

what is false, induces darkness, and with those who
think of such things from self-intelligence, brings on

doubt and at length denial ; for they say in their

hearts : How can so vast a heaven and so many stars

with sun and moon, be destroyed and dissipated ? and

how can the stars fall from heaven upon the earth,

when yet they are larger than the earth ? or how can

bodies eaten up by worms, consumed by putrefaction

and scattered to all the winds, be re-collected for their

souls ? where is the soul in the mean time, and what

is it without the senses which it had in the body? with

such like sayings about matters which, being incom-

prehensible, fall not within the pale of belief, and de-

stroy in many minds the faith in man's eternal life, in

a heaven and a hell, and in all the remaining tenets of

the faith of the church. That they have wrought this

destruction is evident from those who say: Who ever

came from heaven to tell us that it exists ? What is

hell ? Is it anything at all ? What is the meaning

of man's being tormented with eternal fire ? What is

this day of judgment ? Has it not been looked for

in vain for ages ? Such questions as these imply utter

denial.

Lest therefore, they who think thus (as do many
who, from their knowledge in worldly matters, are re-
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putod wise and learned), should any longer disturb

and seduce the simple in faith and heart, and induce

infernal darkness respecting God, heaven, eternal life,

and other subjects dependent on these, the interiors of

my spirit have been opened by the Lord, and thus it

has been granted me to speak with all those of the

dead whom I ever knew in the life of the body,— with

some for days, with some for months, and with some

for a year ; and with so many others also, that I should

come short of the truth if I reckoned them at a hun-

dred thousand, many of whom were in the heavens

and many in the hells.

I have also spoken with some two days after their

decease, and told them that solemn preparations were

then making for their funerals ; to which they replied,

that it was well to reject what had served them for a

body and its functions in the world. And they de-

sired me to declare that they are not dead but alive

and equally men as before ; and that they had only

passed out of one world into another, and did not know
that they had lost anything, since they are in a body

and possessed of senses as before, having intellect and

will as before, and having like thoughts and affections,

like sensations, pleasures and desires as when living

in the world.

Most of those lately deceased, when they saw that

they were living men as before, and in a similar stale

("for after death the state of every one's life is at first

similar to what it was in the world), were affected

2* B
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with new joy at being alive, and said that thoy had

believed nothing of this; but greatly wondered that

they could have been so ignorant and blind concerning

the state of their own lives after death ; and more

especially that the men of the church should be so,

when yet they of all others in the world, have the

greatest opportunities of light afforded them.

Then for the first time they saw the cause of this

blindness and ignorance, which is, that such external

things as relate to the world and the body, had occupied

their minds to such an extent, that they could not be

elevated into the light of heaven and see anything of

the church beyond its doctrinals ; for mere darkness

inflows from corporeal and worldly things (if they are

so much loved as they are at the present day), when-

ever a man wishes to think of the things of heaven

beyond the dictate of the doctrine of faith which be-

longs to his church.

Very many of the learned from the Christian world

are bewildered when they find themselves after death

in a body, in garments and in houses as they were in

the world. And when they recall to mind what they

had thought about the life after death, about the soul,

spirits, heaven and hell, they are affected with shame,

declaring that they have thought like fools, and that

the simple in faith are much wiser than themselves.

The learned were explored, who had become confirmed

in such errors and had attributed all things to nature,

and it was found that the interiors of their minds were
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closed and the exteriors opened, so that they had not

looked to heaven but to the world, and hence also to

hell ; for in so far as the interiors of the mind are

opened, man looks to heaven, but in so far as the in-

teriors are closed and the exteriors opened, he looks to

hell; for man's interiors are formed for the reception

of the all of heaven, and his exteriors for the recep-

tion of the all of the world ; and they who receive the

world and not heaven at the same time, receive hell.

That the spirit of man after its release from the

body, is a man and in the human form, has been at-

tested to me by the daily experience of many years

;

for I have seen, heard and conversed with spirits a

thousand times ; and even on this very subject, that

men in the world do not believe them to be men, and

that they who do believe it are accounted simpletons

by the learned. The spirits were grieved at heart that

such ignorance should still prevail in the world, and

especially in the Christian church ; but this, they said,

proceeded principally from the learned whose thoughts

about the soul have been sensual-corporeal. (L. J. n.

14-16.)



II.

ASOUT THREE DIVINE PERSONS.

SAW in the spiritual world some persons who
had lately arrived from the natural world,

conversing about three divine Persons from

eternity. They belonged to the clerical order,

and one of them was a bishop. They approached me,

and after some conversation about the spiritual world

of which they had before known nothing, I said: "I
heard you speaking of three divine Persons from

eternity. I wish you would explain to me this great

mystery, according to the conception you formed of it

in the natural world from which you have lately come."

Then the bishop looking at me, said

:

" I see you are a layman : therefore I will give you

my ideas on this great mystery, and instruct you.

My conception of the- matter was, and still is, that

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy

Spirit, sit in the centre of heaven upon magnificent

and lofty seats or thrones ; — God the Father on a

throne of pure gold with a sceptre in his hand ; God
the Son at his right hand on a throne of the purest

silver, with a crown on his head ; and God the Holy

Spirit near them on a throne of dazzling crystal, with

a dove in his hand ; and that round about them in

triple order gleam hanging lamps made of precious

20
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stones ; while at a distance from this circle stand

innumerable angels, all worshiping and glorifying.

And, moreover, that God the Father continually talks

with his Son about those who are to be justified, and

between themselves they judge and determine who on

earth are worthy to be received by them among the

angels, and crowned with eternal life ; while God the

Holy Spirit, at the hearing of their names, immediately

traverses the whole earth to find them, bearing with

Him gifts of righteousness as so many proofs of sal-

vation for the justified ; and the instant He approaches

and breathes upon them, He disperses their sins, as a

ventilator drives the smoke from a furnace and cleanses

it. He also removes the stony hardness of their hearts

and gives them the tenderness of flesh, and at the same

time renovates their spirits or minds, and regenerates

them, giving them infantile faces
;

finally, He seals

them in the forehead with the sign of the cross, and

calls them the elect, and sons of God."

Having finished this speech, the bishop said :

" Thus did I elucidate that great mystery in the

world. And as most of our order there applauded my
utterances, I am persuaded that you, too, who are a

layman, will assent to them."

When the bishop ceased speaking, I looked at him

and at the clergymen with him, too ; and I noticed

that they all gave full assent to what he had said. I

therefore began to reply, and said

:

" I have weighed the statement of your belief ; and
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from it I gather that you have conceived and cherish

an idea of the Triune God, which is wholly natural,

sensual and even material, and from which comes in-

evitably the idea of three Gods. Is it not thinking

sensually to imagine God the Father seated upon a

throne with a sceptre in his hand, and God the Son

on his throne with a crown on his head, and God the

Holy Spirit on his with a dove in his hand, and hasten

ing through the world according to what he hears ?

And as such conceptions result from your statements,

I cannot assent to them. For from my infancy I could

not admit into my mind an idea of more than one God.

And while I accept and retain with me this idea, all

that you have said falls to the ground. And then I

saw that by the throne on which Jehovah is said to

sit, according to the Scripture, is meant his kingdom

;

by his sceptre and crown, government and dominion
;

by the Son's sitting at the right hand, God's omnipo-

tence through his humanity ; and by what is attributed

to the Holy Spirit, the operation of the Divine Omni-

presence. Assume, sir, if you please, the idea of one

God, and reason properly upon it, and you will finally

apprehend clearly that it is so. Moreover, you even

say that God is one, and this because you make the

essence of these three persons one and indivisible

;

while yet you will not allow any one to say that this

one God is one Person, but that there are still three

Persons ; and this you do, lest the idea of three Gods,

such as you entertain, should be lost. Moreover, you
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ascribe to each Person a property separate from those

of the others ; do you not thereby divide your Divine

Essence ? This being so, how can you say, and think,

too, that God is one ? I would excuse you if you had

said that the Divine was one. How can any one, hear-

ing that ' the Father is God, the Son is God, and the

Holy Spirit is God, and that each Person separately

is God,' conceive of God as one ? Is it not a contra-

diction to which assent is utterly impossible ? That

they cannot be said to be one God, but only to be of a

similar Divinity, may be illustrated by the example of

several men, who form one senate, assembly or council.

These cannot be called one man ; but when all think

alike, they may be said to be of one opinion. Nor can

three diamonds of the same substance be called one

diamond, but they may be called one in substance
;

and moreover each diamond would differ from the

others in value according to its weight ; but not so if

they were one instead of three. Yet I perceive that

you call three Persons, each one of whom is by Him-

self, or separately, God, one God. And you enjoin

upon every one in the church so to speak, because all

the sound and enlightened reason in the world ac-

knowledges God's unity, and you would therefore be

covered with shame if you did not also speak accord-

ingly. And yet when you utter the words, one God,

still thinking three, that shame does not restrain your

utterance of both terms."

Having heard these remarks, the bishop withdrew
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with his clerical companions, and as he departed, he

turned and tried to say, " There is one God ;
" but he

could not, because his thought restrained his tongue,

and with open mouth he exclaimed " Three Gods."

At this significant spectacle the bystanders laughed

with derision, and departed.

I then asked where I could find those of the learned

who had the finest abilities, and maintained a Divine

Trinity divided into three Persons. There were pres-

ent three to whom I said

:

" How can you divide the Divine Trinity into three

Persons, and assert that each Person is by Himself, or

separately, God and Lord ? Is not the lip-confession

of God's unity, therefore, as remote from the thought

as the south is from the north ? " To which they re-

plied :

" It is not at all remote, because the three Persons

possess one Essence, and the Divine Essence is God.

In the world two of us were teachers of a Trinity of

Persons, and the other a pupil under our charge. It

was our faith that each Divine Person had his part to

perform ;
— God the Father to impute and confer [the

Son's righteousness]; God the Son to intercede and

mediate ; and God the Holy Spirit to carry out the

work of imputation and mediation."

But I asked, " What do you mean by the Divine

Essence?" They said, "We mean omnipotence,

omniscience, omnipresence, immensity, eternity, and

equality of majesty." I replied: "If that Essence
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makes one God of several, could you not add more

yet— for example a fourth, as mentioned by Moses,

Ezekiel and Job under the name of God Schaddai ?

Something of this kind was done by the ancients in

Greece and Italy, who attributed equal attributes and

a similar essence to their gods, as to Saturn, Jove,

Xeptune, Pluto, Apollo, Juno, Diana, Minerva, and

even to Mercury and Tenus ; but yet they could not

say that all those were one God. Moreover, yourselves

who are three persons, and, as I suppose, alike in learn-

ing, and therefore in that respect of a similar essence,

still cannot form yourselves into one learned man."

But they laughed at this, and said, " You are joking.

With the Divine Essence it is different. It is not tri-

partite, but one ; not divisible, but indivisible
;
par-

tition and division do not apply to it." Hearing this,

I said, " Let us go down into this area, and we will

discuss the matter." And I asked, " What do you

mean by a Person ? and what does the term signify?

"

They said, " The term Person signifies that which is

not a part or quality of another, but self-subsistent.

So do all the heads of the church define it, and we
agree with them." Then I said, " Is this the definition

of Person?" They replied, "It is." Whereupon I

rejoined

:

" There is therefore no part of the Father in the Son,

or of either in the Holy Spirit ; from which it follows

that each one is at his own disposal, possessing his own
rights and powers ; and therefore there is no bond of

3
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union among them, except the will which is proper to

each, and therefore communicable at pleasure. Are not

the three Persons then three distinct Gods ? Listen

again : You have even denned Person as that which is

self-subsistent
;
consequently there are three substances

into which you have separated the Divine Essence

which, nevertheless, as you also say, is not capable

of separation because it is one and indivisible. And
furthermore, to each substance, that is, to each Person,

you attribute properties which do not exist in the

others, and which, moreover, cannot be communicated

to the others— Imputation, Mediation, and Operation.

What is the result, but that the three persons are three

Gods?"
At these remarks, they withdrew, saying, " We will

canvass these statements, and then answer you."

There was present a wise man who, hearing the

arguments, said: "I do not wish to view this lofty

subject through such fine network. But apart from

these entanglements I see clearly that you entertain

the idea of three Gods ; but as it would be shameful

to exhibit it openly to all the world (for if you did so,

you would be called madmen and fools), it is necessary,

in order to avoid that ignominy, that you should make

a lip-confession of one God."

But the three, tenacious of their own opinions, paid

no attention to this
;
and, as they went away, they

muttered some terms culled from metaphysical lore

;

whereby I saw that metaphysics was their tripod, from
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which they wished to give responses. (T. C. R. n.

16, 17.)

SOME IDEAS OF THE ANGELS ON THE SUBJECT.

Having- awakened once from sleep, I fell into pro-

found meditation about God. And when I looked up,

I saw above me in heaven a most intense light of oval

form ; and as I fixed my gaze upon it, the light opened

in the centre and formed a circle ; and then behold,

heaven opened to me, and I saw magnificent scenes,

and angels standing in a circle at the south side of the

opening, and conversing. And because I ardently de-

sired to hear what they said, it was granted me first

to hear the sound of their voices, which was full of

celestial love ; and afterwards their conversation, which

was full of wisdom from that love. They were con-

versing about the One God, and union with Him, and

salvation thereby. They uttered things ineffable, most

of which the words of no natural language can con-

tain.

But as I had been several times in company with

the angels in heaven itself, and then spoke a language

similar to theirs because I was in a similar state, I

could now understand them, and from their discourse

could select something which may be rationally ex-

pressed in the words of natural language.

They said the Divine Being was One, the Same,

Absolute, and Indivisible. This they illustrated by
spiritual ideas, saying, that the Divine Being could not
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separate itself into several, each of which possessed

Divine Being, and still be one, the same, absolute, and

indivisible. For each one would think from his own
Being and by Himself separately; and then, even if

all thought unanimously, each from the others and by

the others, they would be several unanimous Gods, and

not one God. For unanimity which is the simultane-

ous agreement of several, each from and by himself,

does not accord with the unity of God, but with a plu-

rality. (They did not say " of Gods," because they

could not ; for the light of heaven, in which their

thought originated, and the aura in which their words

were conveyed, strongly resisted.) They said also,

that when they wished to utter the word " Gods,"

meaning each one a Person by himself, the effort to

pronounce it fell into the expression " one God," and

even into "one only God." To this they added, that

the Divine Being was Divine Being in Itself, not from

Itself; because the expression "from itself" implied

Being in itself from another and prior Being ; thus

it implied a God from God, which was impossible.

" That which is from God," they said, "is not called

God, but Divine : for what is a God from God ? Thus

what is a God born from God from eternity? And
what is a God proceeding from God through the God

born from eternity, but words in which there is no

light from heaven."

They said furthermore, That the Divine Being which

in itself is God, was the Same, not the Same simply, but
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infinitely, that is, the Same from eternity to eternity

;

the Same everywhere, and the Same with every one

and in every one ; but that all its variety and change

was in the recipient, caused by the state of the re-

cipient. That the Divine Being which is God in Ilim-

self, is the Absolute, they illustrated thus :
" God is

the Absolute, because He is Love itself and Wisdom
itself, or because He is the absolutely Good and True,

and therefore Life itself; which, unless they were

Absolute in God, would be nothing in heaven and in

the world, because there would be nothing in them

relative to the Absolute. Every quality acquires its

quality from the fact that there is an Absolute in which

it originates and to which it relates in order to be such

as it is. This Absolute which is the Divine Being, is

not in place, but present with and in those who are in

place, according to their reception of it ; inasmuch as

place, or progress from place to place, cannot be pred-

icated of Love and Wisdom, nor of the Good and

True, nor of Life therefrom, which are the Absolute

in God, and are even God Himself. Hence his Omni-

presence. Wherefore the Lord says, He is in the midst

of them, and that He is in them and they in Him.

But as He cannot be received by any as He is in Him-

self, He appears as He is in his essence, as a Sun above

the angelic heavens, the proceeding from which as light

is Himself as to Wisdom, and as heat, Himself as to

Love. He is not that Sun ; but the Divine Love and

Wisdom emanating from Him, as they most closely

3*
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surround Him, appear as a Sun before the angels. He
Himself in the Sun is a Man ; He is our Lord Jesus

Christ, both as to the originative Divine and as

to the Divine Human ; inasmuch as the Absolute,

which is Love itself and Wisdom itself, was his Soul

from the Father ; thus his Soul was the Divine Life,

or Life in itself. In every man it is otherwise ; the

soul in him is not Life, but a recipient of Life. The

Lord also teaches this, saying: "I am the way, the

truth, and the life " (John xiv. 6) ;
and, " As the

Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the

Son to have life in Himself" (John v. 26). Life in

Himself is God. . .

When I had heard this, the angels perceived in my
thought the ideas of God prevalent in the Christian

church, as being a Trinity of persons in Unity and

their Unity in Trinity; also the common idea of the

birth of the Son of God from eternity. And they

said, "What are you thinking of? Do you not so

think from natural light with which our spiritual light

does not agree ? Unless you remove those ideas, there-

fore, we must close heaven against you and depart."

But I said, " Enter I pray you more deeply into my
thought, and perhaps you will see that it does agree

with spiritual light." They did so, and saw that by

three Persons I understood the three proceeding Divine

Attributes, Creation, Redemption and Regeneration,

and that these three Attributes belonged to one God

;

and that by the birth of the Son of God from eternity,
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I understood his birth foreseen from eternity, and pro-

vided in time ; and that to think of a Son born from

God from eternity, was not above, but contrary to,

nature and reason ; for on the contrary, the Son born

from God by the virgin Mary in time, was the'one only

and only-begotten Son of God ; and to believe other-

wise was a monstrous error.

And then I told them that I had acquired my natural

conception of a Trinity and Unity of Persons, and of

the birth of a Son of God from eternity, from the doc-

trine of the church taken from the Athanasian creed.

Then the angels said :
" Yery good." And they asked

me to say from them that no one, unless he approaches

the true God of heaven and earth, can enter heaven
;

because heaven is heaven from that one only God, and

that God is Jesus Christ who is the Lord Jehovah,

from eternity the Creator, in time the Redeemer, and

to eternity the Regenerator ; who is therefore at once

Father Son and Holy Spirit ; and they said this was

the gospel that ought to be preached.

After this the celestial light before seen, again closed

over the opening, and then gradually descended and

filled the interiors of my mind, and enlightened my
ideas on the Trinity and Unity of God ; and then I

saw the ideas first formed on those subjects, separated

as chaff is separated from wheat by winnowing, and

carried away as by a wind to the north of heaven, and

scattered. (T. C. R. n. 25, 26.)



III.

ABOUT GOD, NATURE, CREATION, ETC.

fH|vrNCE I was amazed at the great multitude of

^ men who ascribe creation, and therefore every-

thing which is under the sun, and everything

which is above the sun, to nature
;
saying

with a hearty acknowledgment when they see any-

thing, Is not this [the work] of nature ? And when
they are asked why they call it [a work] of nature,

and why not of God— when yet they sometimes say

with the multitude that God created nature, and can

therefore just as easily say that what they see are [the

works] of God, as that they are [the works] of nature

— they reply with a scarcely audible inner tone, What
is God but Nature ? All these from their persuasion

of nature's creation of the universe, and from that in-

sanity as if from wisdom, seem vain-glorious so far as

to look upon all who acknowledge the creation of the

universe by God, as ants which creep upon the ground

and keep the beaten track, and upon some as butterflies

which fly in the air, calling their opinions dreams, be-

cause they see what they see not ; and saying, " Who
has seen God ? and who does not see nature ?

"

While I was wondering greatly at the multitude of

such, an angel stood at my side and said to me, " Upon
what are you meditating? " I answered, "Upon the

32
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multitude of such as believe that nature exists from

herself, and is thus the creatrix of the universe." And
the angel said to me, " All hell consists of such, and

they are there called satans and devils ;— satans, those

who have confirmed themselves in favor of nature, and

have therefore denied God
;

devils, those who have

lived wickedly, and have thus rejected from their hearts

the acknowledgment of God. But I will conduct you

to the gymnasia which are in the southwest quarter,

where such people are, and where they are not yet in

hell."

And he took me by the hand, and led me away.

And I saw small houses in which the gymnasia were,

and in the midst of them one which was, as it were,

the palace of the rest. This was constructed of pitch-

black stones which were covered with glass-like lamellae,

like what is called selcnite, or like mica, shining as if

from gold and silver ; and here and there were inter-

spersed beautiful shells. This we approached, and

knocked ; and immediately a person opened the door

and said, "Welcome." And he ran to a table and

brought four books, and said, " These books are the

philosophy which is at this day applauded by many
kingdoms ; this book or philosophy, is applauded by

many in France; this by many in Germany; this by

some in Holland ; this by some in Britain." Further-

more he said, " If you wish to see it, I will make these

four books shine before your eyes." And then he

poured out and around the glory of 'his fame, and im-

C
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mediately the books beamed as if with light; but the

light before our eyes vanished immediately. We then

asked, "What are you now writing?" And he re-

plied, " I am now bringing out and setting forth what

belongs to the deepest philosophy of my treasury,

which in general is this

:

" 1. Whether nature is a product of life, or life of

nature? 2. Whether the centre is from the expanse,

or the expanse from the centre ? 3. On the centre of

the expanse and of life."

After these remarks, he seated himself again on a

seat at the table ; but we walked about his gymnasium

which was spacious. He had a candle on his table,

because there was no sunlight there, but moonlight
;

and, what surprised me, the candle seemed to be carried

round and round and to illuminate [the place]
;
while,

as it had not been snuffed, it gave but little light.

And when he wrote, we saw figures [or images] of

various forms flying from the table toward the walls,

which in that moonlight appeared like beautiful eastern

birds. But when we opened the door, behold ! they

appeared in the light of day like those birds of night

which have membranous wings ; for they were appear-

ances of truth, which by confirmation had become fal-

lacies that had been ingeniously woven by him into a

series. Seeing tin's, we approached the table and asked

him what he was then writing about. He said, "On
that first question, Whether nature is a product of life,

or life of nature ? " And of this he said he could prove
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either position, and make it true. But because there

was something secret involved which he feared, he

dared only to prove that nature was a product of life,

that is, from life, but not that life was a product of

nature, that is, from nature. We asked pleasantly,

"What was the something secret involved which he

feared ? " He replied, " Lest he might be called a

naturalist, and thus an atheist, by the clergy, and a

man of unsound reason by the laity, inasmuch as both

of these classes cither believed from a blind faith, or

saw from a view of things confirmatory of it."

But then we addressed him from some indignation

arising from zeal for the truth, saying

:

" Friend, you are very much deceived. Your wis-

dom which is a certain talent for writing, has seduced

you, and the glory of fame has led you to proving

what you do not believe. Do you not know that the

human mind may be elevated above things sensual

which are what thought derives from the bodily senses;

and that when it is elevated it sees what is from life

as above, and what is from nature, as beneath ? What
is life but love and wisdom ? And what is nature but

their receptacle, by means of which they accomplish

their effects or uses ? Can they be one except as the

principal and the instrumental? Can light be one

with the eye, or sound with the ear ? Whence is the

sense of these things but from life, and the forms of

them but from nature ? What is the human body but

an organ of life? Is not eve^thing general and par-
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ticular in it organically formed for the production of

what love desires and the understanding thinks ? Are

not the bodily organs from nature, and love and thought

from life ? and are they not perfectly distinct from

each other ? Elevate your power of thought a little

higher yet, and you will see that, to be affected and to

think belong to life— the former to love, and the latter

to wisdom, and both to life
;

for, as before said, love

and wisdom are life. If you elevate your faculty of

understanding a little higher, you will see that love

and wisdom do not exist unless they have somewhere

an origin ; and that this origin is Love itself and

Wisdom itself, and therefore Life itself ; and these are

God in whom nature originates."

Afterwards we talked with him upon the second

point, Whether the centre is from the expanse, or the

expanse from the centre ?— and we asked why he agi-

tated this. He answered, that he did so for the pur-

pose of forming a conclusion about the centre and the

expanse of nature and of life, and so about the origin

of each. And when we asked his own opinion, he re-

plied about these as before ; that he could prove either,

but that from fear of loss of reputation he would prove

that the expanse was from the centre, "although," he

said, " I know that there existed something before the

sun was formed, and this throughout the whole ex-

panse ; and that this of itself flowed together into

order, thus toward the centre."

But then again we addressed him from an indignant
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zeal, and said, " Friend, you are mad." And when
he heard this, he drew back his seat from the table,

and regarded us timidly ; then he gave us his attention,

but smiling. But we continued, saying, " What is

more insane than to say that the centre is from the

expanse ? By your centre we understand the sun, and

by your expanse the universe ; and thus that the uni-

verse existed without the sun. Does not the sun pro-

duce nature and all its properties, which depend ex-

clusively on the light and heat proceeding from the

sun through the atmospheres ? We shall first speak

of their [relative] situation, and afterwards discuss

their origin. Are not the atmospheres and all things

on the earth like a superficies [or circumference], of

which the sun is the centre ? What would all these

be without the sun ? Could they subsist for one mo-

ment? What then could they have been before the

sun was formed ? Could they possibly have existed ?

Is not subsistence perpetual existence ?

" Since, therefore, the subsistence of all that belongs

to nature is from the sun, it follows that its existence

is from the same source. This every one sees, and

from the evidence of his own eyes acknowledges. As
the posterior exists, does it not also subsist, from the

prior ? If the superficies were the prior, and the centre

the posterior, would not the prior subsist from the pos-

terior, which nevertheless is contrary to the laws of

order ? How can the posterior produce the prior, or

the exterior the interior, or the grosser the purer ?

4
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How then can the superficies, which forms the expanse,

produce the centre ? Who does not see that this is

contrary to the laws of nature ? We have presented

these arguments from rational analysis, to prove that

the expanse exists from the centre, and not the reverse,

although every one who thinks correctly, sees it with-

out these arguments. You said that the expanse

flowed together toward the centre of itself ; did it flow

by chance into such marvelous and amazing order, that

one thing exists for the sake of another, and all things

and each for the sake of man and his eternal life ?

Can nature, from any love through any wisdom, de-

sign ends, anticipate causes, and so provide effects,

that such things may exist in their order ? Or can it

from men make angels, and from these heaven, and

cause those who are there to live for ever ? Put these

things together and reflect, and your idea of nature's

existence from nature will fall to the ground."

After this we asked him what he had thought and

still thinks of the third question, On the centre and

the expanse of nature and of life ? whether he believed

the centre and the expanse of life to be the same with

those of nature ?

He said that he was perplexed, but had formerly

thought that the interior activity of nature was life,

and that love and wisdom which essentially consti-

tuted man's life, were from it ; and that the sun's fire,

through heat and light, by means of the atmospheres,

produced it; but that then, from what he had heard
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of the life of men after death, he was in doubt, and

this doubt carried his mind sometimes upwards and

sometimes downwards ; and when upwards, he ac-

knowledged a centre, of which he had formerly known
nothing, and when downwards, he saw the centre

which he had supposed to be the only one ; and that

life was from the centre of which he had before known
nothing, and nature from the centre which he had

formerly supposed to be the only one, and that each

centre had an expanse about it.

To this we said, " Very good : if you are only will-

ing also to regard the centre and expanse of nature

[as] from those of life, and not the reverse." And we
told him :

" There is a Sun above the angelic heaven,

which is pure love, in appearance fiery like the sun of

the world ; and from the heat which proceeds from that

Sun, angels and men have will and love, and from its

light, understanding and wisdom ; and what originates

in that Sun is called spiritual, and what proceeds from

the sun of the world is a vessel or receptacle of life,

and is called natural ; also the expanse of life's centre

is called the spiritual world, which subsists from its

own Sun, while the expanse of nature's centre is called

the natural world, which subsists from its sun. Now
[we continued], as space and time cannot be predicated

of love and wisdom, but instead of them, states, it

follows that the expanse about the Sun of the angelic

heaven is not extension, but is yet in the extension of

the natural sun, and in living subjects there according
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to reception, while reception is according to forms and

states.

But he then asked, " What is the origin of the fire

of the world's or nature's sun ? " We replied, " It is

from the Sun of the angelic heaven, which is not fire

tut the Divine Love proximately proceeding from God
who is in its midst." Because he wondered at this,

we demonstrated it thus :

" Love in its essence is spiritual fire ; therefore it is

that fire in the Word in its spiritual sense, signifies

love ; wherefore the priests in the temples pray that

heavenly fire, by which they mean love, may fill the

hearts of men. Among the Israelites the fire on the

altar and the fire of the candlestick in the tabernacle,

represented no other than the divine love. The heat

of the blood or the vital heat of men and in general of

animals, is from no other source than the love which

constitutes their life. Therefore man is enkindled,

grows warm and is inflamed, when his love is exalted

to zeal or excited to anger and passion. Therefore,

from the fact that spiritual heat which is love, produces

natural heat in men even so far as to enkindle and in-

flame their faces and limbs, it may be evident that the

fire of the natural sun originated nowhere but in the

fire of the spiritual Sun, which is the divine love.

Now because the expanse originates in the centre, and

not the reverse, as said above, and the centre of life

which is the Sun of the angelic heaven, is the divine

love proximately proceeding from God, who is in the
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midst of that Sun ; and because this is the origin of

the expanse of that centre, which is called the spiritual

world ; and because from that Sun the sun of the world

has come forth, and from this latter sun its expanse,

which is called the natural world ; it is plain that the

universe was created by God."

After this we departed, and he accompanied us out

of the hall of his gymnasium, and talked with us of

heaven and hell and of the Divine auspices, with a new
mental sagacity. (T. C. R. n. 35.)

AN ARGUMENT AIIOUT GOD AND NATURE.

One morning, when I awoke from sleep, as I medi-

tated in the serene morning light, I saw through the

window something like a flash of lightning, and im-

mediately heard something like the roar of thunder.

While I wondered where this was from, I heard from

heaven that there were some spirits near me disputing

bitterly about God and Nature ; and that the flash of

light like lightning and the sound like thunder, were

correspondences and the consequent appearances of the

conflict and collision of arguments— for God on one

hand, and for Nature on the other.

The origin of this spiritual contest was this : There

were some satans in hell who said to one another,

" Would that -we were permitted to talk with the

angels of heaven ! We would perfectly and fully

demonstrate that what they call God, the origin of all

4*
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things, is Nature ; therefore that God is a mere word,

unless by it we mean Nature."

And as those satans believed this with all their

hearts and souls, and desired to talk with the angels

of heaven, they were permitted to ascend from the

mire and darkness of hell, and converse with two angels

then descending from heaven. The angels were in the

world of spirits, which is intermediate between heaven

and hell. The satans seeing the angels there, ran to

them quickly, and cried out in a fierce voice :—
" You are the angels of heaven whom we are allowed

to meet in argument about God and Nature. You are

called wise because you acknowledge God. But oh

!

how simple you are ! Who has seen God ? Who un-

derstands what God is ? Who comprehends that God
rules or can rule the universe and everything and all

things in it ? Who but the ignorant and vulgar ac-

knowledges Avhat he does not sec and understand ?

What is more obvious than that nature is all-in-all ?

Who with his eye has seen anything but nature ?

Who with his ear has heard anything but nature ?

Who with his nose has smelt anything but nature ?

Who with his tongue has tasted anything but nature?

Who by any touch of hand or body has felt anything

but nature ? Are not our bodily senses the witnesses

of truth ? Who cannot swear by them that it is so ?

Is not the respiration by which our bodies live, a wit-

ness ? What else do we breathe but nature ? Are

not our heads and yours in nature ? Whence comes
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influx into the thought of the head if not from nature?

If nature is removed, can you think anything ?
"

And much more they said in the same strain. Hav-

ing heard which, the angels replied :

" You speak so because you are merely sensual.

All who are in hell have their thoughts immersed in

the bodily senses, nor can they elevate their minds

above them. TVe therefore excuse you. The life of

evil and a consequent belief in what is false, have so

far closed the interiors of your minds that with you

an elevation above what is sensual is not possible, un-

less in a state remote from evils of life and false be-

liefs; for a satan can understand truth when he hears

it as well as an angel ; but he does not retain it, be-

cause evil obliterates truth and introduces falsity. But

we perceive that you are in a state remote from evil,

and can therefore understand the truth we speak

;

therefore give attention to what we shall say." And
they said

:

" You were once in the natural world ; but you left

it and are now in the spiritual world. Did you before

this know anything of a life after death ? Did you

not formerly deny it, and make yourselves the equals

of beasts? Did you know anything before about

heaven and hell, or about the light and heat of this

world ? or of the fact that you are no longer within

[the sphere of ] nature, but above it ? For this world

and all things in it are spiritual, and spiritual things

are so far above natural things that not the least of
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nature in which you were, can flow into this world.

Bat you, because you believed nature to be God or

goddess, also believe that the light and heat of this

world are the light and heat of the natural world,

when, nevertheless, they are not in any respect ; for

natural light is darkness here, and natural heat here is

cold. Did you know anything of the Sun of this

world from which our light and heat proceed ? Did

you know that this Sun is pure Love, and that of the

natural world pure fire ? and that it is the sun of the

world, which is pure fire, from which nature exists

and subsists? And that it is the Sun of heaven,

which is pure Love, from which life itself, which is

love together with wisdom, exists and subsists? And
thus that nature, which you make out to be God or

goddess, is manifestly dead ? You can, if a guard is

given you, ascend with us to heaven ; and we can, if

a guard is given us, descend with you to hell ; and in

heaven you will see things magnificent and splendid
;

while in hell you will see things unsightly and unclean.

This distinction exists, because all in heaven worship

God and all in hell worship nature; and because the

magnificent and splendid things in the heavens are

correspondences of the affections springing from the

love of what is good and true ; while the unclean and

unsightly things in the hells are correspondences of

the affections springing from the love of what is evil

and false.

" Decide now from all that we have said, whether God
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or nature is all-in-all." To which the satans replied :

—" In the state in which we now are we are able to

conclude that God exists ; but when the delight of evil

occupies our minds we see nothing but nature."

Those two angels and the satans were standing not

far from me, so that I saw and heard them ; and be-

hold I saw around them many who had been celebrated

for learning in the natural world. I wondered that

the learned stood sometimes near the angels and some-

times near the satans, and that they favored those near

whom they stood. And I was told that their changes

of position were changes in the states of their minds,

favoring first one side and then the other ; for in faith

they were like Yertumni [from Tertumnus, among the

Etruscans the god of change]. " And we will tell you

a mystery [said the angels to me]. We have looked

down upon those celebrated for learning on the earth,

and we found six hundred out of a thousand in favor

of nature, and the rest in favor of God ; and these are

in favor of God, not from an understanding of the

matter, but only because they have talked frequently

about it from having heard that nature is from God

;

and frequent speaking of a subject from memory and

reminiscence, even if not also from thought and intel-

ligence, begets a kind of faith."

After this a guard was given to the satans, and they

ascended with the two angels to heaven, and they saw

things magnificent and splendid ; and then, by illumi-

nation from the light of heaven, they there acknowl-
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edged the existence of God, and that nature was cre-

ated to be subservient to the life which is from God

;

and that nature in itself is dead, and therefore does

nothing of itself, but is actuated by life.

Having seen and perceived these things they de-

scended ; and as they descended, the love of evil re-

turned and closed their understandings above and

opened thein below. And then there appeared above

them a kind of shadow, flashing with infernal fire.

And the moment their feet touched the earth the

ground gaped beneath them, and they sunk down to

their own.

A TYPE OF CREATION IN GENERAL.

The next day an angel came to me from another

heavenly society and said :
" We bave heard in our so-

ciety, that because you had meditated about the crea-

tion of the universe, you were summoned to a society

near ours, and there related matters respecting crea-

tion which the society then favored and afterwards

rejoiced at. I will now show you how all kinds

of animals and vegetables were produced by God."

And he led me away to a wide green plain, and said:

" Look around." And I looked around, and saw birds

of most beautiful colors, some flying, some sitting upon

the trees and some scattered over the plain plucking

little leaves from the roses. Among the birds were

doves and swans. After these had disappeared from

my sight, I saw not far from me flocks of sheep with
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lambs, of kids and she-goats ; and round about these

I saw herds of cows and calves, also of camels and

mules, and in a certain grove deer with high horns,

and also unicorns.

After these things had been seen the angel said

:

"Turn your face toward the east." And I saw a

garden containing fruit trees, orange trees, lemon

trees, olives, vines, fig trees, pomegranates and also

shrubs bearing berries. The angel then said :
" Look

now toward the south." And I saw fields of various

kinds of grain, wheat, millet, barley and beans, and

round about them spots of flowers containing roses of

beautifully varied colors; but toward the north I saw

groves filled with chestnut trees, palms, lindens, plane

trees and other foliaceous trees.

After these things had been seen, the angel said:
;< All these things that you have seen are correspond-

ences of the affections of the angels who are near."

And they told me to what affection each particular

thing corresponded; and moreover, that not those only,

but also every other thing which presented itself to our

sight, were correspondences ; as houses, their furniture,

tables and food, clothing and even gold and silver coins,

as also diamonds and other precious stones with which

wives and virgins in the heavens are adorned. They
said :

" We perceive from all these things the character

of every person as to love and wisdom. The things

that are in our houses and are of use, remain there

constantly ; while in the sight of those who wander
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from one society to another, they are changed accord-

ing to associations. These things are shown you in

order that you may see a type in particulars of crea-

tion in general ; for God is Love itself and Wisdom
itself; the affections of his Love are infinite, and the

perceptions of his Wisdom are infinite ; and every

thing and all things which appear on earth are corre-

spondences of them. Hence are birds and beasts, for-

est trees and fruit trees, crops and harvests, herbs and

grasses. For God is not extended, but is still present

throughout all extent, that is, throughout the universe

from primaries to ultimates ; and because He is omni-

present, such correspondences of the affections of his

love and wisdom exist in the whole natural world;

while in our world which is called the spiritual world,

exist simil** correspondences with those who receive

affections aiw perceptions from God. The difference is,

that in our world such things are created in a moment

by God according to the affections of the angels ; but

in your world they were similarly created in the begin-

ning ; while it was provided that they should be per-

petually renewed by the propagation of one from

another, and that so creation might be continued.

The reason that creation is effected momentarily in

our world, and in yours is made permanent by propa-

gation, is that the atmospheres and earths of our world

are spiritual, and those of your world natural ; and

natural things were created to invest spiritual things

as the skin invests the bodies of men and animals, as
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the outer and inner barks invest the trunks and

branches of trees, as the meninges invest the brain,

the tunics the nerves and the inner coats their fibres

;

and so on. Therefore it is that all things which exist

in your world are permanent, and are constantly re-

newed year by year."

To this the angel added :
" Relate what you have

seen and heard to the inhabitants of your world, be-

cause they have hitherto been totally ignorant of the

spiritual world ; and without some acquaintance with

it, no man can know or even guess that creation is a

continuous process in our world, and that it was the

same in yours when the universe was created by

God."

After this we talked about various matters, and at

length about hell, remarking that nothing at all ap-

pears there such as exists in heaven, but only their

opposites ; inasmuch as the love's affections of those

in hell, which are the cupidities of evil, are opposed to

the love's affections in which the angels are. There-

fore among those who are in hell, and in general in

their deserts, appear birds of night, such as bats and

owls ; also wolves, leopards, tigers, rats and mice ; also

all kinds of venomous serpents, dragons and crocodiles;

and where there is anything herbaceous there grow
brambles, nettles, thorns and thistles, and some poison-

ous herbs which at times disappear ; and then nothing

appears but heaps of stones, and marshes in which

frogs croak. All these things are also correspondences

;

5 D
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but as before said, correspondences of the love's affec-

tions of those in hell, which are the cupidities of evil.

Nevertheless such things are not created there by

God ; nor were they created [by Him] in the natural

world, where similar things exist. For all that God
has created and does create, was and is good ; whereas

such things on earth originated together with hell,

which again originated in men who, by turning away
from God after death, became satans and devils. But

as these terrible things began to be painful to our ears,

we turned our thoughts from them, and recalled to

mind what we had seen in heaven.

SOME PHILOSOPHERS' IDEAS OF CREATION.

Once, when I was reflecting upon the creation of

the universe, some spirits from the Christian world

approached, who in their time had been among the

most celebrated philosophers, and had been considered

wiser than others ; and they said :
" We perceive that

you are reflecting upon creation ; tell us your opinion

of it." But I replied: "Tell me yours first." And
one of them said: " It is my opinion that creation is

from nature, and consequently that nature created her-

self, and that it existed from eternity ; for a vacuum

does not exist, nor is it possible. Indeed, what else

do we see with our eyes, hear with our ears, smell

with our noses, and breathe with our breasts, but

nature ? And since nature is outside of us, it is also

within us."
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Another hearing this, said :
" You speak of nature,

and make her the creatrix of the universe. But you

do not know how nature produced the universe ; there-

fore I will tell you. Nature infolded herself in vortices,

which rushed together like clouds, or like houses when
overthrown by an earthquake ; and by that collision

the grosser materials collected in one mass which

formed the land ; and the more fluid portions separated

from these, and also collected in one body which formed

the seas ; and from these again the still lighter elements

separated, forming the ether and air ; and finally from

these the lightest separated to form the sun. Do you

not see that when oil, water and pulverized earth are

mixed together, they separate of themselves, and

arrange themselves one above another ?
"

Then another one, hearing this, said: "You both

talk from mere fancy. Who does not know that the

first origin of all things was Chaos which in magni-

tude filled a fourth part of the universe, its central

portion being fire ; round about this, ether, and around

this, matter ? and that this chaos opened in fissures

through which the fire broke forth as from ^Etna and

Vesuvius, and formed the sun ; and that after this, the

ether evolved and circumfused itself, forming the at-

mosphere ; and finally the remaining matter solidified

into a globe, forming the earth ? As for the stars,

they are only luminaries in the expanse of the uni-

verse, which had their origin in the sun and its heat

and light ; for the sun was at first like a fiery ocean
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which, lest it should burn up the earth, sent off from

itself small bright flames which, locating themselves

in surrounding space, completed the universe, forming

its firmament."

But there stood one among them who said :
" You

are in error. You seem to yourselves wise, and I

seem to you simple ; but yet in my simplicity I have

believed and do believe that the universe was created

by God ; and as nature belongs to the universe, that

universal nature was then simultaneously created. If

nature created herself, would she not have existed from

eternity ? But oh, what madness I

"

And then one of the so-called wise men ran up

closer and closer to the speaker, and put his left ear to

the speaker's mouth (his right ear was filled with some-

thing like cotton), and asked him what he said. The

latter repeated his remarks. Then he who had run up

to him looked around to see if any priest were present,

and he saw one at the side of the speaker ; then he re-

plied : "I also confess that universal nature is from

God ; but "
. Then he went away whispering to

his companions and saying : "I said that because there

was a priest near
;
you and I know that nature is from

nature ; but since nature is thus God, I said that uni-

versal nature was from God ; but "
.

But the priest hearing their whispers, said :
" Your

wisdom which is merely philosophical, has seduced

you, and has closed the interiors of your minds inso-

much that no light can flow into them from God and
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his heaven and enlighten you
;
you have extinguished

it. Consider, therefore, and decide among yourselves

where your souls which are immortal, originated

;

whether in nature, or whether they also were con-

tained in that great Chaos."

Having heard this, the former went to his compan-

ions and asked them to join him in the solution of this

question. And they came to the conclusion that the

human soul was nothing but ether, and thought merely

a modification of ether by the sun's light, and ether a

property of nature. And they said :
" Who does not

know that we speak by means of the air ? And what

is thought but speech in a purer air, which is called

ether? Therefore thought and speech make one.

Who cannot see this in man during his infancy ? He
first learns to talk; then he gradually learns to talk

with himself, and that is thinking. What then is

thought but a modification of ether? And what is

the sound of the voice but a modulation of ether?

From which we conclude that the soul which thinks,

is a property of nature."

But some of them, not exactly dissenting, illustrated

the state of the case by saying that souls originated

when the ether separated itself from the great Chaos

;

and that it then distributed itself in the highest re-

gion into innumerable individual forms which poured

into men when they began to think from the purer air;

these forms being then called souls.

Another having heard this, said :
" I admit that in-

5*
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numerable individual forms were produced by the

ether in the higher region ; but yet the men born since

the creation of the world have exceeded those forms

in number. How then could these ethereal forms have

been sufficient ? Therefore I have thought to myself,

that souls departing from the mouths of men when
they die, return to them again after many thousands

of years, and enter upon and pass through a life sim-

ilar to their former one ; that many of the wise be-

lieve in such a process and in metempsychosis, is

known." Beside all this, some other conjectures were

also thrown in by the rest; but as they were mere

ravings I pass them by.

After a little while the priest returned ; and then he

who had before spoken about the creation of the uni-

verse by God, told of their conclusions about the soul
;

having heard which, the priest said to them

:

" You have spoken precisely as you thought in the

world, not knowing that you are not in that world,

but in another which is called the spiritual world.

All who have become sensual-corporeal by confirming

themselves in favor of nature, do not know but that

they are still in the same world in which they were

born and brought up. This is because they there had

material bodies ; but here they have substantial bod-

ies ; and the substantial man sees himself and his com-

panions about him precisely as the material man sees

himself and his companions ; for the substantial is the

primitive element of the material. And because you
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think, see, smell, taste and talk the same as in the nat-

ural world, you believe that the same nature exists

here ; when yet the nature of this world differs and is

as remote from the nature of that, as the substantial

is from the material, or the spiritual from the natural,

or the prior from the posterior. And because nature

in the world where you formerly lived is compara-

tively dead, you by con6rming yourselves in its favor

have become, as it were, dead in what pertains to God,

heaven and the church, as also in what regards your

souls. But yet every man, the bad and good alike,

may be elevated in understanding even to the light in

which the angels of heaven are, and can then see that

there is a God and a life after death ; and that man's

soul is not ethereal, and therefore not of the nature of

that world ; but spiritual, and therefore will live for-

ever. The understanding may be elevated into this

angelic light, provided the natural loves which are

from the world and favor it and its nature, and which

are from the body and favor it and its selfhood, are

removed."

And immediately those loves were removed by the

Lord, and they were permitted to speak with angels

;

and from their conversation in that state they perceived

that there is a God, and that after death they live in

another world. Wherefore they were covered with

shame, and exclaimed: "We have been mad! We
have been mad !

" But as this was not their own
proper state, and therefore after a few minutes became
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tiresome and unpleasant, they turned away from the

priest and were unwilling to hear him say more.

And so they returned to their former loves, which

were merely natural, worldly and corporeal ; and they

went away toward the left, passing from one society

to another ; and finally came to a road where the de-

lights of their loves breathed upon them, and they

said: "Let us go this way." And they went and

descended, and at length came to those who took de-

light in similar loves ; and they went further. And
as their delight was that of doing evil, and as they

also did evil to many on the way, they were imprisoned

and became demons. And then their delight was

turned to the opposite, because by punishment ana

the fear of punishment they were coerced and re-

strained from the enjoyment of their former delight

which was their nature. And they asked those who

were in the same prison if they were to live so for

ever; and some answered : "We have been here for

some ages, and are to remain for ages of ages, inas-

much as the nature we contracted in the world cannot

be changed nor expelled by punishment ; and when it

is expelled by punishment, still after a short lapse of

time it returns."

BELIEF OF SATANIC SPIRITS ABOUT GOD, RELIGION,
HEAVEN, HELL, AND LIFE AFTER DEATH.

Once a single satan ascended, by permission, from

hell. . . I asked him where he came from ; and he
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said, " From his own companions." . . And I said

:

" Since you come from a society where learning pre-

vails, tell me what you and your companions believe

about God." He replied :
" To us God is the universe,

which we also call nature, and which the more simple

of our people call the atmosphere, by which they mean

the air, but by which the wise [among- us] mean also

the ether. God, heaven, angels and such things about

which many tell a great many stories in this world,

are empty terms and meteoric affairs, which play be-

fore the eyes of most people here. Are not all things

visible on earth created by the sun ? At its approach

every spring are not winged and creeping insects

brought forth ? and do not birds moved by its heat,

love each other and propagate their species ? and does

not the earth when warmed by its heat, make seeds

sprout, and finally yield fruit as offspring ? Is not

the universe therefore God, and nature goddess ? And
does she not as the spouse of the universe, conceive,

bear, bring up and nourish those things? "

I asked further, what he and his society believed

about religion. He replied: " Religion to us who are

more learned than the mass is nothing but a bewitch-

ment of the common people, which encompasses their

feelings and imaginations like an aura in which notions

of piety fly about like butterflies in the air ; and their

faith which connects those ideas, as it were, in a chain,

is like a silk-worm in his cocoon from which he comes

forth as king of the butterflies. For the unlearned
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masses love to imagine things above the bodily senses

and their thought, owing to a desire they have to fly;

and so they also make wings for themselves, that they

may soar like eagles, and plume themselves before the

terrestrials, and say: ' Look at me !
' But we believe

what we see, and love what we feel." . .

I then asked what he and his associates believed

about heaven and hell. He replied, with a loud laugh :

" What is heaven but the ethereal firmament above ?

and what are its angels but the spots wandering about

the sun ? and what are archangels but comets with

long tails, upon which the whole crowd dwell ? And
what is hell but bogs where the frogs and crocodiles,

in the imagination of those [religious people], are

devils ? All beyond these ideas of heaven and hell

are mere trifles, introduced by some prelate for the

purpose of winning glory from the ignorant multitude."

But he said all this precisely as he had thought upon

these subjects in the world, not knowing that he was

then living after death, and having forgotten all that

he heard when he first entered the spiritual world.

Wherefore also, to a question about a life after death,

he replied, that it was a thing of the imagination
; and

that some effluvium arising from a buried corpse in the

shape of a man, or something called a spectre, about

which some tell stories, had introduced such a notion

among men's fancies.

When I heard this, I could no longer restrain my
laughter: and I said: "Satan, you arc doubly mad!
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Why, are you not now in the form of a man ? Do
you not talk, see, hear, walk ? And recollect that you

have lived in another world which you have forgotten,

and that you now live after death, and that you have

been talking just as you formerly did." And recollec-

tion being given him, he remembered and was ashamed.

And he cried out: " I am mad! I have seen heaven

above, and have heard angels there uttering things in-

effable ; but that was when I first came [to the spir-

itual world]. But now I will bear this in mind to re-

late it to my companions from whom I came ; and

perhaps they too will be ashamed as I am." And he

kept repeating that he would call them madmen. But

as he descended, forgetfuluess expelled remembrance
;

and when he reached his companions he was as mad as

they, and said that what he had heard from me was

madness.

Such is the character of thought and conversation

among satans after death. Those are called satans,

who have confirmed in themselves what is false until

they believe it ; and those are called devils, who have

confirmed in themselves evils by life. (T. C. R. n.

77-80.)



IV.

DIVINE ORDER AND ITS LAWS.

ONCE heard under me something like the

roaring of the sea, and I inquired what it

was. And one said to me that it was a dis-

turbance among those assembled in the lower

earth. And immediately the ground which formed a

roof over them opened ; and behold, birds of night

flew forth through the opening in flocks, and spread

themselves toward the left ; and right after them there

swarmed forth locusts which leaped upon the grass and

made a desert everywhere. And a little after I heard

a succession of cries from those nocturnal birds, and on

one side a confused clamor as if from spectres in the

woods. After this I saw beautiful birds from heaven,

which spread themselves toward the right. They were

distinguished by gold-like wings with silvery streaks

and specks interspersed, and on their heads were crests

in the form of crowns.

When I saw and wondered at these things, there

rose up suddenly from the lower earth where the tu-

mult was, a spirit who could take the form of an angel

of light; and he cried: "Where is he who talks and

writes about the order to which the Omnipotent has

bound himself respecting man ? We heard it below,

through the roof." When he was above that earth,

GO
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he ran in a straight line and at last came to me, and

at once made himself like an angel of heaven ; and

speaking in an assumed tone, he said :
" You arc the

person who thinks and talks about order ; tell me what

order is in general, and what are some of its particu-

lars." And I replied, " I will give you the summaries

of order, but not its particulars, because you would

not understand them." And I said:

"1. God is Order itself. 2. He created man from

order, in order and for order. 3. He created man's

rational mind according- to the order of the whole spir-

itual world, and his body according to the order of the

whole natural world ; wherefore man was called by

the ancients a miniature heaven and a microcosm.

4. Therefore it is a law of order that man from his

miniature heaven or little spiritual world should gov-

ern his microcosm or little natural world, as God from

his great heaven or spiritual world governs the macro-

cosm or natural universe in everything and in all

things. 5. It is a consequent law of order that man
should introduce himself into faith by means of truths

from the world, and into charity by means of good

works, and so reform and regenerate himself. 6. It is

a law of order that man by his own labor and power
should purify himself from sins, and not stand believ-

ing in his own impotency, and expecting God to im-

mediately wash away his sins. 7. It is also a law of

order that man should love God with all his soul and

with all his heart, and his neighbor as himself; and
6
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should not wait and expect that God would imme-

diately put these loves in his mind and heart, as bread

ready baked is put into the mouth ; besides other sim-

ilar things."

Having heard this, that satan with a soft voice in

which there was deceit, resumed

:

" What is that you say ? Man must by his own
power introduce himself into order by keeping its

laws ? Do you not know that man is not under the

law, but under grace ? that all things are given him

freely, and that he cannot receive anything unless it is

given him from heaven ? and that in spiritual matters

he can of himself do no more than the statue of Lot's

wife, or than Dagon, the idol of the Philistines in

Ekron ? and that it is therefore impossible for man
to justify himself, which must be done by faith and

charity ?
"

To this I merely replied :
" It is also a law of order

that man by his own labor and power ought to acquire

faith by means of truths from the Word, and yet to

believe that not a grain of faith is from himself but

from God : moreover, that man by his own labor and

power ought to justify himself, and yet to believe that

not even one point of justification is from himself, but

from God. Is not man commanded to believe in God

and to love Him with all his strength, and his neighbor

as himself? Think, and say how could this have been

commanded by God if man had no power to obey and

do it ?
»
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Having heard this, the satan changed in countenance

which from being bright at first, became lurid and

presently black ; and speaking from the mouth of this

countenance, he said :
" You have uttered paradoxes

upon paradoxes." And he immediately sank to his

own and vanished. The birds on the left, together

with the spectres, uttered unusual cries, and threw

themselves into the sea which is there called Suph

fthe Red Sea] ; the locusts leaped after them, and the

air was cleansed, and the earth was cleansed of the

wild creatures ; the tumult below ceased, and all be-

came tranquil and serene.

IMPUTATION AXD PREDESTIXATIOX.

I once heard an extraordinary murmuring at a dis-

tance ; and following in spirit the direction of the

sound, I drew nearer to it. When I came where it

commenced, behold, it was a crowd of spirits arguing

about Imputation and Predestination. They were

Dutch and British, with some from other kingdoms

intermingled ; and at the end of every argument they

exclaimed, "Admirable! Admirable!" The subject

discussed was, " Why God does not impute the merit

and righteousness of his Son to every man and all

men created by Him, and afterwards redeemed? Is

He not omnipotent ? Can He not, if He will, make
Lucifer, the dragon and all the goats, archangels ? Is

He not omnipotent ? Why does He permit the un-

righteousness and impiety of the devil to triumph over
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the righteousness of his Son, and over the piety of

those who worship God ? What is easier to God than

to make all worthy of faith, and so of salvation ?

What need of more than a little word to do it ? And
if He does it not, does He not act contrary to his

words which are, that He desires the salvation of all

and the death of none ? Say then, from whom and

in whom is the cause of the damnation of those who
are lost ?

"

And then a supralapsarian predestinarian from the

Dutch said :
" Is this not at the good pleasure of the

Omnipotent? Shall the clay complain to the potter

that he has made of it a vessel of dishonor ? " And
another said :

" The salvation of every one is in his

hand as a balance in the hand of a weigher." There

stood at the sides some who were simple in faith and

upright in heart, some with inflamed eyes, some who
looked stupefied, some as if drunk, and some as if

suffocated, muttering to one another, " What are these

ravings to us ? The faith of these men has infatuated

them ; which is, that God the Father imputes the

righteousness of his Son to whom He will and when

He will, and sends his Holy Spirit to work out the

evidences of this righteousness ; and lest man should

claim for himself the least share in the work of his

own salvation, he must be always like a stone in the

business of justification, and like a stock in things

spiritual." And then one of their number thrust him-

self into the crowd, and said in a loud voice :
" O
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madmen ! You are arguing about goat's wool ! You
are obviously ignorant that the omnipotent God is

Order itself, and that the laws of order are myriads—
as numerous indeed as the truths in the Word ; and

that God cannot act contrary to those laws, because to

do so would be to act against Himself, and thus not

only contrary to justice, but also against his own om-

nipotence."

And on his right at some distance he saw, as it were,

a sheep, a lamb and a flying dove ; and on his left, as

it were, a goat, a wolf and a vulture. And he said

:

" Do you believe that God by his omnipotence can

change that goat into a sheep, that wolf into a lamb,

or that vulture into a dove? or vice versaf By no

meaus; for it is contrary to the laws of his order, of

which not one jot can fall to the ground, according to

his words. How then can He confer the righteousness

of his Son's redemption upon any one who resists the

hws of his righteousness? How can righteousness

itself do what is unrighteous, and predestine any one

to hell, and cast him into a fire which the devil, stand-

ing beside it with torches in his hand, continually

stirs ? O madmen ! empty in spirit ! your faith has

seduced you. Is it not in your hands like a snare for

catching doves ?
"

After they had heard this, a magician made of that

faith a kind of snare, and hung it upon a tree, saying:

" You shall see me capture that dove." And immedi-

ately the hawk flew toward it, and thrust his neck into

6* E
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the snare, and hung there ; while the dove, seeing the

hawk, flew away. The bystanders were astonished,

and cried out :
" Even this sport is a triumph of right-

eousness."

The next day there came to me from the crowd

some who believed in predestination and imputation
;

and they said: "We feel as if we were drunk, not

with wine but with the yesterday's discourse of that

man. He spoke of God's omnipotence, and at the

same time of order ; and he concluded that as omnip-

otence is Divine, so also is order— nay, that God Him-

self is Order. And he said there are as many laws of

order as there are truths in the Word, which are not

only thousands but myriads of myriads ; and that God
is there bound to his own laws and man to his. What
then is the Divine omnipotence, if it is tied to laws ?

For thus everything absolute is withdrawn from om-

nipotence. And so has not God less power than a

worldly king who is an absolute ruler ? He can change

the laws of justice as he turns his hands, and can play

the despot like Octavius Augustus, or like Nero.

After we thought about the Divine omnipotence being

tied to laws, we felt as though w« were drunk and

ready to swoon if some remedy were not given us at

once ; for we, according to our faith, used to pray God

the Father to have mercy upon us for the sake of his

Son ; and we believed that He could have mercy upon

whom He would, and forgive the sins of any one as

He pleased, and save whom He would ; and we dared
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not take the least iota from his omnipotence. We
therefore regard it as impious to bind God in the

chains of some of his own laws, because we regard it

as contradictory to his omnipotence."

Having said this, they looked at me and I at them.

And I saw that they were terribly confused ; and I

said :
" I will pray to the Lord and give you a remedy

from Him by illustrating this subject ; but at present

only by examples." And I continued : "The omnip-

otent God created the world from the order [inherent]

in Himself, thus from the order in which He is, and

according to which He rules. And He introduced into

the universe, and everything and all things in it, its

own order— to man his order, to the animal its order,

to bird and fish and worm, each its order, to every tree

and even every blade of grass its order. But to illus-

trate by examples, I will briefly present the following:

" The laws of order enjoined upon man are, that he

should acquire to himself truths from the Word, and

reflect upon them naturally, and so far as he is able,

rationally, and so acquire for himself natural faith.

The laws of order on the part of God then are, that

He should draw near and fill these truths with his own
Divine light, and so fill the man's natural faith (which

is merely knowledge and persuasion) with a Divine

essence. Thus and not otherwise does faith become
saving. It is the same with charity. But we will

give briefly some examples.

" God cannot, in accordance with his laws, forgive
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any man's sins, except so far as the man, according to

his. laws, desists from them : God cannot regenerate a

man spiritually, except so far as the man, according to

his laws, regenerates himself naturally: God is per-

petually endeavoring to regenerate man, and thus to

save him ; but this He cannot accomplish, except as

man prepares himself as a receptacle, and so clears the

way and opens the door for God. A bridegroom can-

not enter the chamber of a virgin before she becomes

his bride ; for she closes the door and keeps the key to

herself within ; but after the virgin has become a bride,

she gives the key to the bridegroom. God could not

by his omnipotence have redeemed men unless He had

become Man ; nor could He have made his Humanity

Divine unless it had first been like the humanity of an

infant— then like that of a boy ; nor unless the Hu-

manity had afterwards formed itself into a receptacle

and habitation into which the Father of it might enter
;

which was done by the Lord's fulfilling all things in

the Word— that is, all the laws of order therein ; and

so far as He accomplished this, He united Himself to

the Father and the Father united Himself to Him.
" But these are a few statements presented for the

sake of illustration, in order that you may see that the

Divine omnipotence is in order, and that its govern-

ment which is called Providence, is in accordance with

order ; and that God acts continually and for ever ac-

cording to the laws of his own order, and cannot act
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against them nor change them one iota, because Order

with all its laws is Himself."

After I had said this, a brilliancy of golden light

flowed in through the roof, and formed flying cherubs

in the air ; and from the light a glow brightened the

back part of the temporal region in some of them, but

not the front part as yet ; for they murmured, " We
do not yet know what the Divine omnipotence is."

And I said :
" That will be revealed after what has

been already said to you has become somewhat clear."

GOD'S OMNIPOTENCE.

I once saw assembled at a distance a number of per-

sons with caps on their heads, some with caps bound

around with silk, who belonged to the ecclesiastical

order ; some with caps, the borders of which were

ornamented with golden bands, who were civilians

They were all learned and erudite. I saw, moreover,

some with turbans, who were unlearned. I drew near

and heard them conversing together about the Divine

Power being unlimited ; and saying, that if it were to

proceed according to any established laws of order, it

would not be unlimited but limited, and would thus

be a power but not all power. " While [said they],

who does not see that no necessity of law can compel

the Divine omnipotence to do thus and so, and not

otherwise ? Certainly, when we think of omnipotence

and at the same time of laws of order according to
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which it is obliged to proceed, our preconceived ideas

of omnipotence fall like a hand with a broken staff."

When they saw me near them, some of them ran up
to me, and with some vehemence said :

" You are the

man who have circumscribed God by laws as by bonds.

How insolent this is ! Thus you have also torn to

pieces our faith upon which our salvation is based, in

the centre of which we place the righteousness of the

Redeemer, next to this the omnipotence of God the

Father, and to these we make the operation of the

Holy Spirit an appendage, and we attribute its efficacy

to man's absolute impotence in things spiritual ; it is

enough for him to speak of the fullness of justification

inherent in this belief by virtue of God's omnipotence.

But we have heard that you see nothing but absurdity

in this faith, because there is nothing of Divine order

on man's part in it."

Hearing this, I opened my mouth, and speaking

with a loud voice, said :
" Learn the laws of Divine

order, and then open that faith, and you will see a vast

solitude, and in it the long and crooked leviathan, and

round about it network woven into an inextricable

knot. But do as we read of Alexander when he saw

the Gordian knot, that he drew his sword and severed

it, thus undoing its intricacies ; and then dashing it

upon the ground he trampled its cords under foot."

At these remarks those assembled bit their tongues,

wishing to sharpen them for something witty. But

they dared not, for they saw heaven opened above me,
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and heard from it a voice saying, " Hear first with

moderation what the order is according to the laws of

which the omnipotent God acts." And I said: " God
from Himself as Order, created the universe in order

and for order ; in like manner man in whom He
established the laws of his order, by virtue of which

laws man was made an image and likeness of God.

The sum of them is, that man should believe in God
and love his neighbor ; and so far as he does this from

his natural powers, he makes himself a receptacle of

the Divine omnipotence, and so far God unites Him-

self to man and man to 'Him. Then man's faith be-

comes a living and saving faith, and his action becomes

charity, also living and saving. But it should be ob-

served that God is perpetually present and continually

striving and acting in man, even touching his freedom

of will, but never violating it. For if man's free-will

were violated, his habitation in God would be destroyed,

and there would remain only a habitation of God in

him. And this habitation is alike in all who are on

earth and in the heavens, and even in those who are

in the hells ; for it is the source of their power, will

and understanding. But the habitation of man in God
is not reciprocal, except in those who live according to

the laws of order set forth in the Word. These be-

come images and likenesses of God, and to them is

given paradise as a possession, and the fruit of the

tree of life for food; while the rest assemble around

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and there
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talk with the serpent, and eat [of the forbidden fruit],

and are afterwards driven from paradise. Neverthe-

less, God does not forsake them, but they forsake

God."

Those who had caps on understood these remarks,

and assented to them ; but those with turbans denied

their truth, and said: "Is not omnipotence thus lim-

ited, and a limited omnipotence is & contradiction ?
"

But I replied :
" It is not a contradiction to act om-

nipotently according to laws of justice with judgment,

or according to laws inscribed from wisdom upon love;

but it is a contradiction for God to be able to act con-

trary to the laws of justice and of his love, which

would be to act not from judgment and wisdom. Such

a contradiction is involved in your faith, which is that

God can justify an unrighteous man out of mere grace,

and enrich him with all the gifts of salvation and the

rewards of life [eternal]. But I will state briefly what

God's omnipotence is

:

" By his omnipotence God created the universe, and

at the same time introduced order into everything and

all things in it. By his omnipotence He also preserves

the universe, and there guards order with its laws per-

petually, and when anything falls from order, He brings

it back and makes it whole again. Furthermore, by

his omnipotence God instituted the church, and re-

vealed its laws of order in the Word ; and when it fell

from order He restored it, and when it wholly fell away

He descended Himself into the world, and by the Hu-
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inanity He assumed put on omnipotence and restored

it. By his omnipotence and omniscience also God
searches every man after death, and prepares the just

or the sheep for their places in heaven, and of them

forms a heaven ; and prepares the unjust or the goats

for their places in hell, and of them forms a hell. He
disposes both classes in societies and congregated bod-

ies according to arl the varieties of their love, which

in heaven arc as many as the stars in the natural fir-

mament
;
while He unites in one the societies of heav-

en in order that they may be like one man before Him.

In like manner He unites the congregated bodies of

hell in order that they may be like one devil ; and he

separates the latter from the former lest hell should do

violence to heaven, or heaven torment hell ; for they

who are in hell are tormented so far as heaven flows

in. Unless God were to do all this every moment by

his omnipotence, a savage nature would take posses-

sion of men until they could no longer be restrained

by the laws of any order, and so the human race would

perish. These and other such things would happen,

unless God were order and omnipotent in order."

Having heard this, those who wore caps departed

with them under their arms, praising God ; for in that

world the intelligent wear caps. But those who wore

turbans did not so [remove them] because they [in

that world] are bald, and baldness signifies stupidity.

The latter departed to the left, and the former to the

right. (T. C. R. n. 71-74.)

7



X.

ABOUT FAITH AND CHARITY.

f angel once said to me :
" If you wish to see

clearly what faith and charity are, conse-

quently what faith separate from charity is,

and what it is when united to charity, I will

give you an ocular demonstration." I answered:

"Demonstrate it." He said: "Instead of faith and

charity, think of light and heat, and you will see

clearly. Faith in its essence is the truth belonging

to wisdom, and charity in its essence is the affection

belonging to love. In heaven the truth of wisdom is

light, and love's affection is heat. The light and heat

in which the angels dwell are essentially nothing else.

" From this you may see clearly what faith separate

from charity is, and what faith united to charity is.

Faith separate from charity is like wintry light ; and

faith united to charity is like vernal light. Wintry

light which is light separate from heat because it is

united to cold, makes the trees entirely bare even of

leaves, kills the grass, hardens the earth and freezes

the waters. But vernal light which is light united to

heat, causes the trees to put forth first leaves, then

flowers, and finally fruit; it opens and softens the

earth so that it produces grasses, herbs, flowers and

74
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shrubs ; it also melts the ice so that the waters flow

from their fountains.

" It is precisely similar with faith and charity.

Faith separate from charity deadens all things, and

faith united to charity vivifies all things. This vivifi-

cation and that deadening may be seen to the life in

our spiritual world, because here faith is light and

charity is heat. For where faith is united to charity,

there are paradisiacal gardens, flowers and green

things, with a native charm according to that union.

But where there is faith separate from charity, there

is not even grass, and where there is any green thing

it is of the nature of briers and thorns."

Not far from us at this time were some clergymen

whom the angel called justifiers and sanctifiers of men
by faith alone, and also dealers in mysteries. We said

the same things to them, and so demonstrated them

that they saw their truth. And yet, when we asked

them if it was not so, they turned away and said

:

" We did not hear you." We then shouted to them,

saying, " Hear us yet again then." But they put both

hands to their ears and vociferated, " We do not wish

to hear you."

After this I talked with the angel about faith alone,

and said that I had been taught by living experience

that that faith was like the light of winter. And I

related that for several years spirits of various beliefs

had passed by me; and that whenever those who sep-

arated faith from charity came near me, such a cold-
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ness invaded my feet, gradually ascending to my loins

and chest, that I hardly knew but that all the vitality

of my body would become extinct; and indeed this

would have happened, had not the Lord driven those

spirits away and liberated me. To me it seemed won-

derful that those spirits themselves experienced no

sense of coldness. This they confessed ; I therefore

compared them to fishes under ice, which do not feel

cold because their life and their nature, therefore, are

in themselves cold.

I then perceived that this cold emanated from the

illusive light of their faith, as the fatuous and cold

light frequently seen by travelers, arises from marshy

and" sulphurous places in midwinter after sunset.

Such spirits may be compared to the icebergs that are

torn from their places in the northern regions, and

carried about on the ocean, of which I have heard it

said that when they come near a ship, all who are on

board shiver with cold. Companies of those spirits

who are in faith separate from charity, may therefore

be likened to those icebergs, and, if you please, may
be called icebergs.

It is known from the Word that faith without

charity is dead ; but I will explain the cause of its

death : It is cold from which that faith expires like a

bird in a severe winter; first its sight fails, and with

it its power to fly, then its respiration, and finally it

falls headlong from the tree into the snow and is

buried.
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WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF HEAVEN?

One morning having awoke from sleep, I saw two

angels descending from heaven, one from the southern

and one from the eastern heaven, both riding in char-

iots to which were harnessed white horses. The char-

iot in which the angel from the southern heaven was

conveyed, shone like silver, and that of the other angel

like gold ; and the reins which they held in their hands

gleamed like the flaming light of the morning.

So did those two angels appear to me from afar

;

but when they came near they did not appear in char-

iots, but in their own angelic form which is the human.

The one that came from the eastern heaven was clad

in a resplendent purple garment, and the one from the

southern heaven in a violet-colored garment. When
they reached the lower regions beneath the heavens,

they ran toward each other as if striving who should

be first, and embraced and kissed each other. I heard

that those two angels while they lived in the world,

had been united in interior friendship ; but that now,

one dwelt in the eastern and the other in the southern

heaven. In the eastern heaven are those who are in

love from the Lord, but in the southern heaven, those

who are in wisdom from the Lord.

After they had conversed for some time about the

magnificent things in their heavens, their conversation

turned upon this, whether heaven in its essence is love

or wisdom. They agreed at once that each belongs

to the other, but disputed as to which was primary.

7*
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The angel from the heaven of wisdom asked the other,

" What is love ? " And he answered :
" Love originat-

ing in the Lord as a Sun, is the heat of the life of men
and angels, therefore the esse of their life. The deri-

vations of love are called affections, and through them

are produced perceptions and thus thoughts. From
this it follows that wisdom in its origin is love, con-

sequently that thought in its origin is affection from

that love. And it may be seen from these derivations

examined in their order, that thought is nothing but

the form of affection. This is not known because

thoughts are in light but affections in lreat, and there-

fore men reflect upon thoughts but not upon affections.

" That thought is nothing but the form of the affec-

tion of any one's love, may also be illustrated by

speech which is no other than the form of tone. This

similarly exists, moreover, because the tone of the

voice corresponds to affection, and speech to thought

;

therefore affection gives tone, and thought speaks.

Tins will also become quite obvious if it is asked,

what remains of speech if tone is taken from it ? or

of thought if affection is taken from it? From this it

is plain that love is the all of wisdom, consequently

that the esse of the heavens is love, and their existere

wisdom ; or what is the same, that the heavens are

from the Divine Love, and exist from the Divine Love

through the Divine Wisdom. Therefore, as before

said, each belongs to the other."

There was then with me a novitiate spirit w ho
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hearing these remarks, asked whether it was the same

with charity and faith, since charity belongs to affec-

tion and faith to thought. The angel replied :
" It is

precisely the same. Faith is nothing but the form of

charity, just as speech is the form of the tone of the

voice. Faith is also formed from charity, as speech

from the tone of the voice. In heaven we also know
how it is formed, but there is not time to explain it

now." He added: "By faith I mean spiritual faith,

the life and spirit of which come exclusively from the

Lord through charity, for this is spiritual, and through

it comes faith. Therefore faith without charity is

merely natural faith, and this faith is dead ; for it is

united with merely natural affection which is nothing

but lust."

The angels spoke of these things spiritually, and

spiritual language embraces thousands of things which

natural language cannot express, and what is wonder-

ful, which cannot even come within the compass of

natural thoughts. After this conversation the angels

departed. And as they withdrew, each to his own
heaven, there appeared stars about their heads. And
when they had gone some distance from me, they again

appeared in chariots as before.

THE TEMPLE OF WISDOM.

After those two angels were out of sight, I saw a

garden on the right in which were olive trees, fig trees,

laurels and palms arranged in order according to cor-
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respondences. I looked thitherward, and among the

trees I saw angels and spirits walking and conversing.

And then one angelic spirit looked at me (they are

called angelic spirits who in the world of spirits are

being prepared for heaven). He came from the garden

to me and said, " If you will come with me into our

paradise, you will hear and see wonderful things."

And I went with him. He then said to me :
" These

whom you sec (for there were several) are all in the

love of truth, and from that in the light of wisdom.

There is also a palace here, which we call the Temple

of Wisdom. But no man can see it who believes him-

self to be very wise, still less one who believes that he

is wise enough, and less yet one who believes that he

is wise from himself. This is because they are not in

a state to rec2ive the light of heaven from the love of

genuine wisdom. It is genuina wisdom for a man to

see from the light of heaven that what he knows, un-

derstands and is wise in, compared with what he does

not know and understand and in which he is not wise,

is like a drop to the ocean, and is therefore almost

nothing. Every one who is in this paradisiacal garden,

and acknowledges both from perception and from seeing

it in himself that he has comparatively so little wisdom,

sees that Temple of Wisdom ; for the interior light in

the mind of man causes him to see it, but not its ex-

terior light without the interior."

Now as I had often thought, and first from knowl-

edge, then from perception, and finally from interior
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light had acknowledged that man has so little wisdom

lo ! it was granted me to see that Temple. Its struc-

ture was wonderful. It was elevated considerably

from the ground, was four-square, with walls of crys-

tal, a gracefully-curved roof of transparent jasper, and

a foundation of various precious stones. The ascent

to it was by means of steps made of polished alabaster.

Beside the steps appeared figures of lions and their

whelps. I then asked if it was allowable to enter,

and was told that it was. I therefore ascended the

steps ; and when I entered the Temple I saw cherubs,

as it were, flying under the roof, but instantly vanish-

ing. The floor on which they walked was of cedar,

and the whole temple, owing to the transparency of

the roof and walls, was built for a form of light.

An angelic spirit entered with me, to whom I re-

lated what I had heard from the two angels about love

and wisdom, and about charity and faith. The angel

said, " Did they not also speak of a third ? " " What
third?" I asked. He replied, "The good of Use.

Love and wisdom without the good of use are not any-

thing. They are only ideal entities, nor do they be-

come real until they exist in use. For love, wisdom

and use are three things that cannot be separated.

If separated, neither of them is anything. Love is

nothing without wisdom, but in wisdom it becomes

something. This something into which it is formed,

is use. Therefore when love is in use through wis-

dom, it really is, because it actually exists. They are

F
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precisely like end, cause and effect. The end is nothing

unless it is in the effect through the cause ; if either

of these three is destroyed, the whole is destroyed, and

is, as it were, annihilated.

"It is the same also with charity, faith, and works.

Charity without faith is nothing, neither is faith any-

thing without charity, nor charity and faith without

works ; but in works they are something, and a some-

thing of the same nature as the use of the works. It

is the same with affection, thought and operation

;

and with will, understanding and action ; for a will

without understanding is like an eye without sight,

and both without action are like a mind without a

body. That it is so, may be clearly seen in this

Temple, because the light in which we are here, is a

light that enlightens the interiors of the mind.

" That there is nothing complete and perfect unless

it is a trine, geometry also teaches. For a line is

nothing unless it becomes a surface, nor is a surface

anything unless it becomes a solid ; therefore one

passes into the other in order that they may exist

;

and they coexist in the third. As it is in this, so is it

also in all created things both in general and in par-

ticular. They are all completed in a third form. This,

now, is the reason why the number three in the Word
signifies what is complete and whole. This being so,

I could not but wonder that some professed to believe

in faith alone, some in charity alone, and some in

works alone, when yet either is nothing without a
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second, and both together are nothing without the

third."

" But," I then asked, " may not a man have charity

and faith, and j-et not works? May he not be in the

love of something, and engaged in thought about it,

and yet not be in its performance ? " The angel

answered :
" He cannot, except ideally— not really.

He must be still in the endeavor, or have the will to

do ; and the will or endeavor is essentially the act, be-

cause it is a continual endeavor to act, which becomes

action in externals when it is determined thereto.

Therefore endeavor and will being the internal act,

are accepted by every wise man because they are ac-

cepted by God, precisely as the external act, provided

there is no failure when opportunity offers."

THE DRAGOXS AXD THEIR DELIGHTS.

I have conversed with some of those who are meant

in the Apocalypse by the dragon, and one of them said:

" Come with me, and I will show you the delights of

our eyes and hearts." And he conducted me through

a gloomy forest and to the top of a hill, from which I

could witness the delights of the dragons. And I saw

an amphitheatre constructed in the form of a circus,

with seats round about gradually rising from the front,

on which were seated the spectators. They who sat

upon the lowest seats, seemed at a distance like satyrs

and priajri, some of them having a covering over the

parts that ought to be concealed, while some had not.
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On the higher seats sat whoremongers and harlots,

—

sueh they appeared to me from their gestures.

The dragon then said to me :
" Now you shall see

our sport." And I saw, as it were, calves, rams, sheep,

kids and lambs let into the area of the circus ; and after

they had been let in, a door was opened, and in rushed

as it were young lions, panthers, tigers and wolves,

attacking the other animals with fury, tearing and

killing them. After the bloody slaughter the satyrs

sprinkled sand over the place where the animals had

been killed. The dragon then said to me :
" These are

our sports which delight our minds." I answered:
" Be gone, demon ! After a while you will see this

amphitheatre turned into a lake of fire and brimstone."

At this he laughed and went away.

And afterwards I was thinking to myself why such

things are permitted by the Lord ; and I received in

my heart the response :
" They are permitted so long

as these spirits are in the world of spirits ; but after

the time of their stay in the world is past, such theat-

rical scenes are turned into infernal horrors."

All that was seen had been induced by the dragon

through fantasy ; so that the animals were not calves,

rams, sheep, kids and lambs, but they caused the gen-

uine goods and truths of the church which they hated,

to so appear. The lions, tigers, panthers and wolves

were appearances of the cupidities in those who seemed

like satyrs and priapi. Those who had no covering

about the parts that ought to be concealed, were such
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as believed that sins do not appear in the sight of God

;

and those who had a covering were such as believed

that sins appear but do not damn provided they have

faith. The whoremongers and harlots were falsi Ir i s

of the truths of the Word, for whoredom signifies the

falsification of truth. In the spiritual world all things

appear at a distance according to correspondences,

which when apparent in forms are called representa-

tions of what is spiritual in objects similar to natural

ones.

Afterwards I saw them going out of the forest, the

dragon in the midst of the satyrs and priapi, and the

drudges and followers (who were the whoremongers

and harlots) behind them. The crowd increased on

the way, and then I heard their conversation. They

said that they saw a flock of sheep with lambs in a

meadow, and that this was a sign that one of the Je-

rusalemitic cities where charity is the chief thing,

was near. And they said, " Let us go and capture

that city, eject its inhabitants and plunder their

goods."

They approached the city ; but there was a wall

about it, and angelic guards upon the wall. They then

said, " Let us take it by stratagem. Let us send some

one skillful in quibbling, who can make black white

and white black, and give to everything whatever

color he chooses." And they found one versed in the

art of metaphysics, who could change ideas of things

into ideas of terms, hiding the things themselves under

8
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formulas, and so flying away with them like a hawk
with his prey under his wings. He was instructed to

say to the citizens that they were of the same religion,

and wished to be admitted. He went to the gate and

knocked ; and when it was opened he said that he

wished to speak with the wisest man in the city. He
entered and was conducted to a certain person whom
he addressed as follows :

" My brethren are outside

of the city, and beg to be admitted. They are of the

same religion with you. Both of us make faith and

charity the two essentials of religion ; the sole differ-

ence is, that you say charity is primary and that from

it comes faith, while we say faith is primary and from

it comes charity. What matters it which is called

primary, so long as both are believed in ?"

The wise man belonging to the city answered, "Let

us not talk of this matter alone, but in the presence

of others who may be arbiters and judges ; otherwise

we arrive at no decision." And immediately there

approached some to whom the dragon addressed re-

marks similar to those he had made before. Then the

wise citizen answered :
" You have said that it is the

same whether charity is assumed to be the primary

principle of the church, or faith, provided it is agreed

that both constitute the church and its religion. And
yet there is a distinction like that between the prior

and posterior, between cause and effect, the principal

and the instrumental, the essential and the formal.

I use these terms because I observed that you were
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skilled in the art of metaphysics, an art which we call

quibbling, and some call sorcery. But let us drop the

terms. The distinction is like that between what is

above and what is below
;
nay, if you will believe it,

it is like that between the minds of those who inhabit

the higher and of those who inhabit the lower parts

of this world. For what is primary forms the head

and breast, and what comes from that forms the feet

and soles.

" But let us first agree as to what charity and faith

are ; as that charity is the love of doing good to the

neighbor for the sake of God, salvation and eternal

life, and that faith is thought arising from confidence

respecting God, salvation and eternal life." But the

emissary said: "I grant that this is faith, and I also

grant that charity is that affection for the sake of God
(because for the sake of his commands), but not for the

sake of salvation and eternal life."

After this agreement and disagreement the wise

citizen said :
" Is not affection or loving the primary,

and is not thought derived therefrom ? " But the

messenger of the dragon said, "I deny that." The

other answered, " You cannot deny it. Does not man
think from some love ? Take away love, and can he

think at all ? It is precisely as if you take the tone

of the voice from speech. If you do so, can you speak

at all ? The tone, moreover, belongs to some love's

affection ; for love gives tone, and thought speaks. It

is also like flame and light ; if you take away the Game
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does not the light perish ? It is the same with charity

because it belongs to love, and with faith because it

belongs to thought. Can you not thus comprehend

that the primary is the all-in-all of the secondary, pre-

cisely like flame and light ? From which it is plain

that if you do not make that primary which is pri-

mary, you are not in the other. Therefore if you put

faith, which belongs to the second place, in the first,

you will appear in heaven only as an inverted man
with his feet upward and his head downward, or like

a gymnast with inverted body walking on the palms of

his hands. When such is your appearance in heaven,

what is the nature of your good works which are

charity in act ? Are they not like what that tumbler

would do with his feet, because he cannot use his

hands ? Therefore your charity is natural and not

spiritual, because it is inverted."

The emissary understood this ; for every devil can

understand truth when he hears it, but he cannot re-

tain it, because affection for evil which is essentially

the lust of the flesh, when it returns, banishes the

thought of truth. And then the wise citizen showed

by various means that faith when assumed as the pri-

mary is merely natural, a persuasion destitute of spirit-

ual life, and consequently is not faith. And he said

:

" I might almost say that in your faith there is no

more spirituality than in thought about the kingdom

of the Great Mogul, about the diamond-mine there,

and the treasury or court of that emperor."
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Hearing this, the dragon went away angry and re-

ported to his companions outside of the city. And
when they heard that it had been said that charity

was the love of doing good to the neighbor for the

sake of salvation and eternal life, they all exclaimed,

"It is a lie!" And the dragon himself said, "Oh
horrible ! Are not all works of charity done for the

sake of salvation, meritorious?" Then they said to

each other :
" Let us call together still more of our

people, and besiege this city and expel those charities."

But when they tried to do that, lo ! there appeared as

it were a fire from heaven, which consumed them.

But the fire from heaven was an appearance of their

anger and hatred against those who were in the city,

because they had lowered faith from the first place to

the second, nay, to the lowest beneath charity, for

they had said that [otherwise] it was not faith. They

seemed to be consumed with fire because a hell was

opened under their feet, and they were swallowed up.

Tilings similar to these happened in many places at

the time of the last judgment, which is also meant by

the following in Rev. xx. 8, 9 : The dragon " shall go

out to deceive the nations which are in the four quar-

ters of the earth, . . to gather them together to battle
;

and they went up on the breadth of the earth, and

encompassed the camp of the saints about, and the be-

loved city; and fire came down from God out of heaven

and devoured them."
8*
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TWO PRELATES ON RELIGION AND JUSTIFICATION.

A paper was once seen let down from heaven to a

society in the world of spirits, where there were two

church prelates with subordinate canons and elders.

The paper contained an exhortation to them to ac-

knowledge the Lord Jesus Christ for the God of heaven

and earth, as He himself taught (Matt, xxviii. 18) ;

and to withdraw from the doctrine of faith justif}<iug

without the works of the law, because it is erroneous.

This paper was read and transcribed by many; and

many thought and spoke of its contents with good

judgment.

But after they had received it, they said to each

other :
" Let us hear what the prelates say." But the

prelates opposed and disapproved. For the prelates

of that society were hardened in heart by falsities im-

bibed in the former world. Therefore after a brief

consultation with each other, they sent the paper back

to heaven whence it came. This being done, after

some murmuring most of the laity withdrew their

previous assent; and then the light of their judgment

in spiritual things, which had before shone brightly,

was suddenly extinguished. After they had been

again admonished, but to no purpose, I saw that society

sink down (how deeply I did not see), and so with-

drawn out of the sight of those who worship the Lord

exclusively, and arc averse to justification by faith

alone.
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But after a few flays I saw nearly a hundred ascend-

ing from the lower earth, right where that little society

had sunk. They approached me, and one of them

said: "Listen; I will tell you something wonderful.

While we were sinking down, the place appeared to

us like a pond, but immediately afterwards like dry

laud, and then like a small town iu which many of us

had our own houses. After a day had passed, we con-

sulted together as to what ought to be done. Many
said that those two prelates of the church ought to be

called upon and mildly censured for sending the paper

back to the heaven it came from, and causing this to

come upon us. They even selected certain ones who
visited the prelates ; and the one who talked with me
said that he was one of them, and one who surpassed

the others in wisdom, spoke to the prelates as follows :

—

" ' We have believed that with us more than with

others existed the church and religion, because we had

heard it said that we enjoyed the greatest gospel light.

But there was given to some of us enlightenment from

heaven, and in the enlightenment a perception that in

the Christian world at the present day there is no

longer a church*, because there is no religion.'

" The prelates answered, ' What are you saying ?

Is not the church where the Word is, where Christ the

Saviour is known, and where the sacraments are?'

To this our spokesman replied :
' Those things belong

to the church, inasmuch as the}* constitute the church;

but this they do, not without man but within him

;
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and moreover, can the church exist where three Gods
are worshipped ? Can the church exist where all its

doctrine is founded upon a single misunderstood state-

ment of Paul's, consequently not upon the Word ?

Can the church exist so long as the Saviour of the

world who is the true God of the church, is not ap-

proached ? Who can deny that religion is to shun

evil and do good ? Is there any religion in this, that

faith alone saves, and not charity joined to faith ? Is

there any religion where it is taught that the charity

proceeding from man is only moral and civil charity ?

Who does not see that there is no religion in that

charity ? Arc there any deeds or works in faith

alone ? Yet religion consists in deeds. Is there any

people in the whole world that excludes all saving

virtue from the good that proceeds from charity,

which is good works ? Nevertheless the whole of re-

ligion consists in good, and the whole of the church

in doctrine which teaches truth, and through truth

good. What glory had been ours, if we had accepted

what the paper let down from heaven contained in its

bosom !

'

" The prelates then answered :
' You* speak too loft-

ily. Is not faith in act, which is faith fully justifying

and saving, the church ? and is not faith in state, which

is faith proceeding and perfecting, religion ? Apprehend

this aright, children.' But our wise spokesman said:

' Listen, fathers ! Does not man, according to your

dogma, conceive faith in act like a stock ? Can a stock
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be vivified so as to become a church ? Is not faith in

state, according to your idea, a continuation and prog-

ress of faith in act ? And since, according to your

dogma, all saving power is in faith and none in the

good of charity coming from man, where then is re-

ligion ?

'

" Then the priest answered, ' Friend, you speak so

because you do not know the mysteries of justification

by faith alone ; and he who does not know those mys-

teries, has no interior knowledge of the way of salva-

tion. Your way is external and plebeian. Walk it

if you will; but know that all good is from God, and

nothing from man, so that man can of himself do

nothing in spiritual things. How then can he do good

that is spiritual of himself? '

"At this our spokesman, being very indignant, re-

plied: 'I know your mysteries of justification better

than you do, and I tell you plainly that I see nothing

in them interiorly but spectres. Is it not religion to

acknowledge God and to shun and hate the devil ? Is

not God Goodness itself, and the devil Evil itself?

Is there any one in the whole world who has any re-

ligion, that does not know this ? Is not acknowledging

and loving God doing good, because good belongs to

God and is from Him ? And is not shunning and

hating the devil ceasing to do evil, because evil be-

longs to the devil and is from him ? Or, what is the

same thing, does your faith in act which you call faith

fully justifying and saving, or what is again the same,
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your act of justification by faith alone, teach men to do

any good that is of and from God, or to shun any evil

that is of and from the devil ? Not in the least ; be-

cause you maintain that there is nothing of salvation

in either. What is your faith in state, which you have

called faith proceeding and perfecting, but the same

thing as faith in act ? And how can this be perfected

when you exclude all good that comes from man as if

from himself, saying in your mysteries, How can man
be saved by any good that comes from himself, when
salvation is gratuitous? And again you say, What is

the good that comes from man but meritorious good,

since the merit of Christ is all ? Therefore to do good

for the sake of salvation would be for man to attribute

to himself what belongs to Christ alone, and would

thus be to desire to justify and save himself. Again,

you say : How can any man do good, when the Holy

Spirit does all things without any aid from man ?

What need is there of any accessory good from man,

when all good that comes from man in itself is not

good ? and so on.

" 'Are not these your mysteries? But in my eyes

they are mere cavils and subtleties invented for the

purpose of removing good works, which are the good

that comes from charity, so that you may establish

your faith alone. And because you do this, you look

at man with regard to faith, and in general with re-

gard to all the spiritual things that pertain to the church

and religion, as a stock or an inanimate figure, and not
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as a man created to be an image of God, to whom there

has been given and is continually given the faculty of

understanding and volition, of believing and loving,

Of speaking and acting, altogether as of himself, espe-

cially in spiritual things, because from them man is man.

If man in spiritual things did not think and operate as

of himself, why the Word, why the church and relig-

ion, and why worship ? Do you not know that to do

good to the neighbor from love, is charity ? But you

do not know what charity is, when yet it is the soul

and essence of faith. And since charity is that soul

and essence, what then is faith separate from charity,

but dead ? and dead faith is a mere spectre. I call

it a spectre, because James calls faith without good

works not only dead, but even diabolical.'

" Then one of the prelates, when he heard his faith

called dead, diabolical and a spectre, became so enraged

that he snatched his ecclesiastical cap from his head

and dashed it upon the table, saying, ' I will not re-

sume it until I have taken vengeance upon the enemies

of the faith of our church.' And he shook his head

muttering, ' That James! that James,!' On the front

of his cap was a plate on which were engraved the

words, Faith alone justifies.

" Then suddenly appeared a monster rising up out

of the earth, with seven heads, with feet like a bear's,

a body like a leopard's, and a mouth like a lion's, pre-

cisely like the beast described in Rev. xiii. 1, 2, of

whom an image was made and worshiped (vs. 14, 15).
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This spectre took the cap from the table, and widening1

it below, placed it on his seven heads, and then the

earth gaped beneath his feet and he sunk down. See-

ing this, the prelate shouted ' Violence ! violence !

'

We then left them. And lo ! steps appeared before us

by which we ascended and returned above ground,

and in sight of the heaven where we had been be-

fore."

This was related to me by the spirit who, with a

hundred others, had ascended from the lower earth.

THE MYSTERIES OF FAITH DISCUSSED.

In the northern quarter of the spiritual world I

heard, as it were, a sound of waters. I therefore ap-

proached the sound ; and when I came near it ceased,

and I heard something like the hum of a congregation.

And then there appeared a house full of holes, sur-

rounded by a wall from which that hum was heard.

I approached it ; a doorkeeper Avas there of whom I

asked, " Who are here ? " He answered, " The wisest

of the wise, who together form conclusions about su-

pernatural things." He spoke so from his simple faith.

And I said to him, " Is entrance allowed ? " He an-

swered, " It is, provided you do not say anything ;
for

I have leave to admit gentiles to stand in the doorway

with me." I therefore entered, and behold, it was an

amphitheatre, and in the centre of it was a pulpit, and

a number of wise men (so called), discussing the mys-

teries of their faith.
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The matter or proposition then under discussion

was, Whether the good that a man does in a state of

justification by faith, or in its progress after the act,

is religious good or not. They said unanimously that

by religious good they meant good that contributes

toward salvation. The discussion was bitter ;
but

those prevailed who said that the good which a man
does in the state or progress of faith, is only moral

£Ood, which is conducive to worldly prosperity, but

contributes nothing to salvation ; faith only does this.

They confirmed this opinion as follows :

" How can any voluntary good of man's be united

to gratuitous good ? Is not salvation of free grace ?

How can any good coming from man be united to the

merit of Christ? Does not salvation come through

this merit only ? And how can man's operation be

united to the operation of the Holy Spirit I Does it

not do all things without the aid of man ? Are not

those three things exclusively saving in the act of jus-

tification by faith ? and do they not continue to be ex-

clusively saving in its state or progress ? Wherefore

accessory good derived from man can by no means be

called religious good which, as before said, contributes

to salvation. But if any one does it for the sake of

salvation, because there is then the will of man in it,

which cannot but look upon such good as a merit, it

ought rather to be called religious evil."

Two gentiles were standing beside the doorkeeper

in the vestibule, and they heard these remarks ; and

9 G
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one of them said to the other :
" These men have no

religion. Who does not see that to do good to the

neighbor for the sake of God, thus with and from God,

is what is called religion ? " And the other said,

" Their faith has infatuated them." They then asked

the doorkeeper who the men were. He answered,

"They are wise Christians." They replied, "You
are prating

;
you deceive us

;
they are players who

talk so." And I went away.

I went to that house, and they then deliberated on

those subjects, and everything occurred as described,

from the Lord's Divine auspices.

SPIRITUAL POVERTY OF THE CHURCH.

How great is the desolation of truth and the the-

ological destitution in the Christian church to-day, has

been made known to me by conversation with many
of the laity and clergy in the spiritual world. So

great is the spiritual poverty among them, that they

hardly know anything except that there is a Trinity,

consisting of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and that

faith alone saves. And of the Lord Christ, they know

only the historical accounts in the evangelists. But

all else which the Word of both Testaments teaches

respecting Him, as that the Father and He are one,

that he is in the Father and the Father in Him, that

He has all power in heaven and on earth, that it is the

will of the Father that they should believe in the Son,

and that whosoever believes in Him has eternal life,
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besides many other things, is as unknown to them and

as remote as the things that lie at the bottom of the

ocean, or in the centre of the earth ; and when it is

brought forth from the Word and read, they stand as

if they heard and yet did not hear ; nor does it enter

their ears more deeply than the whispering of the wind

or the beating of a drum.

The angels who are sometimes sent by the Lord to

visit the Christian societies that are in the world of

spirits and thus beneath heaven, lament exceedingly,

saying that there is a dullness and consequent dark-

ness among them in matters pertaining to salvation

almost equal to that of talking parrots. The learned

in these societies even say, that in spiritual and divino

things they have no more understanding than statues.

An angel once told me that he conversed with two

of the clergy, one of whom was in faith separate from

charity, and the other in faith not separate. With the

former he spoke as follows :
" Friend, who are you ?

He replied, " I am a Reformed Christian." "What
is your doctrine, and your religion as derived from

it?" He answered, "Faith." The angel asked,
u What is your faith ? " He replied, " My faith is,

that God the Father sent his Son to take upon himself

the damnation of the human race, and that we are

thereby saved." The angel then asked, " What more

do you know about salvation ? " He replied, " Salva-

tion comes by that faith alone." Again the angel

asked, " What do you know of redemption ? " Ha
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answered, " It was accomplished by the passion of the

cross, and Christ's merit is imputed through that faith."

" What do you know of regeneration ? " He replied,

"It is effected by that faith." "Tell me what you

know of love and charity." He answered, " They are

that faith." "What do you think of the command-

ments and the rest of the Word ? " He replied, " They

are included in that faith." Then, said the angel,

" You therefore do nothing ? " He answered, "What
am I to do ? I cannot do good that is good of my-
self." "Can you have faith of yourself?" inquired

the angel. He replied, " That I do not inquire into
;

I must have faith." Finally the angel said, " Certainly

you know something more about salvation ? " He
answered, " What more should I know, when salva-

tion comes through that faith alone ?

"

Then the angel said, " You answer like a man play-

ing but one note on a flute. I hear nothing but faith.

If you know about that and nothing else, you know
nothing at all. Go and see where your companions

are." He went, and found them in a desert where

there was no grass. He asked the reason, and was

told that it was because they possessed nothing of the

church.

With him who had faith united to charity, the angel

spoke as follows :
" Friend, who are you ? " He re-

plied, "lama Reformed Christian " " What is your

doctrine, and your religion as derived from it ? " He
answered, "Faith and charity." "These," said the
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angel, " are two things." " They cannot be separated,"

was the reply. The angel asked, " What is faith 1
"

He answered, "To believe what the Word teaches."

" And what is charity ? " He replied, " To do what

the Word teaches." "Have you only believed what

the Word teaches, or have you also done it?" He
answered, " I have also done it." The heavenly angel

then looked at him, and said :
" My friend, come with

me and dwell with us."

9*
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INSTRUCTION IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.

ONCE saw an assembly of spirits all on their

knees praying to God to send angels to them

with whom they might converse face to face,

and to whom they might open the thoughts

of their hearts. And when they rose up, there ap-

peared three angels in white standing in sight of them
;

and the angels said :
" The Lord Jesus Christ has heard

your prayers, and has therefore sent us to you
;
open

to us the thoughts of your hearts." And the spirits

replied: "Our priests have told us that in theological

matters it is not the understanding but faith that

avails ; and that intellectual faith does not profit in

such matters, because it comes from and savors of man,

and is not from God. We are Englishmen, and we
have heard many things from our sacred ministry

which we believed ; but when we conversed with

others who also claimed to belong to the Reformed

church, and with some who called themselves Roman
Catholics, and again with those of various sects, they

all seemed learned ; and yet in many things they did

not agree with one another. And still they all said,

Believe us ; and some said, We are ministers of God,

and we know. But as we know that no one possesses

divine truths which are called truths of faith and are

102
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those of the church, from nativity only, or hereditarily,

but out of heaven from God ; and as these point the

way to heaven, and enter the life together with the

good of charity, thus leading to eternal life ; we have

become anxious, and on our knees prayed to God."

Then replied the angels: "Read the "Word and be-

lieve in the Lord, and you will see the truths which

must be those of your faith and life. All in the Chris-

tian world draw their doctrinals from the Word as the

one only fountain." But two of the assembly said

:

" We have read the AVord, but have not understood

it." The angels replied: " You have not approached

the Lord who is the Word, and you had also first con-

firmed yourselves in falsities. What is faith without

light ? And what is thinking without understanding ?

It is not human. Ravens and magpies can learn to

talk without understanding. We can assure you that

every man whose soul desires it, may see the truths

of the Word clearly. There is no animal that does

not know its own life's food when it sees it ; and man
is a rational and spiritual animal ; he sees the food, not

of his body's but of his soul's life, which is the truth

of faith, if he hungers for it and seeks it of the Lord.
" Moreover, whatever is not received by the under-

standing, does not remain in the memory as to the sub-

ject, but only as to the words ; therefore when we have

looked down from heaven into the woi*ld, we have not

seen anything, but have only heard sounds, for the

most part discordant ones. But we will enumerate
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some things which the learned of the clergy have re-

moved from the understanding, not knowing that there

are two ways to the understanding, one from the world

and the other from heaven, and that the Lord with-

draws the understanding from the world while He is

enlightening it. But if the understanding is closed

from religion, the way from heaven is closed to it, and

then man sees no more in the Word than a blind man.

We have seen many such fall into pits out of which

they did not rise. Let examples illustrate : Can you

not understand what charity and faith are—that charity

is to act well with the neighbor, and faith to think

aright respecting God and the essentials of the church
;

and consequently that he who acts well and thinks

aright, that is, lives well and believes aright, is saved ?"

To this the spirits answered that they understood it.

The angels further said: " Man must repent of his

sins in order to be saved ; and unless he repents he re-

mains in the sins in which he was born, and repent-

ance is for man not to will evils because they are con-

trary to God, to examine himself once or twice a year,

to see his evils, to confess them before the Lord, to

implore his aid, to desist from them, and to begin a

new life ; and so far as he does this and believes in the

Lord, his sins are forgiven." Then those from the as-

sembly answered :
" We understand that, and there-

fore what the forgiveness of sins is also."
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ABOUT GOD. IMMORTALITY, BEGEXERATION, BAP-
TISM AND THE HOLY SUPPER.

They then asked the angels to give them still further

information, and to instruct them at once about God,

the immortality of the soul, regeneration and baptism.

To this the angels replied :
" We shall not say any-

thing but what you will understand ; otherwise our

words would fall like rain upon the sand and upon

seeds therein, which, however they may be watered

from heaven, still wither and die."

And of God they said :
" All who enter heaven are

there allotted a place and consequently eternal joy ac-

cording to their idea of God, because this idea is uni-

versally regnant in all that pertains to worship. The

idea of God as a Spirit, while a spirit is supposed to

be ether or wind, is an idea without meaning. But

the idea of God as a Man is the true idea ; for God is

Divihe Love and Wisdom, together with every cpuality

thereof, and their subject is not ether or wind but

Man. The idea of God in heaven is that of the Lord

the Saviour : He is the God of heaven and earth, as

He himself taught. Let your idea of God be like ours,

and we shall be associated." When they said this, the

faces of their hearers beamed.

Respecting the Immortality of the soul they said :

" Man lives for ever because he is capable of union

with God through love and faith. Every man is

capable of this. That this capacity constitutes the
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immortality of the soul you can understand if you

think a little more profoundly upon the subject."

Of Regeneration they said: "Who does not see

that every man has the liberty to think about God or

not to think about Him, provided he has been instructed

that there is a God? Thus every man has liberty in

spiritual as well as in civil and natural things. The

Lord gives this to all continually ; wherefore man is

in fault if he does not think. Man is man on account

of this faculty ; while a beast is a beast from the ab-

sence of this faculty. Man may therefore reform and

regenerate himself as of himself, provided he acknowl-

edges in his heart that it is from the Lord. Every

one who repents and believes in the Lord is reformed

and regenerated. Man does both as of himself; but

the os of himself is from the Lord. It is true that

man cannot of himself contribute anything to this

work, not an iota. Nevertheless, you are not created

statues but men, so that you may do that from the

Lord as of yourselves. This, the only reciprocation

of love and faith, is what the Lord desires by all means

should be yielded to Him by man. In a word, act of

yourselves, and believe that it is from the Lord ; thus

you act as of yourselves."

But those of the assembly then asked if this acting

of himself was implanted in man from creation. An
angel replied: "It is not, because to act of himself

belongs to God alone, but is given continually, that is

adjoined continually. And then so far as man does
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good and believes truth as of himself, he is an angel

of heaven ; and so far as he does evil and therefrom

believes falsity, which he also does as of himself, he is

an infernal spirit. That this latter is also as of him-

self astonishes you ; but yet you can see it when you

pray to be guarded from the devil lest he seduce you,

enter into you as he did into Judas, fill you with all

iniquity, and destroy you soul and body. But every

man is in fault who believes that he acts of himself,

whether he does good or evil ; but he is not in fault

who believes that he acts as of himself. For if he

believes that the good is from himself, he claims as

his own what belongs to God ; and if he believes the

evil to be from himself he attributes to himself what

belongs to the devil."

Respecting Baptism they said :
" Baptism is spiritual

washing which is reformation and regeneration. An
infant is reformed and regenerated when, having be-

come an adult, he does those two things that his spon-

Hors promised for him— repents, and believes in God
;

for first, they promise that he will renounce the devil

and all his works ; and second, that he will believe in

God. All infants in heaven are initiated into these

two things ; but to them the devil is hell and God is

the Lord. Moreover, baptism is a sign to the angels

that a man belongs to the church."

Hearing this, they of the assembly responded, " We
understand that," But there was heard a voice from

the side, crying: "We do not understand;" and yet
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another, saying :
" We do not wish to understand."

Inquiry was made from whom those voices came, and

they were found to proceed from those who had con-

firmed themselves in falsities of faith, and who wished

to be believed as oracles, and so to be worshiped.

The angels said :
" Do not be astonished ; there are

many such at this day. They appear to us from heav-

en like sculptured images made with such skill that

they can move their lips and make sounds like those

of the vocal organs, and yet know not whether the

breath which the sound comes from is from hell or

from heaven, because they do not know whether it is

false or true. They reason and reason, confirm and

confirm, and yet do not see whether anything is so or

not. But know this, that human ingenuity can con-

firm whatever it will, even until it seems to be actu-

ally so. Therefore heretics can do so ; and impious

persons, nay, atheists can prove that God does not

exist, but nature only."

After this, that assembly of the English inflamed

with the desire of being wise, said to the angels

:

" They say so many different things about the Holy

Supper, tell us what the truth is about that." The

angels replied :
" The truth is that the man who looks

to the Lord and repents, is by that most holy ordi-

nance conjoined to the Lord and introduced into heav-

en." But they of the assembly said :
" That is a mys-

tery." The angels replied :
" It is a mystery, but yet

such as may be understood. The bread and wine do
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not effect that ; there is nothing holy from them ; but

spiritual and material bread, as also spiritual and ma-

terial wine correspond to each other mutually,— spir-

itual bread being the holy principle of love, and spir-

itual wine the holy principle of faith, both from

the Lord, and both being the Lord. Hence the con-

junction of the Lord with man and of man with

the Lord, not with the bread and wine but with the

love and faith of the man who has repented ; and

conjunction with the Lord is also introduction into

heaven."

And after the angels had taught them something

about correspondence, those of the assembly said:

" Now for the first time we can understand this also."

And when they had said this, lo ! a flame with light

descending from heaven associated them with the an-

gels, and they loved each other mutually.

ABOUT ADMISSION INTO HEAVEN.

All who are prepared for heaven— this being done

in the world of spirits which is intermediate between

heaven and hell— when the period of their prepara-

tion has been completed, sigh for heaven. And imme-

diately their eyes are opened and they see a path lead-

ing to some society in heaven. They take this path

and ascend. On the ascent there is a gate and a guard

at it. He opens the gate, and so they enter. An ex-

aminer then meets them, who tells them by the moder-

ator to enter still further and search to see whether
10
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there are houses anywhere which they recognize as

their own— for there is a new house for every novi-

tiate angel, and if they find it, they so report and re-

main there ; but if they do not find it, they return and

say that they have not seen it. And then a certain

wise one there examines to see whether the light that

is in them harmonizes with that in the society, and

especially whether the heat agrees ; for the light of

heaven in its essence is divine truth, and the heat

of heaven in its essence is divine good, both proceeding

from the Lord there as a Sun. If there is in them a light

and heat different from those of that society, that is,

a different kind of good and truth, they are not re-

ceived. Therefore they leave there, and through ways

opened between the societies in heaven they pass on.

And this they continue to do until they find a society

perfectly harmonious with their affections; and this

becomes their abode forever. For they are then among

their own as if among relatives and friends whom they

love from the heart, because their affections are similar.

And there they are in their life's happiness, and in

their whole bosom's joy from peace of mind ; for there

is in the heat and light of heaven an ineffable delight

which is communicated. Thus it happens with those

who become angels.

But those who are in evils and falsities may ascend

to heaven by permission
;
yet when they enter they

begin to catch their breath and to respire with diffi-

culty ; and presently their sight grows dim, their un-
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derstanding is darkened, they cease to think, death

seems to stare them in the face, and so they stand like

stocks. Then their heart begins to palpitate, their

chest to be oppressed, the mind is seized with anguish,

and their torture increases more and more. In this

state they writhe like serpents brought near a fire, so

that they roll themselves away, and by a precipitous

descent which then appears, they cast themselves

down ; nor do they rest until they are in hell among

their like where they can draw breath and where their

hearts can beat freely. Afterwards they hate heaven,

reject truth, and in their hearts blaspheme the Lord,

believing that their tortures and torments in heaven

were from him.

From these few statements will appear the lot of

those who wholly disregard the truths pertaining to

faith, which nevertheless constitute the light in which

the angels of heaven are, and who disregard the goods

pertaining to love and charity, which nevertheless

constitute the heat of life in which the angels are

;

and it will also appear from the foregoing how far

they are in error who believe that any one may en-

joy heavenly happiness provided he is admitted into

heaven. For it is the belief of the present day, that to

be received into heaven is a matter of mercy only, and

that a man's reception into heaven is like his going to

a wedding in the world, being admitted at once to its

joys and festivities.

But let it be understood that there is a conimunica-
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tion in the spiritual world of love's affections and the

thoughts arising- from them, inasmuch as man is then

a spirit, and the life of the spirit is love's affection and

its thought ; also that homogeneous affection unites,

while heterogeneous affection separates ; and again

that heterogeneity tortures both a devil in heaven and

an angel in hell ; for which reason they are separated

in strict accordance with the diversities, varieties and

differences of the affections pertaining to love.

ASCENDING TO HEAVEN UNPREPARED.

I was once permitted to see three hundred of the

clei'gy and laity together, all [regarded as] learned

and erudite, because they knew how to confirm faith

alone even to justification thereby, and some still fur-

ther. And because they believed that heaven was

mere admission from grace, leave was granted them

to ascend to one heavenly society which, however,

was not among the higher ones. And when they

were ascending they appeared from afar like calves.

"When they entered they were received by the angels

civilly ; but while they were conversing a trembling

seized them, afterwards a horror, and finally torture

like that of death; then they cast themselves down
headlong, and while falling they looked like dead

horses. They looked like calves during their ascent,

because the natural affection for seeing and knowing

when exultant, appears like a calf on account of the

correspondence ; and they looked like dead horses
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while they were foiling, because the understanding of

truth on account of the correspondence appears like a

horse, and no understanding of the truth that belongs

to the church, appears like a dead horse.

There were boys below who saw them descending,

and in their descent looking like dead horses. And
then they turned their faces away and asked their

teacher who was with them :
" What is this strange

thing ? We saw men, and now instead of them we
see dead horses ; and because we could not look at

them we turned away our faces : let us not stay in

this place, teacher, but go away." And they went

away. And on the way the teacher instructed them

as to the meaning of a dead horse, saying :
" A horse

signifies the understanding of truth from the Word.

All the horses that you have seen have that signifi-

cance ; for when a man goes meditating upon the

Word, his meditation appears at a distance like a

horse, noble and lively in proportion as he meditates

spiritually, but on the other hand poor and lifeless as

he meditates materially."

THINKING MATERIALLY AND SPIRITUALLY OF GOD,
THE NEIGHBOR AND HEAVEN.

The boys then asked :
" What is meditating spirit-

ually and materially upon the Word ? " The teacher

answered :
" I will illustrate it by examples : While

any one is reading the Word devoutly, he is think-

ing within himself of God, the neighbor and heaven.

10* H
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Every one who thinks of God from his person only

and not from his essence, thinks materially
;
every one

who thinks of the neighbor from his outward form

only and not from his character, thinks materially

;

and every one who thinks of heaven from place merely,

and not from love and wisdom from which heaven is

heaven, also thinks materially."

But, the boys said :
" We have thought of God from

person, of the neighbor from his form as being a man,

and of heaven from place as being above us ; did we
then appear to any one like dead horses when we were

reading the Word ? " The teacher answered :
" No

:

you are as yet children, and cannot do otherwise; but

I have perceived in you an affection for knowing and

understanding, which being spiritual you have also

thought spiritually ; for there is some spiritual thought

latent within your material thought, of which fact you

are yet ignorant. But I will return to what I said

before, that he who thinks materially while reading

the Word or meditating upon it, appears at a distance

like a dead horse, while he who thinks spiritually ap-

pears like a living horse ; and that he thinks materially

of God who thinks of Him from person only and not

from essence.

" For there are sundry attributes of the Divine

Essence, as omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence,

eternity, love, wisdom, mercy, grace, and others ; and

there are attributes proceeding from the Divine Es-

sence, which are creation, preservation, redemption
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and salvation, enlightenment and instruction. Every-

one who thinks of God from person makes three Gods,

saying that the Creator and Preserver is one God, the

Redeemer and Saviour another, and the Enlightener

and Instructor a third ; while every one who thinks

of God from essence makes one God, saying : God
created us ; the same redeemed and saves us ; and He
also enlightens and instructs. This is the reason that

they who think of the trinity of God from person,

thus materially, cannot, from the ideas arising from

their thought which is material, do otherwise than

make three Gods of one. But still, contrary to their

thought, they are compelled to say that there is a one-

ness of those three by their essence, because through

a veil, as it were, they have also thought of God from

essence. Therefore, my scholars, think of God from

essence, and from this latter of person. For to think

from person of essence is to think materially of" essence

also ; while to think from essence of person is to think

spiritually even of person. The ancient Gentiles, be-

cause they thought materially of God and therefore

of the attributes of God also, not only made three gods

but more, even as many as a hundred ; for of every

attribute they made a god. You must understand

that the material does not enter into the spiritual, but

the spiritual into the material.

" It is similar with thought respecting the neighbor

from the outward form and not from his character ; as

also with thought about heaven from place, and not
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from love and wisdom from which heaven exists. It

is similar with all things both general and particular

that are in the "Word. Therefore he who cherishes a

material idea of God, as also of the neighbor and

heaven, cannot understand anything in the Word. It

is to him a dead letter ; and he, while reading it or

meditating upon it, at a distance looks like a dead

horse. Those whom you saw descending from heaven,

having become like dead horses before your eyes, were

such as have closed up the rational sight as to the the-

ological or spiritual matters of the church, in them-

selves and in others by the peculiar dogma that the

understanding must be kept in obedience to their faith ;

not reflecting that the understanding closed by religion

is as blind as a mole, is occupied by mere darkness,

and such a darkness as rejects from itself all spiritual

light, obstructs its influx from the Lord out of heaven,

places before it a bar in the sensual principle of the

body far beneath rationality in matters of faith, that

is, places it near the nose and fixes it in its cartilage

so that afterwards what is spiritual cannot even be

smelled. Owing to this some have become of such a

nature that when they are sensible of an odor from

spiritual things they faint. By odor I mean perception.

These are they who make God three. They say, in-

deed, that from essence there is one God ; but still

when they pray according to their belief, which is, that

God the Father is merciful for the Son's sake and sends

the Holy Spirit, they manifestly make three Gods,
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They cannot do otherwise ; for they pray to one to be

merciful for the sake of a second and to send a third."

Then their teacher taught them about the Lord, that

He is the one God in whom is the Divine Trinity.

THE MARRIAGE OF GOOD AND TRUTH.

Awaking at midnight from sleep, I saw at sonn®

height toward the east an angel holding in his right

hand a paper which appeared of lustrous brighta/se

in the sun's light, and in the centre of which I ^a.w

written in golden letters these words : The Mar-
riage of Good and Truth. From the writing flushed

a splendor which spread into a wide circle round about

the paper ; that circle or encompassing sphere thereby

appeared like day-dawn in spring. After this I saw

the angel with the paper in his hand descending; and

as he descended the paper appeared less and less bright,

and that writing which was The Marriage of Goon
and Truth, was changed from a golden to a silver

color, then to that of copper, then to that of iron, and

finally to the color of copper and iron rust. At last

the angel seemed to enter a dark mist, and to pass

through it to the earth ; and there the paper, although

still retained in his hand, was not seen.

This was in the world of spirits where all men first

go after death. The angel then spoke to me, saying

:

" Ask those who come here whether they see me or

anything in my hand." There came a multitude, one

body from the. east, one from the south, one from the
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west and one from the north. And I asked those

coming from the east and south, who were such as in

the world had been devoted to learning, whether they

saw any one there with me, or anything in his hand.

All said that they saw nothing whatever. Then I

asked those who came from the west and north, who
were such as in the world had believed in the sayings

of the learned ; these said that they did not see any-

thing either. Nevertheless, the last of them who in

the world had been in simple faith from charity, or in

some truth from good, after the former had gone away,

said that they saw a man with a paper— a man in

graceful clothing, and a paper upon which letters were

written ; and when they brought their eyes close to it,

they said that they read the words, The Marriage op

Good and Truth. They also spoke to the angel, and

asked him to tell them what it was ; and he said

:

" All thing-s in the universal heaven and all things in

the natural universe, are by creation nothing but a mar-

riage of good and truth, inasmuch as all things and

each, alike the living and animate and the lifeless and

inanimate, are created from and into the marriage of

good and truth. There is nothing created into truth

nor anything into good alone. Either of these alone is

nothing ; but by means of that marriage the two exist

and become something, of a character according to that

of the marriage.

" In the Lord God the Creator there is Divine Good

and Truth in their very substance. The esse of his
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substance is Divine Good, and the exi&tere of his sub-

stance is Divine Truth ; and they are also in their

very oneness, for in Him they infinitely make one.

Inasmuch as these two are one in God the Creator

himself, therefore they are also one in all things gen-

eral and particular created from Him. By this the

Creator is also united in an eternal covenant like that

of marriage with all things created from Himself.

Moreover, the angel continued, the Sacred Scripture,

which was dictated by the Lord, is in the whole and

in every part a marriage of good and truth ; and be-

cause the church which is formed by means of truths

of doctrine, and religion which is formed by goods of

life according to truths of doctrine, exist among Chris-

tians solely from the Sacred Scripture, it is evident

that the church also in the whole and in every part, is

a marriage of good and truth. The same that has

been said above of the marriage of good and truth, is

also said of Tue Marriage of Charity and Faith,

since good belongs to charity and truth to faith."

After these remarks the angel raised himself up

from the earth, and borne through the mist he as-

cended into heaven. And then the paper according as

he ascended, shone as before ; and lo ! that circle which

before appeared like the day-dawn, settled down and

dispelled the mist which had brought darkness upon

the earth, and it became sunny.
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A GLORIFICATION OF THE LORD.

Once when I was meditating upon the Lord's second

advent, there suddenly appeared a flash of light which

forcibly struck my eyes. I therefore looked up, and

lo ! the whole heaven above me appeared luminous

;

and there from the east to the west in a continuous

strain was heard a Glorification. And an angel

stood near who said: "That is a glorification of the

Lord on account of his advent, coming from the angels

of the eastern and western heavens." From the

southern and northern heavens was heard nothing but

a gentle murmur. And because the angel heard all,

he first said to me that those glorifications and cele-

brations of the Lord were from the Word. And im-

mediately he said: "Now they glorify and celebrate

the Lord particularly by these words which are spoken

in the prophet Daniel :
' Thou sawest iron mixed with

miry clay, . . but they shall not cleave one to another ; . .

and in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven

set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed ; . .

but it shall break in pieces and consume all these king-

doms, and it shall stand for ever ' " (ii. 43, 44).

After this I heard the sound of singing ; and more

deeply in the east I saw a corruscation more brilliant

than the former. And I asked the angel what they

were there glorifying. He said, by these words in

Daniel :
" I saw in the night visions, and behold, one

like the Son of Man came with the clouds of heaven ; . .
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and there was given Him dominion, and glory, and a

kingdom, that all people, nations and languages should

serve Him ; his dominion is an everlasting dominion

which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which

shall not be destroyed" (vii. 13, 14). Besides this

they celebrate the Lord from these words in Revela-

tion :
" To Jesus Christ be glory and strength

;
behold,

He cometh with clouds ; He is the Alpha and the

Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the

Last, who is, who was, and who is to come, the Al-

mighty ; I John heard this from the Son of Man out

of the midst of the seven candlesticks " (Rev. i. 5-

13 ; xxii. 8, 13 ; also from Matt. xxiv. 30, 32).

I looked again at the eastern heaven, and it lighted

up from the right side, the illumination extending to

the southern expanse, and I heard a sweet sound. I

asked the angel what it was belonging to the Lord

that they were there glorifying. He said they were

glorifying Him by these words in Revelation :
" I saw

a new' heaven and a new earth ; . . and I John saw
the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down from God
out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her

husband. And I heard a great voice from heaven

saying, Behold the tabernacle of God is with men, and

He will dwell with them. . . And there came unto me
one of the seven angels and talked with me, saying,

Come hither, I will show thee the bride, the Lamb's

wife. And he carried me away in the spirit to a great

and high mountain, and showed me that great city,

11
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the holy Jerusalem » (xxi. 1, 2, 3, 9, 10). Also by

these words :
" I Jesus . . am . . the bright and

morning star ; and the Spirit and the bride say,

Come. . . He who testifieth these things saith, Surely

I come quickly. Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus "

(xxii. 16, 17, 20).

After this and more, there was heard a general glori-

fication from the east to the west of heaven, and also

from south to north ; and I asked the angel, " What
now ? " He said, " The following from the prophets :

' And all flesh shall know that I Jehovah am thy

Saviour and thy Redeemer ' (Isa. xlix. 26). ' Thus

saith Jehovah the king of Israel, and his redeemer

Jehovah of hosts ; I am the first, and I am the last,

and beside me there is no God ' (xliv. 6). ' And it

shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our God ; we have

waited for Him and He will save us ; this is Jehovah
;

we have waited for Him ' (xxv. 9). ' The voice of

him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way
of Jehovah. . . Behold, the Lord Jehovah shall come

with strong hand ; . . He shall feed his flock like a

shepherd' (xl. 3, 10, 11). 'For unto us a child is

born, unto us a Son is given ; . . and his name shall

be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the mighty God, the

everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace ' (Isa. ix. 6).

' Behold the days come, saith Jehovah, that I will raise

unto David a righteous branch, and a king shall reign

and prosper ; . . and this is his name, . . Jehovah our

righteousness ' (Jer. xxiii. 5, 6 ; xxxiii. 15, 16). ' Je-
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hovah of hosts is his name, and thy Redeemer the

Holy One of Israel, the God of the whole earth shall

He be called ' (Isa. liv. 5). ' And Jehovah shall be

king over all the earth ; in that day shall there be one

Jehovah and his name one.' " (Zech. xiv. 9.)

At the hearing and understanding of these things

my heart exulted, and I went home in joy, and there

I returned from the spiritual to the bodily state, in

which I wrote out this that I saw and heard. (T. C.

R. n. G21-625.)
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HEAVEN AND HELL.

N the upper northern quarter near the east in

the spiritual world, there are places of instruc-

tion for boys, youths, men and old men. All

who die infants are sent to these places and

educated in heaven ; also all those who desire a knowl-

edge of heaven and hell when they first arrive in that

world. That region is near the east, in order that all

may be instructed by influx from the Lord. The Lord

is the east, because He is in the Sun there which is pure

Love from Him. Therefore the heat from that Sun in

its essence is love, and the light from it in its essence

is wisdom. These are inspired into them by the Lord

from that Sun, and this according to reception,— recep-

tion being according to their love of being wise.

When they have passed the period of their instruc-

tion, those who have become intelligent are sent out

from that place, and are called disciples of the Lord.

They are first sent out to the west, and those who do

not remain there to the south, and some to the east

;

and they are introduced into the societies where their

abodes are to be.

Once, when meditating upon heaven and hell, I began

to desire a general knowledge of the state of each,

knowing that he who is acquainted with the generals

\2A
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may afterwards comprehend the particulars, because

the latter are included in the former as parts are in the

whole. With this desire I looked toward that region

in the northern quarter near the east where the places

of instruction were ; and by a way then opened to me
I went thither and entered into a college where there

were young men. And I went to the head teachers

who were instructing them, and asked them if they

knew the general principles of heaven and hell. They
replied that they had some little knowledge of them.

" But," said they, " if we look toward the east to the

Lord, we shall be enlightened and will know." They
did so, and then said: "The general principles of hell

are three, but they are diametrically opposed to those

of heaven. The general principles of hell are these

three loves : the love of ruling from self-love ; the love

of possessing the goods of others from the love of the

world ; and scortatory love. The general principles

of heaven opposed to these are the following three

loves: the love of ruling from the love of use; the

love of possessing the goods of the world from the

love of being useful by means of them ; and love truly

conjugial."

At these remarks, after wishing them peace, I went
away and returned home. When I had reached home
it was said to me from heaven : Examine those three

general principles that prevail above and below, and

we will afterwards see them on your hand. They said

they would see them on my hand, because all that a

11 *
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man examines intellectually appears to the angels as

if written upon his hands. Therefore it is said in

Rev. xiii. 16 ; xiv. 9 ; xx. 4, that they received a mark

in their foreheads and on their hands.

THE LOVE OF RULING FROM SELF-LOVE.

I then examined the first general love of hell, which

is the love of ruling from self-love ; and afterwards

the general love of heaven correspondent thereto,

which is the love of ruling from the love of uses : for

I was not permitted to examine one love without the

other, because the understanding does not perceive one

without the other, for they are opposites. Therefore

in order that a perception of both may be obtained,

they must be contrasted one with the other ; for a

beautiful and handsome face is brought out more clear-

ly by placing an ugly and deformed one beside it.

While I was studying the love of ruling from self-

love, a perception was given me that this love was in

the highest degree infernal, and therefore prevailed

with those who are in the deepest hell ; and that the

love of ruling from the love of uses was in the high-

est degree celestial, and therefore prevailed with those

who are in the highest heaven. The love of ruling

from the love of self is in the highest degree in-

fernal, because ruling from self-love is ruling from

selfhood ; and man's selfhood is by birth evil it-

self, and evil itself is diametrically opposed to the

Lord. Therefore they [who are in the selfish love of
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ruling] deny God and the holy things of the church

more, and worship self and nature more, the further

they enter into that evil. Let those who are in it ex-

amine themselves, I pray, and they will see.

Moreover, this love is such that so far as the reins

are given it, which they are when impossibility is not

in its way, it rushes on from step to step, and even to

the last ; neither does it stop there, but if a further

step is not given it grieves and groans. With poli-

ticians this love exalts itself so far that they wish to

be kings and emperors, and if possible to rule over all

things in the world, and to be called kings of kings

and emperors of emperors ; while among ecclesiastics

the same love exalts itself so far that they wish to be

gods, and so far as possible to rule over all the things

of heaven and to be called gods. That neither of these

classes in heart acknowledge any God, will be seen in

what follows.

But on the other hand those who wish to rule from

the love of uses, do not wish to rule from themselves

but from the Lord, since the love of uses is from the

Lord and is the Lord himself. Such regard dignities

only as the means of performing uses ; these latter

they place far above dignities, while the others place

dignities far above uses.

SOME ILLUSTRATIONS OF THIS LOVE.

While I was meditating upon these things it was
said to me through an angel from the Lord: "You
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shall now see and be thereby convinced of the nature

of that infernal love."

Then the earth suddenly opened on the left, and I

saw ascending from hell a devil who had on his head

a square cap pressed down over his forehead even to

the eyes, a face covered with pustules like those of a

burning fever, his eyes fierce, and his breast swollen

tremendously ; from his mouth he belched forth smoke

like a furnace ; his loins were actually on fire ; instead

of feet he had ankle-bones without flesh ; and from his

body there exhaled a foul-smelling and unclean heat.

I was terrified at the sight of him, and cried out : "Do
not come here; tell me where you are from." He
answered hoarsely: "I am from the lower regions,

where I live in a society of two hundred which is pre-

eminent over all other societies. All of us there are

emperors of emperors, kings of kings, dukes of dukes

and princes of princes. No one of us is merely an

emperor, king, duke or prince. We there sit on thi'ones

of thrones, and send therefrom our mandates to all the

world, and further." I then said to him: " Do you

not see that from your hallucination about pre-emi-

nence you are insane ? " He answered :
" How can

you talk so ? To ourselves we actually seem to be

such, and we are also acknowledged as such by our

companions." On hearing this, I did not wish to say

again, You are insane, because he was so from halluci-

nation. And it was granted me to know that that

devil when he lived in the world, was merely the
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steward of a certain house ; and that then he was so

exalted in spirit, that iu comparison with himself he

despised the whole human race, and indulged the hal-

lucination that he was nobler than either a king or an

emperor. Owing to this pride he denied God, and

esteemed all the sacred things of the church as of no

moment to him, but as something for stupid plebeians.

At length I asked him :
" How long will you two

hundred glory so among yourselves ? " He said

:

" For ever : but those among us who torture others

for denying their pre-eminence, sink down ; for we are

allowed to glory, but not to bring evil upon any one."

Again I asked : "Do you know the lot of those who
sink down ? " He said that they sank down into a

certain prison where they were called viler than the

vile or the vilest, and had to labor. I then said to

him :
" Take care, then, lest you sink down also."

After this the earth again opened but at the right

;

and I saw another devil rising out, upon whose head

was a kind of mitre bound around as it were with the

folds of a snake, the head of which arose above its

top ; his face was leprous from the forehead to the

chin, as were both of his hands also ; his loins were

bare and black like soot, while through the blackness

a fire like that of a hearth gleamed duskily; his ankles

were like two vipers. The former devil seeing this

one, threw himself upon his knees and worshiped him.

1 asked him why he did so. He answered: "He is

the God of heaven and earth; he is omnipotent." I

I
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then asked the other what he had to say to that. He
replied :

" What should I say ? I have all power over

heaven and hell. The fate of all souls is in my hand."

I asked further :
" How can he who is an emperor of

emperors so humble himself, and how can you receive

his worship ? " He answered :
" He is still my servant.

What is an emperor in the sight of God ? The light-

ning of excommunication is in my right hand." I

then said to him : "How can you rave so? In the

world you were merely an ecclesiastic ; and because

you labored under the hallucination that you had the

keys, and therefore the power to bind and to loose,

you exalted your spirit to such a height of madness

that you now believe that you are God himself." Be-

ing angry at these remarks, he swore that he was God,

and that the Lord had no power in heaven because He
had transferred it all to them. " We need but to com-

mand," said he, " and heaven and hell reverently obey.

If we send any one to hell, the devils at once receive

him as the angels do any one we send to heaven." I

asked him further :
" How many are there in your

society?" He said: "Three hundred; and all of us

there are gods, but I am the god of gods."

After this the earth opened beneath the feet of them

both, and they sunk down deeply into their hells.

And it was granted me to see that beneath their hells

were workhouses into which those fell who did violence

to others. For to every one in hell is left his halluci-

nation, and also his glorying therein, but he is not
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permitted to do evil to another. Such is the character

of those in hell, because man is then in his spirit ; and

after the spirit has separated from the body it enters

into a state of full liberty to act according to its affec-

tions and the thoughts thence derived.

I was afterwards permitted to look into the hells of

those spirits ; and the hell where the emperors of em-

perors and kings of kings were, was full of all un-

cleanness, and they looked like various wild beasts

with truculent eyes. I looked also into the other hell,

where the gods and the god of gods were ; and in this

appeared the terrible birds of night called the wild

creatures of the desert and the islands, flying around

them. So did the images of their hallucination appear

to me.

This made plain to me the nature of political and

ecclesiastical self-love, as being such that under the

latter men desire to be gods, but under the former em-

perors ; and this they desire and also affect so far as

the reins are given to those loves.

THE LOVE OF RULING FROM THE LOVE OF USE
ILLUSTRATED.

After these sad and horrible sights, I looked around

and saw two angels standing not far from me and con-

versing; one was clad in a woolen gown gleaming

with a purple flame, with a tunic under it of shining

linen ; the other with similar garments of a scarlet

color, together with a mitre, on the right side of which
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were set some rubies. I went to them, and with the

salutation of peace, reverently asked :
" Why are you

here below?" And they replied: "We were sent

down from heaven by the command of the Lord, to

speak with you about the happy lot of those who de-

sire to rule from the love of uses. We are worshipers

of the Lord. I am the prince of a society, the other

is its high priest." And the prince said that he was

the servant of his society, because he served it by per-

forming uses ; and the other said that he was the min-

ister of the church there, because he served them by

ministering sacred things for the use of their souls;

and that both were in perpetual joy from the eternal

happiness which was in them from the Lord.

He also said that all things in that society were re-

splendent and magnificent— resplendent with gold

and precious stones, and magnificent with palaces and

gardens. This, he said, is because our love of ruling

does not arise from self-love, but from the love of uses.

And because the love of uses is from the Lord, all

good uses in the heavens are resplendent and refulgent.

And because in our society we are all in that love, the

atmosphere there has a golden appearance on account

of the light which it derives from the flame of the Sun,

which flame corresponds to that love. At these re-

marks a similar sphere around them appeared to me
also, and a sense of something aromatic came from it

as I also told them, and begged them to add something
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more to what they had said about the love of use.

And they continued

:

"The dignities which we enjoy we indeed sought

after, but for the sole end of being able to be more

thoroughly useful, and to extend our usefulness still

further. We are also surrounded by honor ; and we
accept it not for our own sake but for the good of the

society. For our brethren and companions there who
are of the common people, hardly know but that the

honors of our rank reside in us, and consequently that

the uses we perforin are from us. But we perceive

otherwise. We perceive that the honors of our rank

are without us, and are like the garments in which we
are clothed ; but that the uses we perform arise from

the love of them that is within us from the Lord, and

this love acquires its blessedness by being communi-

cated to others through uses. And we know by ex-

perience that so far as we perform uses from the love

of them, that love increases, and with it the wisdom

by which its communication is effected ; but that so

far as we retain the uses in ourselves and do not com-

municate them, the blessedness perishes ; and then use

becomes like food retained in the stomach, which is

not diffused throughout the body to nourish its various

parts, but remains undigested and causes nausea. In

a word all heaven is nothing but a containant of uses

from firsts to lasts. What is use but the actual love

of the neighbor ? And what keeps the heavens to-

gether but this love ?
"

12
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When I had heard this, I asked :
" How can any

one know whether his usefulness is from self-love or

from the love of uses ? Every man both good and

evil performs uses, and performs them from some love.

Suppose a society in the world consisting of devils

only, and another consisting exclusively of angels ; I

think that the devils in their society, moved by the

fire of self-love and the splendor of their own glory,

would perform as many uses as the angels in theirs.

Who can know, therefore, from what love or from

what origin uses proceed ? " To this the two angels

replied

:

" Devils perform uses for the sake of themselves and

fame,— in order that they may be exalted to honors,

or be enriched ; but angels perform uses not for those

reasons, but on account of the uses from love of them.

Man cannot distinguish these two kinds of uses, but

the Lord does. Every one who believes in the Lord

and shuns evils as sins, performs uses from the Lord

;

but every one who does not believe in the Lord nor

shun evils as sins, performs uses from himself and for

his own sake. This is the distinction between the

uses performed by devils and those performed by

angels."

After these remarks the two angels departed, and

at a distance appeared to be carried in a chariot of fire

like Elijah, and taken up to their heaven.
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THE SELFISH LOVE OF THE WORLD.

After a while I entered a certain grove, and there

walked about meditating upon those who are in the

lust and consequent hallucination of possessing the

things of the world. And then I saw at some distance

from me two angels conversing together, and occasion-

ally looking at me. I therefore drew nearer to them
;

and addressing me as I approached, they said: "We
have an inward perception that you are meditating

upon what we are talking about ; or that we are talk-

ing of what you are meditating about, which arises

from a reciprocal communication of affections." I there-

fore asked what they were talking about ; and they

said: " About hallucination, lust and intelligence
;
just

now about those who take delight in seeing and imagin-

ing themselves in possession of all the things of the

world." I then asked them to express their mind on

these three things, lust, hallucination and intelligence.

And commencing their discourse, they said :

" Every one is by birth interiorly in lust, but by

education exteriorly in intelligence. And no one is

interiorly in intelligence, still less in wisdom, as to his

spirit, except from the Lord. For every one is with-

held from the lusts of evil, and kept in intelligence in

proportion as he looks to the Lord and is at the same

time united to Him. Without this, man is nothing

but lust ; but still, in externals, or as to the body, he

is in intelligence from education. For man lusts for
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honors and wealth, or eminence and opulence ; and

these he does not obtain unless he appears to be moral

and spiritual, thus intelligent and wise ; and from in-

fancy he learns to assume such an appearance. This

is why he inverts his spirit as soon as he goes among
men or into society, removing it from lust, and speak-

ing and acting according to what is becoming and

honest, which he has learned in childhood and retains

in his bodily memory ; and he is especially careful that

none of the madness of lust in which his spirit is, should

escape. Hence it is that every man who is not in-

teriorly led by the Lord, is a pretender, a sycophant,

a hypocrite, and thus apparently a man, and yet not a

man. It may be said of him, that his shell or body is

wise, but his kernel or spirit is mad ; also that his ex-

ternal is human but his internal ferine. Such persons

look [at things] with the occiput up and the forehead

down ; thus they walk as if overwhelmed with heavi-

ness, their heads hanging down with their faces turned

toward the earth. When they put off the body and

become spirits and thus are manumitted, they become

the madnesses of their own lust ; for they who are in

self-love lust to rule over the universe, yea, to extend

its limits in order to enlarge their dominion
;
they see

no end to it. They who are in the love of the world,

lust to possess all it has, and arc grieved and envious

if any treasures lie hidden with others. Therefore

lest such persons should become mere lusts, and so

should not be men, it is granted them in the spiritual
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world to think from fear of the loss of fame, and thus

from the loss of honor and wealth, as also from fear

of the law and its penalties ; and it is also granted

them to employ their minds in some study or work

whereby they are kept in externals, and thus in a state

of intelligence, however delirious and irrational they

may be interiorly."

I then asked if all those who are in lust were also

in its hallucination. They answered that those who
think interiorly in themselves, and indulge their imagi-

nations excessively by talking to themselves, are in the

hallucination of their lust. "For," said they, "they

almost separate their spirits from connection with the

body, inundating their understandings by visions, and

absurdly delighting themselves as if with the posses-

sion of all things. He is admitted into this madness

after death, who has abstracted bis spirit from the body,

and has been unwilling to recede from the delights of

his madness by reflecting from religion upon what is

evil and false, and still less upon unbridled self-love as

being destructive of love to the Lord, and unbridled

love of the world as being destructive of love to the

neighbor."

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THIS LOVE.

After this the two angels and myself also were seized

with a desire to see those who are possessed by the

visionary or fantastic lust of possessing the wealth of

all from love of the world ; and we had a perception

12*
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that the desire was inspired into us in order that we

might obtain a knowledge of the matter. Their

domiciles were beneath the earth on which our feet

rested, but above hell. We therefore looked at one

another and said :
" Let us go."

And an opening appeared where there was a ladder;

by this we descended, and it was told us that they

should be approached from the east lest we might enter

the mist of their hallucinations, and our understand-

ings together with our sight also be bedimmed. And
lo ! there appeared a house built of reeds, and there-

fore full of crevices, standing in a mist which like

smoke constantly poured out through the chinks in

three of the walls. We entered, and there appeared

fifty here and fifty there sitting on benches ; and being

turned away from the east and south, they looked to-

ward the west and north. Before each one was a table,

and on the tables were full purses, and around the

purses an abundance of gold coin. We asked if that

was the wealth of all the inhabitants of the world.

They said :
" No ; not of all in the world, but of all

in a kin«-dom." Their speech had a hissing sound,

and they themselves seemed to have full round faces

which glittered like snail-shells. The pupils of their

eyes flashed, as it were, in a green plane, which arose

from the light of hallucination.

We stood in their midst and said :
" Do you believe

that you possess all the wealth of a kingdom ? " They

replied :
" We do possess it." " Which of you ? " we
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then asked. They replied :
" Every one of us." And

we questioned :
" How every one ? There are many

of you." They answered: "Each one of us knows

that all his are mine. No one is allowed to think still

less to say that his wealth is not another's ; but he is

allowed both to think and say that another's is his."

The coin on the tables looked like pure gold even to

us ; but when we let in light from the east, they were

little granules of gold which by a general and united

hallucination they had so magnified. They said that

every one who came in had to bring with him a little

gold, which they cut in pieces, and these again into

granules, and by the united force of hallucination

enlarged to coin of greater dimensions.

We then said :
" Were you born rational men ?

"

" How has this visionary infatuation come upon you? "

They said :
" We know that it is an imaginary vanity;

but because it delights the interiors of our minds, we
enter this place, and enjoy ourselves with the posses-

sion of all things. But we only remain here a few

hours, after which we go out ; and this as often as the

sound state of our minds returns. But still our

visionary enjoyment comes upon us, and causes us

alternately to re-enter and go out again. Thus we
are alternately wise and irrational. Moreover, we
know that a hard lot awaits those who surreptitiously

deprive others of their goods. We asked: "What
lot?" They replied :

" They are swallowed up, and

are thrust naked into some infernal prison where they
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arc kept at labor for clothing and food, and afterwards

for a few pennies which they collect and in which they

place the joy of their hearts ; but if they do evil to

their companions, they must pay over part of their

pennies as a fine.

ABOUT INTELLIGENCE AND WISDOM.

I was once in the midst of angels and heard their

conversation. It was about intelligence and wisdom,

to the effect that man has no sense or perception but

that both are in himself, and therefore that all his

volition and thought are from himself ; when yet there

is not the least of them from man, except the faculty

of receiving them. Among other things that they

said was also this: " That the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil in the garden of Eden, signified the

belief that intelligence and wisdom were from man

;

and that the tree of life signified that intelligence and

wisdom were from God ; and that because Adam by

the persuasion of the serpent ate of the former tree,

believing that thus he was or would become God, be

was expelled from the .garden and condemned."

While the angels were engaged in this conversation,

there came two priests together with a man who in

the world had been a royal ambassador ; and I related

to them what I had heard about intelligence and wis-

dom from the angels. Hearing which the three began

to dispute about them, and also about prudence, as to

whether they came from God or from man. The dis-
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pute was warm. The three believed alike that they

were from man, because sensation itself and perception

therefrom proved it ; but the priests, who were then

under the influence of theological zeal, insisted that no

intelligence or wisdom, and therefore no prudence, was

from man ; and this they confirmed by the following

from the Word :
" A man can receive nothing, except

it be given him from heaven " (John iii. 27) ; also by

the saying of Jesus to his disciples, "Without me ye

can do nothing " (xv. 5). But then, because the

angels perceived that although the priests did talk so,

still in heart they believed the same as the royal am-

bassador, they said to them, " Put off your garments,

and put on those of ministers of state, and believe

that you are such."

They did so ; and then they thought from their

interior selves, and spoke according to the opinions

which they inwardly cherished, which were, that all

intelligence and wisdom dwell in man and are his own.

They said :
" Who has ever felt their influx from God? "

And they looked at one another, and were convinced.

It is peculiar to the spiritual world that a spirit thinks

himself to be such as his clothing would indicate ; this

is because the understanding there clothes every one.

At that moment there appeared near them a tree, and

they were told, " That is the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil ; be careful not to eat of it." But still,

infatuated by self-derived intelligence, they burned

with the lust to eat of it, and said one to another,
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" Why not ? Is it not good fruit ? " And they drew

near and ate of it. When the royal ambassador ob-

served this he joined them, and they became hearty

friends ; and holding each other by the hand they to-

gether went the way of self-derived intelligence which

tended to hell. But still I saw them brought back

thence, because as yet they were not prepared.

THE ELECT— WHO ARE THEY?

Once I looked toward the right in the spiritual

world, and observed some of the elect conversing to-

gether. I approached them and said :
" I saw you at

a distance, and round about you a sphere of heavenly

light, whereby I knew that you were of those who in

the Word are called the elect ; I therefore drew near

to you in order to hear upon what heavenly subject

you were conversing." They replied :
" Why do you

call us the elect?" I answered: "Because in the

world, where I am in body, they do not know but that

the elect in the Word mean those who are elected and

predestined to heaven by God before or after they are

born, and that faith is given to them alone as a token

of their election ; that the rest are held as reprobates,

and are left to themselves, so that they may go to hell

whichever way they please.

"But I know that no election takes place before birth

nor after birth, but that all are elected and predestined

to heaven because all are called ; also that the Lord

after death elects those who have lived well and be-
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lieved aright, and this after they have been examined.

That it is so I have been able to learn by much obser-

vation. And because I saw that your heads were en-

circled by a sphere of heavenly light, I had a percep-

tion that you were of the elect that are prepared for

heaven." To this they replied :
" You relate unheard-

of things. Who does not know that there is no man
born who is not called to heaven 1 and that from them

after death are elected those who had believed in the

Lord and lived according to bis commandments ? and

that to acknowledge any other election is to accuse

the Lord himself, not only of being impotent to save,

but also of injustice ?
"

CONSCIENCE— PREVAILING IGNORANCE ABOUT IT.

After this there was heard a voice out of heaven

from the angels who were immediately above us, say-

ing :
" Come up hither, and we will question one of

you (who as to the body is yet in the natural world)

as to what they there know about Conscience." And
we went up; and after we had entered, some wise men
met us and asked me, " What do they know about

conscience in your world ? " And I replied :
" If you

please, let us descend and call together from among
them a number of the laity and clergy who are

esteemed wise ; and we will stand perpendicularly

under you and interrogate them, so that you shall

with your own ears hear what they will answer."

This was done. And one of the elect took a
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trumpet and sounded it toward the south, north, east

and west. And then after the space of a short hour,

so many were present as almost to fill the space of a

square furlong. But the angels above them all dis-

posed them in four assemblies, one consisting of states-

men, another of scholars, a third of physicians, and a

fourth of clergymen. When thus arranged, we said

to them :
" Pardon us for calling you together ; we

have done so because the angels who are directly above

us ardently desire to know what you thought in the

world in which you formerly were, about conscience,

and what you therefore think about it still, inasmuch

as you still retain your former ideas on such subjects

;

for it has been reported to the angels that the knowl-

edge of conscience in your world is among the lost

knowledges."

SOME STATESMEN'S VIEWS OF CONSCIENCE.

After these remarks we commenced ; and turning

first to the assembly composed of statesmen, we asked

them to tell us from their hearts, if they pleased, what

they had thought and therefore what they still thought

about conscience. To this they replied one after an-

other ; and the sum of their replies was, that they did

not know but that conscience was a knowing within

one's self, thus a consciousness of one's intentions,

thoughts, actions and words. But wc told them that

we had not asked about the etymology of the word

conscience, but about conscience. And they answered

:
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" What is conscience but an uneasiness arising from

apprehensiveness of the loss of honor or wealth, and

also of reputation on account of them ; which uneasi-

ness, however, is dispelled by feasts and cups of gener-

ous u-me, as also by conversation about the sports of

Venus and her boy ? " To this we replied :
" You are

jesting. Tell us, if you please, whether any of you

have felt any anxiety arising from other sources."

They answered :
" What other sources are there ? Is

not the whole world like a stage on which every man
acts his part, as the player does on his stage ? We
cajole and circumvent people by their own lusts, some

by jests, some by flattery, some by cunning, some by

pretended friendship, some by feigned sincerity, and

some by other political arts and allurements. We feel

no uneasiness of mind on that account, but on the con-

trary hilarity and cheerfulness which we quietly and

yet fully exhale from an expanded breast. We have

heard iudeed from some of our class, that anxiety and

oppression, as it were, of the heart and breast has

sometimes seized them, causing a sort of contraction

of the mind ; but when they asked the apothecaries

about it, they were informed that their sufferings came

from a hypochondriacal humor arising from indigested

substances in the stomach ; or from a disordered state

of the spleen ; but from others we have heard that

they were restored to their former cheerfulness by

medicines."

13 K
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SOME SCHOLARS GIVE THEIR IDEAS OF IT.

After hearing this, we turned to the assembly com-

posed of scholars, among whom there were also some

skillful naturalists ; and addressing them, we said

:

" You who have studied the sciences, and therefore

are supposed to be oracles of wisdom, tell us, if you

please, what conscience is." And they answered

:

"What sort of a question is this? We have heard,

indeed, that with some thei'e is a sadness, gloom and

anxiety which infest not only the gastric regions of

the body, but also the abodes of the mind ; for we be-

lieve that the two brains are those abodes, and be-

cause they consist of containing fibres, that there is

some acrid humor which wounds, gnaws and corrodes

them, and thus compresses the sphere of the mind's

thoughts, so that it cannot enter into any of the en-

joyments arising from variety. This causes a man to

fix bis intentions upon one thing only, owing to which

the tension and elasticity of these fibres is destroyed,

so that they become closed and rigid ; from this again

arises an irregular motion of the animal spirits, which

by physicians is called ataxy, and also a defective per-

formance of their functions, which is called lipothy-

mia. In a word, the mind is then situated as if it

were beset by hostile forces, nor can it turn itself in

any direction any more than a wheel fastened with

nails, or a ship stuck fast in the quicksands. Such

oppression of mind and consequently of the breast
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afflicts those whose ruling love suffers loss ; for if this

love is assaulted, the fibres of the brain contract, and

this contraction prevents the mind from going out

freely and partaking of the various forms of enjoy-

ment. Hallucinations of various kinds, madness and

delirium attack such persons during these crises, each

according to his temperament, and some are affected

with brain sickness in religious matters, and call their

sickness the gnawing of conscience."

SOME PHYSICIANS' IDEAS OF CONSCIENCE.

After this we turned to the third assembly which

was composed of physicians, among whom were also

some surgeons and apothecaries. And we said to

them :
" Perhaps you know what conscience is. Is it

a grievous pain that seizes both the head and the paren-

chyma of the heart, extending from these to the sub-

jacent regions, the epigastric "and hypogastric? Or

is it something else ?" They replied :
" Conscience is

nothing more than such a pain. We understand its

origin better than others ; for certain diseases occur

which affect the organic parts of the body and head,

consequently of the mind also, because this resides in

the organs of the brain like a spider in the midst of

the threads of its web, by means of which threads it

runs out and about in a similar manner. These we
call organic diseases, and such of them as return at in-

tervals we call chronic. But the pain which has been

described to us by the sick as a pain of conscience, is
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nothing- but hypochondria, which primarily affects the

spleen, and secondarily the pancreas and mesentery,

depriving them of their normal functions ; hence arise

stomachic diseases from which comes badness of juices;

for there takes place a compression about the orifice

of the stomach, which is called cardialgia ; from these

diseases arise humors impregnated with black, yellow

or green bile, by which the smallest blood-vessels

which are called the capillaries, are obstructed ; hence

cachexy, atrophy and symphysis, also bastard pneu-

monia arising from sluggish pituitous matter, and

ichorous and corroding lymph throughout the entire

mass of the blood. Similar consequences arise when
pus makes its way into the blood and its serum from

discharged pustules, boils and swellings in the body.

This blood as it ascends through the carotids to the

head, frets, gnaws at and affects the medullary and

cortical substances, arid the meninges of the brain,

thus exciting the pains that are called pains of con-

science."

Hearing this, we said to them :
" You talk the lan-

guage of Hippocrates and Galen. These things are

Greek to us. We do not understand them. We did

not ask you about these diseases, but about conscience

which pertains only to the mind." They said :
" The

diseases of the mind and those of the head are the

same, and they ascend from the body ; for they are

connected like the two stories of one house, between

which is a stairway by which one can ascend or de-
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scend. We therefore know that the state of the mind

depends inseparably on that of the body; but we have

cured those heavinesses of the head or headaches

(which we take it are what you mean by troubles of

conscience), some by plasters and blisters, some by in-

fusions and emulsions, and some by mixtures and ano-

dynes."
SOME CLERGYMEN'S IDEAS OF IT.

When therefore we had heard more things of this

sort, we turned away from them and toward the

clergy, saying: "You know what conscience is; tell

us therefore and instruct those present." They re-

plied: " What- is conscience? We know, and we do

not know. We have supposed that it was the contri-

tion that precedes election, that is, the moment when

man is gifted with faith through which he obtains a

new heart and a new spirit, and is regenerated. But

we have perceived that this contrition happens to but

few
;
only with some there is a fear and consequent

anxiety about hell-fire, while scarcely any one is trou-

bled about his sins and the consequent just anger of

God. But we confessors have cured those by the gos-

pel that Christ took away damnation by the passion

of the cross, and so extinguished hell-fire, and opened

heaven to those who are blessed with the faith on

which is inscribed the imputation of the merit of the

Son of God.
" Moreover, there are conscientious persons of dif-

ferent religions, both true and fanatical, who make to

13*
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themselves scruples about matters of salvation, not

only in essentials, but also in what is formal, and even

in what is indifferent. Therefore, as we have said be-

fore, we know that there is such a thing as conscience,

but what and of what nature true conscience is, which

must by all means be spiritual, we know not."

WHAT AN ANGEL SAYS OF CONSCIENCE.

All these declarations made by the four assemblies

were heard by the angels who were above us ; and

they said to each other: "We perceive that there is

no one in Christendom who knows what conscience

is. We will therefore send down one from us who
will instruct them." And immediately there was pres-

ent in the midst of the four assemblies an angel in

white clothing, around whose head appeared a bright

band in which were little stars. This angel address-

ing the four assemblies said :
" We have heard in

heaven that you have presented in succession your

opinions about conscience, and that you have all re-

garded it as some mental pain which infests the head

with heaviness, descending from that to the body, or

infests the body and thence the head. But conscience

viewed in itself is not a pain, but a spiritual willing-

ness to act according to the principles of religion and

faith. Hence it is that they who enjoy conscience are

in the tranquillity of peace and internally blessed

when they act according to conscience, and in a kind

of perturbation when they act contrary to it. But the
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mental pain which you believed to be conscience, is

not conscience but temptation which is a conflict of

the spirit with the flesh ; and this conflict when spirit-

ual, originates in conscience; but if it is natural mere-

ly, it originates iu those diseases which the physicians

lately recounted.

" But what conscience is may be illustrated by ex-

amples. A priest who has a spiritual willingness to

teach truths in order that his flock may be saved, has

conscience : but he who has any other end in view,

has not conscience. A judge who regards justice ex-

clusively, and executes it with judgment, has con-

science ; but he who primarily regards reward, friend-

ship or favor, has not conscience. Again, any man
who has in his possession the property of another, the

other being ignorant of it, and who is thus able, with-

out fear of the law or loss of honor and reputation, to

appropriate it, but yet restores it to the other because

it is not his, has conscience, since he does what is just

for the sake of what is just. So again, he who can

obtain an office, but knowing that another who also

seeks it would be more useful to society, yields the

place to him for the sake of the good of society, has a

good conscience. So also in other things.

" All who have conscience say whatever they say

and do whatever they do from the heart ; for they

have not a divided mind, but speak and act according

to what they understand and believe to be true and

good. It therefore follows that a more perfect con-
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science may exist with those who are better instruct-

ed in the truths of faith than others, and who have a

clearer perception than others, or clearer than exists

with those who are less enlightened and whose per-

ception is obscure. In true conscience resides man's

spiritual life itself, for there his faith is united to char-

ity. Therefore to act from conscience is to act from

his spiritual life, and to act contrary to conscience is

to act contrary to that life. Furthermore, does not

every one know what conscience is from common con-

versation, as when it is said of any one, He has a

conscience ? Does not that also mean that he is a

just man ? But on the other hand when it is said of

any one, He has no conscience, does it not also mean

that he is unjust ?
"

When the angel had said this he was suddenly taken

up into his heaven ; and the four assemblies united in

one. And after they had conversed together some

time about the remarks of the angel, behold, they were

again divided into four assemblies, but different from

the former. In one body were those who compre-

hended the words of the angel and assented to t hem

;

in a second those Avho did not comprehend but still

favored them ; in a third those who did not wish to

comprehend them, saying, " What have we to do with

conscience? ""and in a fourth those who laughed at

what was said, saying, " What is conscience but a

breath of wind ? " The last two bodies descended,

but the two former ascended. (T. C. R. 661-666.)



VIII.

ABOUT HEAVENLY JOY AND ETERNAL J3LTSS.

ONCE saw an angel moving swiftly along

under the eastern heaven. He had a trumpet

in his hand and at his lips, and blew it toward

the north, toward the west and toward the

south. He was clad with a robe that floated behind

him, owing to his flight, and was engirdled with a

belt that blazed and shone, as it were, with carbuncles

and sapphires. He descended like one flying, and

alighted gen My on the ground where I was then stand-

ing. As he touched the ground, he walked hither and

thither erect upon his feet; and then, seeing me, directed

his steps toward me. I was in the spirit, and standing

in that state on a hill in the southern quarter. And
as he came near I addressed him, saying :

" What is

the matter now ? I heard the sound of your trumpet,

and aaw you descend through the air." The angel

replied :

"I am sent to convoke from among those on this

earth who are from the kingdoms of the Christian

world, such men as are most celebrated for learning,

of the finest genius and most distinguished for wisdom,

in order that they may assemble on this hill where von

are staying, and freely express their minds as to what
they thought and what intelligence and wisdom they

153
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possessed when in the world, respecting heavenly
joy and eternal happiness. I have been sent on

this mission because some new-comers from the world

having been admitted into our heavenly society which

is in the east, related that not a single person in the

whole Christian world knows what heavenly joy and

eternal happiness are ; therefore that not one knows

what heaven is."

At this my brethren and companions were much
astonished, and said to me :

" Go down, make procla-

mation, and call together the wisest men in the world

of spirits, where all mortals are first assembled after

their departure from the natural world, in order that

we may learn with certainty from the mouths of many
whether it is the truth or not that such darkness or

dense ignorance prevails among Christians respecting

the future life." The angel then said :
" Wait a little,

and you will see troops of spirits flocking hitherward.

The Lord will prepare an edifice for them to meet in."

I waited ; and lo ! after half an hour I saw two crowds

coming from the north, two from the west and two

from the south. And as they arrived they were intro-

duced by the angel who had the trumpet to the edifice

prepared for them, and there occupied places assigned

them according to the quarters. There were six crowds

or companies, and a seventh from the east, which was

not visible to the others on account of its light.

After they had assembled, the angel explained the

reason of their convocation, and asked the different
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bodies to set forth in order their wisdom respecting

heavenly joy and eternal happiness. Each com-

pany then formed a circle, all turning their faces in-

ward so as to recall the subject from ideas acquired in

the former world, to examine it, and after it had beeu

examined and deliberated upon, to express their views.

VARIOUS OPIXIONS ON THE SUBJECT.

After deliberation the first company which was

stationed at the north, said: "Heavenly joy and

eternal happiness are one with the very life of heaven.

Wherefore one who enters heaven, as to his life enters

into its festivities precisely as any one going to a wed-

ding enters into its festivities. Do we not see that

heaven is above us, thus in place ? Are there not en-

joyments upon enjoyments and pleasures upon pleas-

ures there, and there only ? When man is introduced

into heaven he is introduced into these pleasures as to

every mental perception and every bodily sensation,

owing to the plenitude of the joys of that place.

Therefore heavenly happiness which is also eternal

happiness, is no other than admission into heaven,

which admission is of Divine grace."

After these remarks, the second company from the

north brought forth from their wisdom the following

opinion :
" Heavenly joy and eternal happiness are no

other than the most cheerful companionship with

angels, and the sweetest conversations with them,

whereby the features are continually expanded with
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gladness and all the company kept sweetly smiling

with compliments and pleasantries. What are heavenly

joys but eternal variations of such things ? "

The third company, which was the first of the wise

men from the western quarter, from the thoughts of

their affections delivered the following-
:

" What are

heavenly joy and eternal happiness but feastings with

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, on whose tables there will

be delicate and costly food together with generous and

noble wines ; and after the feasts, young men and

maidens will dance and play to the music of sym-

phonies and flutes, and in the intervals the sweetest

songs will be sung ? And then in the evenings there

will be dramatic exhibitions; after these feasting again,

and so on daily for ever."

Then the fourth company, which was the second

from the western quarter, declared their opinion, say-

ing :
" We have cherished divers ideas of heavenly

joy and eternal happiness; we have also examined

various kinds of joy, comparing them with one an-

other, and have come to the conclusion that heavenly

joys are paradisiacal joys. What is heaven but a

paradise which reaches from the east to the west and

from the south to the north, and contains in it fruit-

bearing trees and delightful flowers, in the midst of

which is the magnificent tree of life, around which the

blessed will sit eating the deliciously-tasting fruit and

adorned with wreaths of the sweetest flowers which,

breathed upon by perpetual spring, come forth daily
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again and again with infinite variety. Their minds

being continually renewed by the perpetual springing

and blooming of these flowers, and also by the ever-

vernal temperature, cannot but inhale and exhale new
joys daily, and be thereby restored to the flower of

their youth, and through this to the primitive state in

which Adam and his wife were created, and so be re-

admitted into their paradise, transferred from earth to

heaven."

The fifth company, which was the first of the in-

genious ones from the southern quarter, spoke as fol-

lows :
" Heavenly joys and eternal happiness are

nothing but supreme dominion, boundless wealth, and

thereby more than royal magnificence and transcend-

ent splendor. That these things and the constant

enjoyment of them, which is eternal happiness, are

the joys of heaven, we saw clearly from those in the

former world who possessed them
;

and, moreover,

from the statement that the happy in heaven should

reign with the Lord, and should be kings and princes

because they are the children of Him who is King of

kings and Lord of lords, that they should sit on thrones,

and that angels should minister unto them. The mag-

nificence of heaven we clearly saw from this, that the

New Jerusalem by which the glory of heaven is de-

scribed, is to have gates, each of which will be one

pearl, and streets of pure gold, and a wall founded on

precious stones
;
consequently that every one received

into heaven has a palace of his own glittering with

14
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gold and precious stones, while dominion will pass in

order from one to another. And as we knew that joys

and happiness were inherent in such things, and that

God's promises could not be broken, we could not

infer that the happiest state of heavenly life had any

other source."

Then the sixth company, which was the second

from the southern quarter, raised their voice and said:

" The joy of heaven and its eternal happiness is no

other than the perpetual glorification of God, an end-

less festival and most blissful worship with songs and

jubilees, and thus a constant uplifting of the heart

to God, with full confidence that He accepts those

prayers and praises because of his Divine munificence

in bestowing such beatitude." Some of this company

added that this glorification would take place with

splendid lights, most fragrant incense, and processions

of great pomp, the chief priest going before with a

great trumpet, the primates and other orders greater

and less following him, and after these, men with

palms and women with golden images in their hands.

EACH ONE AFTER DEATH INTRODUCED TO THE
JOYS OF HIS OWN IMAGINING.

The seventh company, which was invisible to the

others owing to its superior light, was from the east-

ern quarter of heaven. They were angels of the

same society to which the angel who had the trumpet

belonged. When they heard in heaven that not even
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one man in the Christian world knew what the joy of

heaven and eternal happiness were, they said to each

other :
" This cannot be true. There cannot be such

darkness and mental stupor among Christians. Let

us also go down ourselves and hear if it is true ; and

if it is, it is certainly a wonder."

These angels then said to the angel who had the

trumpet: "We know that every man who has desired

heaven, and has thought at all definitely about the

joys there, is introduced after death into the joys of

his imagination ; and that after he has experienced

the nature of those joys and found them to be accord-

ing to the mind's fancies merely and his wild imag-

inings, he is led out of them and instructed. This

takes place with the majority of those in the world of

spirits who had meditated about heaven in the former

life, and had formed some conclusion respecting its

joys so far as to desire them. When the angel with

the trumpet heard this, he said to the six companies

convoked from among the wise men of the Christian

world, " Follow me ; and I will introduce you into

your joys, and thus into heaven."

CHEERFUL COMPANIONSHIP AND CONVERSATION.

So saying, the angel led the way. And the first

company that followed him was of those who had

persuaded themselves that heavenly joys were merely

the most cheerful companionship and the sweetest con-

versations. The angel introduced these to an assem-
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blage iii the northern quarter, who in the former

world had thought the joys of heaven to be of that

character. There was a spacious house in which they

were assembled ; and in the house were more than

fifty rooms distinct according to the various kinds of

conversation. In some of the rooms they conversed

about what they had seen and heard in the market-

place and on the streets ; in some they conversed in

an affectionate way about the fair sex, adding occa-

sional jokes, until every face in the company expanded

with merry laughter. In other rooms they talked

about the news concerning courts, governments, the

state of politics, and the various things that had eman-

ated from secret councils, and also reasoned and con-

jectured about events. In other rooms they talked

about business ; in others about literary matters ; in

others about matters pertaining to civil prudence and

moral life ; and in others again about ecclesiastical af-

fairs and sects ; and so on.

I was permitted to look into that house, and I

saw men running from room to room, seeking the

company of their affection, and consequently of their

delight. Among the companies I saw three kinds of

persons, some very eager to talk, some anxious to ask

questions and some greedy to hear. There were four

doors to the house, one toward each quarter ; and 1

observed that many released themselves from the com-

panies and hastened to go out. I followed some to

the eastern door, and saw them sitting near it with
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sad faces. I approached them and asked why the}'- sat

so sad. They answered :
" The doors of this house

are kept closed against those who wish to go out. It

is now the third day since we entered. The life of

our desire has been exhausted in company and con-

versation, and we have been so wearied by continual

prating that we can hardly bear to hear the murmur

of the noise from it. And so out of weariness we
came to this door and knocked, but were told that the

doors of this house are not opened for persons to go

out, but for those coming in ; and that we were to re-

main and partake of the joys of heaven. From this

we came to the conclusion that we are to remain here

for ever. And therefore sadness seized our minds, and

now our breasts begin to feel oppressed, and anxiety

is coming upon us."

Then an angel addressed them and said :
" This state

is the death of your joys which you believed to be the

only heavenly joys, whereas they are but the acces-

sories of heavenly joys." They asked the angel:

" What, then, is heavenly joy ?
"

The angel answered briefly: " It is delight in doing

something useful to one's self and to others. Delight

in usefulness draws its essence from love and its exist-

ence from wisdom. Delight in usefulness arising from

love through wisdom, is the soul and life of all the

joys of heaven. In the heavens they have the most

cheerful parties which exhilarate the angels' minds,

;heer their spirits, delight their breasts and afford

14* L
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recreation to their bodies ; but these they have after

they have been useful in their offices and employments;

from these are the soul and life in all their pleasures

and enjoyments. But if you take away that soul or

life, the accessory joys gradually cease to be joys
;
they

first become indifferent, then worthless, and finally sad

and distressing."

After these remarks the door was opened, and those

sitting near it sprang out ; and they fled to their homes,

each to his office and work, and were revived.

FEASTING WITH THE PATRIARCHS.

After this the angel addressed those who had per-

suaded themselves that the joys of heaven and eternal

happiness were feastings with Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob, with plays and spectacles after the feasts, and

then feasting again ; and so on to eternity. And he

said to them :
" Follow me, and I will introduce you

into the felicity of your joys."

And he conducted them through a meadow to a

plain covered with posts on which tables were placed,

fifteen on each side. They asked why there were so

many tables. The angel replied :
" The first table is

Abraham's, the second Isaac's, the third Jacob's, and

near them in order are the tables of the twelve apostles.

On the other side is the same number of tables for

their wives ; the three first being for Sarah, Abraham's

wife, Rebecca, Isaac's wife, and Leah and Rachel,

Jacob's wives ; the twelve remaining tables are for the
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wives of the twelve apostles. After a little delay all

the tables appeared loaded with dishes, the spaces be-

tween them being decorated with little pyramids of

sweetmeats. The guests stood around the tables wait-

ing to see those who were to preside
;
wTho, after they

had been a little while waited for, appeared, entering

in order of procession from Abraham to the last of the

apostles ; and each one going at once to his own table,

reclined upon a couch at the head of it. Then they

said to those standing around: " Sit you down with

us also. And the men with their wives sat down with

those fathers and the women, and ate and drank in

gladness and with veneration."

After the meal those fathers went out ; and then

plays wrere commenced, dances by maidens and young

men, and afterwards spectacles. At the close of these

amusements the guests were invited again to the feast-

ing, but with the understanding that on the first day

they should eat with Abraham, on the second with

Isaac, on the third with Jacob, on the fourth with

Peter, on the fifth with James, on the sixth with John,

on the seventh with Paul ; and with all the rest in

order until the fifteenth day, when they were to renew

the feasting again in the same order, changing seats

;

and so on to eternity.

After this the angel called together the men of the

company and said to them :
" All those whom you see

at the tables, had the same imaginary thoughts about

the joys of heaven and its eternal happiness, that you
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had. And in order that they may see the vanity of

their ideas and be led away from them, such scenes of

feasting are instituted and permitted by the Lord.

Those chief men whom you saw at the head of the

tables, merely personated old men ; most of them are

rustics with beards on, and puffed up by some little

wealth, upon whom has been induced the fantasy that

they actually were those ancient fathers. But follow

me to the roads of exit from this camp." They fol-

lowed him ; and they saw fifty here and fifty there who
had loaded their stomachs with food until they were

nauseated, and longed to return to the familiar scenes

of their own homes— some to their offices, some to

their business, and some to their work. But many
were detained by the guards and asked how many days

they had feasted, and whether they had yet eaten at

the tables with Peter and Paul ; and they were told

that it would be shameful for them to go away before

doing so, because it was impolite. But most of them

answered :
" We have had a surfeit of our joys ; the

food has become tasteless to us ; our taste has dried

up ; our stomach loathes those things ; we cannot bear

those drinks ; we have spent several days and nights

in that luxury, and we beg to be let out." And being

let out, with panting breath and hurried steps they fled

home.

Then the angel called the men of the company that

had come in, and on the way taught them about

heaven, as follows

:
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" In heaven as in the world there are food and

drink, feasts and convivial parties ; the tables of the

great contain rich banquets, rarities and delicacies

whereby their spirits are refreshed and recreated

;

there are plays and spectacles there also, and music

and singing ; and all in the highest perfection. Such

things are also joys to those in heaven, but not hap-

piness. Happiness must be in joys, and therefore

from them. Happiness in joys causes them to be

joys, enriches them and sustains them so that they do

not become poor and wearisome ; and this happiness

every man has from use in his employment. There

is an innermost principle concealed in the will's affec-

tion of every angel, which draws his mind to the

doing of something, whereby it is tranquilized and sat-

isfied ; this satisfaction and tranquillity produce a state

of mind receptive of the love of use from the Lord;

from the reception of this love arises heavenly happi-

ness, which is the life of those joys mentioned above.

Heavenly food in its essence is no other than love,

wisdom and use together ; that is, use arising from

love through wisdom. For this reason food for the

body is given to every one in heaven according to the

use he promotes. The most excellent food is given

to those who are eminently useful ; food of medium
quality but of exquisite taste to those whose useful-

ness is of the middle grade ; inferior food to those

who perform low uses ; but none to the indolent."
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THE POSSESSION OF POWER AND RICHES.

The angel then called to him that company of so-

called wise men, who had placed heavenly joys and

eternal happiness therefrom in the possession of super-

eminent dominion and the greatest wealth, also in

more thuu royal magnificence and in transcendent

splendor, because it is stated in the Word that the

righteous should be kings and princes, should reign

with Christ for ever, and be ministered unto by the

angels; and so on. To them the angel said: "Fol-

low me, and I will introduce you into your joys."

And he conducted them to a portico constructed of

columns and pyramids ; in front of it was a porch

which formed the entrance to the portico. Through

this he introduced them. And lo ! twenty persons

appeared there ; and they waited. Presently there

came one who personated an angel, and said to them

:

" The way to heaven is through this portico. Wait

here awhile and prepare yourselves ; for the elder

among you are to be kings, and the younger princes."

After these remarks, there appeared near each column

a throne, and on it a robe of silk, and on the robe a

sceptre and crown ; and near each pyramid appeared

a seat raised three cubits from the ground ; on each

seat was a chain made of small links of gold, and

scarfs of the order of knights fastened together at the

ends with diamond rings. It was then proclaimed,

" Go now and robe yourselves, take your seats, and
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wait." And instantly the older men ran to the

thrones, and the younger to the seats, robed them-

selves and sat down. And then appeared a kind of

mist ascending from the lower regions, at the ap-

proach of which the faces of those occupying the

thrones and seats began to swell and their breasts to

heave, and they were filled with confidence that they

were then kings and princes. That mist was the aura

of hallucination by which they were inspired. And
presently some youths flew to them as if from heaven,

and stood two behind each throne and one behind

each seat to minister. Proclamation was then made
at intervals by a herald, " Ye kings and princes, wait

yet a little while
;
your palaces are now being pre-

pared in heaven ; the courtiers will come soon with

their life guards and introduce you." They waited

and waited until their spirits panted and were fatigued

with desire.

WHAT REIGXIXG WITH CHRIST MEANS.

After three hours heaven was opened above their

heads, and angels looked down at them, and pitying

them, said :
" Why do you sit there so foolish and act

like players ? They have played tricks upon you and

have changed you from men to images, because you

have fixed it iu your hearts that you were to reign

with Christ like kings and princes, and that angels

would then minister unto you. Have you forgotten

the words of the Lord, that he who would be great iu
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heaven should become a servant? Therefore learn

that being kings and princes and reigning with Christ,

means being wise and useful ; for the kingdom of

Christ which is heaven, is a kingdom of uses; be-

cause the Lord loves all and therefore wishes good to

all, and good is use. And because the Lord does

what is good or useful through the instrumentality

of angels, and in the world through men, therefore to

those who perform uses faithfully He gives the love

of use and its reward which is internal blessedness,

and this is eternal happiness.

" In the heavens, as on earth, there are supereminent

dominion and most abundant wealth ; for there are

governments there and forms of government, and

therefore greater and lesser powers and dignities ; and

those who occupy the highest positions have palaces

and courts which surpass those of emperors and kings

on earth in magnificence and splendor ; and honor and

glory surround their occupants from the number of the

courtiers, ministers and attendants, and their splendid

vestments. But these supreme rulers are chosen from

among those whose hearts are in the public welfare,

and only their bodily senses in great magnificence for

the sake of obedience. And because it belongs to the

public welfare that every one should be of some use in

society as in the common body ; and because all use is

from the Lord, and is effected through angels and men
as if by them, it is plain that this is to reign with the

Lord."
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When those who had personated the kings and

princes heard this from heaven, they descended from

the thrones and seats, and threw away their sceptres,

crowns and robes. And the mist in which was the

aura of hallucination, departed from them, and a bright

cloud overshadowed them, in which there was an aura

of wisdom, and sanity was thereby restored to their

minds.

EXTERNAL PARADISIACAL DELIGHTS, WITH REST
FROM LABOR.

After this the angel returned to the house where

the wise men of the Christian world had assembled,

and called to him those who had persuaded themselves

that the joys of heaven and eternal happiness were

paradisiacal delights. To them he said: " Follow me,

and I will introduce you into paradise, your heaven,

so that you may enter upon the enjoyment of your

eternal happiness."

And he conducted them through a lofty gate built

of the interwoven branches and twigs of noble trees.

After they had entered he led them about from quarter

to quarter by circuitous paths. The place was actually

a paradise at the first entrance to heaven, into which

are admitted those who in the world had believed that

all heaven is one paradise, because it is called paradise
;

and who had impressed upon themselves the idea that

after death there is complete rest from labor, and that

this rest is nothing but breathing the very soul of de-

15
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lights, walking upon roses, being gladdened by the

finest juice of the grape, and banqueting ; and that this

life is to be found only in a heavenly paradise. Con-

ducted by the angel they saw a great multitude both

of old and young men, and of boys, also of women
and girls, sitting in groups of threes and tens on flower-

beds, weaving wreaths with which they decorated the

heads of the old men and the arms of the young men,

and bands of which they fastened across the breasts

of the boys. Others were pressing juice from grapes,

cherries and mulberries, into cups, and drinking it

sociably; others were inhaling the fragrance exhaled

and diffused from flowers, fruit and odoriferous leaves;

others were singing sweet songs which soothed the

ears of the listeners ; others sat at fountains, turning

the falling water into different shapes ; some were walk-

ing about, talking and joking ; some entered into little

garden-houses, to recline on couches. And many other

paradisiacal enjoyments they also saw.

After they had seen these things, the angel conducted

his companions here and there by circuitous routes,

and at last to some persons seated on a most beautiful

flower-bed which was surrounded by olive, orange and

citron trees. They sat swaying themselves to and fro,

wailing and weeping, their faces resting on their hands.

The angels' companions addressed them and asked why
they did so. They answered :

" It is now seven days

since we came into this paradise. When we came in,

our minds seemed to be exalted to heaven and intro-
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faced into the innermost happiness of its joys. But

after three days that happiness began to diminish, to

fade away from our minds, to become imperceptible,

and so to fail altogether. And when our imaginary

joys had so faded, we feared the loss of all the delight

of our life, and began to doubt the existence of eternal

happiness. And after we had wandered about through

paths and plots, we sought the gate by which we
entered ; but we wandered through winding paths one

after another, asking those we met. Some of them

said that the gate was not to be found, because this

paradisiacal garden was a vast labyrinth of such a

nature that any one wishing to go out entered more

deeply in, so that we could not but remain here to

eternity. They told us that we were in the midst of

the paradise where all delights were at their height."

They said furthermore to the companions of the angel:

" We have now sat here for a day and a half ; and no

longer hoping to find the place of exit, we sat down
here on this flower-bed, and we gaze around us at the

abundance of olives, grapes, oranges and citrons. But

the more we look at them the more does our sight be-

come weary of seeing, our smell of smelling, and our

taste of tasting. This is the cause of the sadness,

wailing and weeping which you now see among us."

When he had heard this, the angel, who conducted

the company of so-called wise men, said to them:
" This paradisiacal labyrinth is indeed an entrance to

heaven ; I know the way out, and will conduct you to
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it." At these words those who were seated arose and

embraced the angel, and together with his company ac-

companied him. And on the way the angel taught them

that heavenly joy and its eternal happiness were not ex-

ternal paradisiacal delights, unless internal paradisiacal

delights accompanied them. External paradisiacal de-

lights, said he, are delights of the bodily senses only,

while internal paradisiacal delights are those of the

soul's affections ; unless these latter are in the former

there is no heavenly life in them, because there is no

soul in them ; and all delight, without its correspond-

ent soul, languishes by continuance, becomes torpid,

and wearies the spirit more than labor. There are

paradisiacal gardens everywhere in heaven, and from

them also the angels derive their joys ; and so far

as the soul's delight is in them, so far those joys are

joys.

Hearing this, they all asked, " What is the soul's

delight, and what is its origin ?" The angel replied:

"The soul's delight comes from love and wisdom from

the Lord ; and because love is the efficient [principle],

and is efficient through wisdom, therefore the abode

of both is in the effect and the effect is use. This

delight flows from the Lord into the soul, descends

through the higher and lower parts of the mind into

all the bodily senses, and finds its fullness in them.

Joy thereby becomes joy, and it becomes eternal from

the Eternal in which it originates. You have seen a

paradise, and I declare to you that there is not one
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thing there, not even a little leaf, that does not come

from the marriage of love and wisdom in use. There-

fore if man is in this marriage he is in a heavenly

paradise, and therefore in heaven."

A PERPETUAL SABBATH AND GLORIFYING GOD.

After this the angelic leader returned to the edifice,

to those who had firmly persuaded themselves that

heavenly joy and eternal happiness were a perpetual

glorification of God and an endless festival
;

this, be-

cause they had believed when in the world that after

death they would see God, and because the life of

heaven, owing to the worship of God there, is called

a perpetual sabbath. To them the angel said :
" Fol-

low me, and I will introduce you into your joy."

And he introduced them into a small city, in the

centre of which was a temple, and where all the

houses were called sacred chapels. In this city they

saw a multitude of people from every quarter of the

surrounding country ; and among them a number of

priests who received the visitors, saluted them, and

taking them by the hand led them to the gates of the

temple, and from them to some chapels round about

the temple, and initiated them into the endless wor-

ship of God; saying, "This city is the vestibule of

heaven ; and the temple of this city is the entrance

to a vast and grand temple in heaven where God is

glorified by angels with praises and prayers for ever.

The rules here, and there also, are that new-comers
15*
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shall first enter the temple and remain there three

days and three nights ; and that after this initiation

they shall enter into the houses of this city (which

are so many chapels sanctified by us), and shall go

from chapel to chapel, and in communion with those

assembled there, shall pray and shout and recite the ser-

mons. Be very careful to indulge no private thoughts,

and no conversation with your companions except on

holy, pious and religious subjects."

After this the angel introduced his company into

the temple, which was full and crowded with many
who had enjoyed great dignity in the world, and also

with many common people. And guards were placed

at the gates of the temple to prevent any one from

going out before he had stayed three days. And the

angel said: "This is the second day since these peo-

ple came in ; observe them, and you shall see their

glorification of God." And they watched them; and

saw most of them asleep, and those who were awake

continually yawning
;
some, by a constant raising of

their thoughts to God without a return of them to

the body, seemed to have their faces separated from

their bodies (for so they appeared to themselves, and

therefore to others) ; the eyes of some looked wild

from their being continually turned upwards. In a

word, the breasts of all were oppressed and their

spirits weary with the tediousness; they turned away

from the pulpit and cried out: "Our ears are stunned;

stop your preaching ; we cannot hear a word of it

;
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the very sound begins to annoy us." And then they

arose and rushed in a mass to the gates, broke them

open, overpowered the guards and drove them away.

Seeing this the priests followed, keeping close to them

—teaching and teaching, praying and sighing, and

saying: "Celebrate the festival; glorify God; sanc-

tify yourselves ; in this vestibule of heaven we will

inaugurate you into the eternal glorification of God
in the vast and grand temple that is in heaven, and

thus lead you to the enjoyment of eternal happiness."

But the crowd did not understand these words, and

hardly heard them even, owing to the dullness of

their minds arising from a two days' suspension, and

detention from domestic and out-door affairs. But

when they endeavored to tear themselves away from

the priests, the latter caught them by the arms, and

also by their clothing, urging them to the chapels to

hear their sermons. But in vain. They cried out:

" Let us go ; we feel as if we should faint."

At this point, lo ! there appeared four men in white

garments and with mitres. In the world one of them

had been an archbishop, and the other three bishops.

They were now angels. They called the priests to-

gether, and addressing them, said: "We saw you from

heaven with these sheep, and saw how you feed them.

You feed them to madness. You do not know what

glorifying God means. It means to bring forth the

fruits of love, that is, to discharge faithfully, sincerely

and diligently the work of one's office; fur this is from
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the love of God and the love of the neighbor, and it

is the bond and good of society
;
by this God is glori-

fied, and then by worship at stated times. Have you

not read these words of the Lord :
' Herein is my

Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit ; so shall ye

be my disciples ' (John xv. 8). You priests may be

in the spirit of glorifying God by worship, because it

is your office, and from it you have honor, glory and

remuneration ; but you would not remain so any more

than these people, unless honor, glory and remunera-

tion were connected with your office."

So saying the bishops commanded the guards at

the gate to admit all, and to let all pass out
;

for, said

they, there are a great many who cannot conceive of

any other heavenly joy than the perpetual worship of

God, because they have known nothing of the state

of heaven.

ADMITTANCE WITHOUT THE LIFE OF HEAVEN.

After this the angel returned with his companions

to the place of meeting from which the different com-

panies of wise men had not yet departed, and called

to him those who believed that heavenly joy and eter-

nal happiness were merely admittance into heaven

—

this admittance being from Divine grace; and that

there is then joy among those who are admitted, as

there is in the world among those who enter royal

palaces on days of festivity, or who are invited to

weddings. To them the angel said: "Wait here
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awhile ; I will sound my trumpet, and those who are

celebrated for wisdom in the spiritual affairs of the

church, will come here."

After a few hours there came nine men all deco-

rated with laurel, the houorable insignia of their

fame. These the angel introduced into the place of

meeting where all the others had been assembled be-

fore. In the presence of these latter the angel ad-

dressed the nine distinguished scholars, and said :
" I

know that you, according to your ideas, have been

permitted to ascend to heaven at your wish ; and that

you have returned to this lower or sub-celestial earth

with a full knowledge of the state of heaven. Tell

us therefore how heaven appeared to you." And they

replied in order.

The first said: "My idea of heaven from early boy-

hood until the end of my life in the world, was, that

it was a place of all kinds of blessedness, happiness,

joy, gratification and pleasure ; and that if I were to

be admitted there, I should be surrounded by an aura

of such felicities, and should inhale them with a full

breast, as a bridegroom when he celebrates his mar-

riage and enters the marriage-bed with his bride.

With this idea I ascended to heaven ; I passed the

first guards, and also the second ; but when I came

to the third, the officer of the guards addressed me
and said: 'Who are you, friend?' I answered: 'Is

not this heaven ? I came here at the prompting of

my own desire; please to admit me.' And he ad
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mitted me. And I saw some angels in white clothing1

who walked around me, and looked at me, and mur-

mured, ' Here is a stranger not clothed with the garb

of heaven.' I heard the remark, and thought, 'This

seems to me like what the Lord said of the man who
came to the wedding without a wedding-garment ;'

and I said, ' Give me the garments of heaven.' But

they laughed. And then one came running from the

court with the command, ' Strip him naked, cast him

out, and throw his clothes after him.' And so I was

cast out."

The second in order said :
" I also believed as he

did, that if I were only admitted into heaven which

was above my head, joys would flow around me, and

I should breathe them for ever. I also obtained my
wish. But when the angels saw me they fled, and

said to one another, ' What portent is this ? How did

this bird of night get here ? ' And I actually felt

myself changed from being a man, although I was not

changed. This effect was produced by my inhaling

the heavenly atmosphere. And presently one ran

from the court with the command that two servants

should conduct me out, and conduct me back by the

way I came, right to my own house. And when I

was at home, I again appeared to myself and others

like a man."

The third said :
" I had always formed an idea of

heaven from place, not from love ; so that when I came

to this world I longed intensely for heaven. And
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seeing some ascending, I followed and was admitted,

though not farther tlian a few paces. But when I

wished to gladden my mind by the idea of the joys

and blessedness there, owing to the light of heaven

(which was white like snow, and the essence of which

is said to be wisdom), a stupor seized my mind, and

from it darkness came upon my eyes, and I began to

be insane ; and presently, owing to the heat of heaven

(which corresponded to the brightness of that light,

and the essence of which is said to be love), my heart

palpitated, anxiety took possession of me, I was

tortured with interior pain, and threw myself down
at full length upon the ground. And while I was

lying there, an attendant came from the court with

the command for them to carry me away slowly into

my own light and heat, in which my spirit and heart

were at once restored to me."

The fourth said :
" I also entertained an idea, not

of love but of place, respecting heaven ; and as soon

as I came to the spiritual world I asked some wise

men whether it was allowable to ascend to heaven.

They said that every one was at liberty to ascend, but

should be careful lest he be cast down again. I laughed

at this, and went up, believing like the others that all

the inhabitants of the whole world were capable of re-

ceiving the joys of heaven in their fullness. But truly,

when I got there I was almost deprived of life ; from

the pain and consequent torture I felt in my head and

body, I threw myself upon the ground, writhed like a
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serpent near a fire, crawled to the brink and threw

myself down. I was afterwards taken up by some

who stood below, and carried to an inn, where my
health was restored."

The remaining five also gave wonderful accounts of

their ascents to heaven ; and they compared the changes

of their life's states to that of fishes when taken out

of water into the air, and of birds when taken up into

the ether. And they said that after those hard ex-

periences they did not long for heaven any more, but

only for a life in company with their like, wherever

they might be ; and that they knew that in the world

of spirits where they then were, all are first prepared,

the good for heaven and the evil for hell ; and when
prepared, they see ways opened for them to societies

of those like themselves, with whom they are to re-

main for ever ; also that they then enter these ways
with delight, because they are the ways of their love.

HEAVEN ESSENTIALLY A STATE, NOT A PLACE.

When the first assembly had heard these statements,

they all confessed that they, too, had entertained no

other idea of heaven than as a place where with full

draught they might drink in surrounding joys to

eternity. The angel who had the trumpet then said

to them :
" You now see that the joys of heaven and

eternal happiness are not matters of place, but belong

to the state of man's life, the state of heavenly life

being from love and wisdom. And as use is the con-
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tainant of these two, the state of heavenly life arises

from their union in use. It is the same if we say

charity, faith and good works, inasmuch as charity is

love, faith is truth from which comes wisdom, and

good works are uses. Moreover, in our spiritual world

there are places as in the natural world, otherwise there

would not be habitations and distinct dwellings; yet

place there is not place, but an appearance of place ac-

cording to the state of love and wisdom, or charity

and faith.

" Every one who becomes an angel carries his heaven

within him, because he has within him the love that

constitutes his heaven ; for man is by creation a

miniature, image and type of the great heaven. The

human form is nothing else ; so that every one enters

that heavenly society whose form he is in special

miniature. Therefore when he enters that society he

enters a form correspondent to his own, that is, he

enters it as if he entered into himself from himself;

and he enters himself as if he went from it into it, and

he partakes of its life as his own, and of his own life

as its life. Every society is like a common body, the

angels therein being the similar parts of which it co-

exists.

" From this it now follows that they who are in

evils and thereby in falsities, have formed in them-

selves an image of hell ; and this image is tortured in

heaven by the influx and violence arising from the

activity of opposite against opposite ; for infernal love

16
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is the opposite of heavenly love, and the joys of the

two loves therefore clash together like hostile forces,

and kill each other when they meet."

TEN MEN CALL ON A PRINCE IN THE SPIRITUAL
WORLD.

After these things had taken place, a voice was heard

from heaven saying to the angel who had the trumpet:

" Choose ten men from all those assembled, and intro-

duce them to us ; we have heard from the Lord that

He would prepare them so that the heat and light or

love and wisdom of our heaven would not do them

any harm for three days." Ten men were chosen and

followed the angel. And they ascended a steep path

to a certain hill, and from this to a mountain on which

was the heaven of those angels who had before ap-

peared to them at a distance like an expanse in the

clouds. The gates were opened for them ; and after

they had passed the third, the introducing angel ran

to the prince [or chief] of that society or heaven,

and announced their arrival. And the prince replied,

" Take some of my attendants, and say to the visitors

that their arrival is pleasing to me ; and introduce

them into my ante-court, and give to each his own
room and bed-chamber. Take also some of my courtiers

and some servants to wait upon them, and do them

whatever service they may wish." And it was done.

But when they were conducted in by the angel, they

asked if they were at liberty to go and see the prince.
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The angel replied :
" It is now morning, and he can-

not be seen before noon ; all are yet engaged in their

offices and labors. But you are invited to dinner ; &nd

then you shall sit at the table with our prince. Mean-

while I will introduce you into his palace where you

shall see magnificent and splendid things."

THE PALACE OF THE PRIXCE.

When they were conducted to the palace they first

looked at its exterior. It was spacious, built of por

phyry, and its foundation was of jasper. Before the

door were six tall columns of lapis lazuli; the roof

was made of plates of gold, the high windows were

of the clearest crystal, and the frames also of gold.

They were then introduced into the interior of the

palace, and conducted from room to room ; and they

saw ornaments of indescribable beauty, and on the ceil-

ings decorations of inimitable sculpture
;
placed against

the walls they saw tables of silver fused with gold, on

which were various utensils of precious stones, and of

whole gems in heavenly forms. And more things they

saw which no eye on earth has ever seen, and there-

fore no one has been able to make himself believe that

such things exist in heaven.

While they were amazed at the sight of such mag-

nificence the angel said :
" Do not be astonished ; these

things that you see are not the work or fabrication of

any angelic hand, but are made by the Artificer of the

universe and bestowed as a gift on our prince ; so that
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this is architectural art in its perfection, and from it

come all the rules of art in the world." The angel

said further: "You may suppose, perhaps, that such

things fascinate our eyes and infatuate them so far

that we helieve them to be the joys of our heaven

;

hut because our hearts are not in them they are merely

accessory to the joys of our hearts ; therefore so far

as we contemplate them as accessory and as the work-

manship of God, we contemplate in them the Divine

omnipotence and kindness."

THE GARDEN OF THE PRINCE.

After this the angel said to them :
" It is not yet

noon ; come with me into the garden of our prince,

which adjoins this palace." They went; and at the

entrance the angel said :
" Behold the most magnificent

garden in this heavenly society." But they replied :

"What do you say? This is not a garden; we see

only one tree with fruits like gold on its branches and

top, and with leaves like silver, their borders adorned

with emeralds ; and under the tree we see little chil-

dren with their guardians." To this the angel with

inspired voice replied :
" This tree is in the midst of

the garden, and is called by us the tree of our heaven,

and by some the tree of life. But proceed and go

nearer, and your eyes will be opened, and you will see

the garden." They did so. And their eyes were

opened, and they saw trees heavily laden with delicious

fruit, with vines entwining their tendrils about them,
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and their tops nodding with the fruit toward the tree

of life in the centre. These trees were planted in one

continuous line which went out and on in endless

circles or curves like those of a perpetual spiral. It

was a perfect spiral formed by trees, in which one

species followed another in unbroken order according

to the excellence of the fruits. The commencement

of the spiral was distant from the tree in the centre

by a great interval, and the interval gleamed with a

radiance that made the trees of the spiral beam with

an ever-renewed and continuous splendor from first to

last. The first trees were the noblest of all, luxuriant

with the rarest fruit. They were called paradisiacal

trees
;
they have never been seen on the earths of the

natural universe, because they do not and cannot exist

there. After these came olive trees, then vines, then

fragrant trees, and finally trees useful to workmen for

the wood. Here and there in this spiral of trees were

seats formed of branches drawn forward from behind

the trees and woven together, enriched and adorned

with their fruits. In that perpetual circle of trees

wrere doors opening to flower-plats, and from these to

groves, divided off into squares and beds.

Seeing these things, the companions of the angel

exclaimed :
" Behold heaven in form ! Wherever we

turn our eyes something heavenly and paradisiacal

meets them, which is ineffable." The angel was

delighted with these remarks, and said: "All our

heavenly gardens are representative forms or types

16*
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of heavenly blessedness in its origin ; and because

the influx of that blessedness exalted your minds, you

exclaimed, 'Behold heaven in form!' But those who
do not receive that influx look upon this paradisiacal

scenery as a mere forest. Moreover, all who are in

the love of use receive the influx, while they do not

receive it who are in the love of glory not from use."

He afterwards explained and taught the representa-

tion and significance of each thing in the garden.

DINING WITH THE PRINCE.

While they were thus engaged, there came a mes-

senger from the prince who invited them to eat bread

with him ; and at the same time two court attendants

brought garments of white linen, and said :
" Put

these on ; for no one is admitted to the prince's table

unless he is clothed in the garments of heaven."

They put on the garments and accompanied their

angel ; and they were introduced into the corridor

of the palace, and awaited the prince. And there the

angel introduced them into the company of the great

men and rulers who also waited on the prince. And
lo! after half an hour the doors were opened, and

through a wider one on the west they saw the prince's

entrance in the order and pomp of procession. Before

him came his familiar counselors, after these his privy

counselors, and after these again the chief officers of

his court. In their midst was the prince, behind him

courtiers of various rank, and last of all the life-guards.
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In all, they numbered one hundred and twenty. The

angel standing before the ten new-comers who from

their dress then looked as if they belonged to the

place, advanced with them to the prince and reverent-

ly presented them ; and the prince without stopping

in the procession, said to them :
" Come and take

bread with me."

And they followed him into the dining-room where

they saw a table magnificently prepared ; in the cen-

tre of it was a high pyramid of gold containing on its

shelves a hundred saucers in triple order, on which

were sweet cakes, various condiments and other deli-

cacies made of bread and wine. From the middle of

the pyramid flowed a kind of spring bubbling over

with nectareous wine, a stream of which spread itself

from the top of the pyramid and filled the cups. At
the side of this high pyramid were various heavenly

forms of gold, on which were dishes and plates filled

with every kind of food. The heavenly forms on

which the plates and dishes were, were forms of art

derived from wisdom, such as cannot be executed in

the world by any art, or described by any language.

The dishes and plates were of silver, engraved around

with forms similar to those on their supports ; the

cups were of pellucid gems. Such was the furniture

of the table.

But the clothing of the prince and his ministers

was as follows : The prince was clad in a long robe

of purple color, decorated with silver stars of needle
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work. Under the robe was a tunic of bright violet-

colored silk ; this was open at the breast, where the

front part of a belt was visible, bearing the insignia

of his society. The insignia consisted of an eagle on

the top of a tree covering her young; this emblem

was of burnished gold surrounded by diamonds. His

familiar counselors were clad somewhat in the same

way, but without that emblem ; in its place they had

carved sapphires suspended from their necks by golden

chains. The courtiers wore gowns of a brown color,

in which were interwoven flowers encircling young

eagles ; the tunics under these were of opaline silk

;

so were their breeches and stockings.

The familiar counselors, the privy counselors and

the rulers stood around the table, and at the command
of the prince clasped hands, and all together in a low

tone gave thanks to the Lord ; and then, at a nod

from the prince, seated themselves on the cushioned

seats at the table. And the prince said to the ten

strangers :
" Sit you down with me also ; there are

your seats." And they sat down. The courtiers before

sent by the prince to wait upon them, stood behind

them. The prince then said to them: "Take each one

of you a plate from its place, and then a saucer from

the pyramid." They did so ; and lo ! there instantly

appeared new plates and saucers occupying the place

of the others. Their cups were filled with wine from

the fouutain springing from the great pyramid; and

they ate together.
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THE PRIXCES AFTER-D IXXEIt SPEECH.

When all w ere moderately satisfied, the prince ad-

dressed the ten guests and said

:

" I have heard that you were assembled on the

earth that is beneath this heaven to disclose your

thoughts respecting the joys of heaven and thence

eternal happiness ; and that you advanced different

opinions, each according to the delights of his own
bodily senses. But what are the delights of the bod-

ily senses without those of the soul ? It is the soul

that imparts delight to them. The delights of the

soul are in themselves imperceptible beatitudes ; but

they become more and more perceptible as they

descend into the mind's thoughts, and from these into

the bodily senses. In the mind's thoughts they are

perceptible as happiness, in the bodily sensations as

delights, and in the body itself as pleasures. From
all these together comes eternal felicity ; while from

the latter alone felicity is not eternal but temporal,

which comes to an end and passes away, and some-

times becomes infelicity.

" You have now seen that all your joys are also

joys of heaven, and more excellent than you could

ever have conceived ; but yet they do not affect our

minds interiorly. There are three things that inflow

as one from the Lord into our souls. These three

are one; or this trine are love, wisdom and use. But

love and wisdom alone have only an ideal existence
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because they exist only in the mind's affection and

thought ; whereas in use they have a real existence

because they then exist in bodily act and work also

;

and where they exist really, there they also subsist.

And as love and wisdom exist and subsist in use, it is

use which affects us ; and use is the faithful, sincere

and diligent discharge of the duties of one's employ-

ment. The love of use and the consequent pursuit of

use, prevent the mind from becoming dissipated, and

from wandering about and drinking in all the cupidi-

ties which with their allurements flow in through the

senses from the body and the world, and which scatter

to the four winds all the truths of religion and moral-

ity together with their goods. But the application of

the mind to use holds and binds these together, and

disposes the mind into a form receptive of wisdom

from those truths, and then expels from the circum-

ference the illusions and mockeries both of falsities

and vanities. But on these subjects you will hear

more from the wise men of our society whom I will

send to you this afternoon."

After these remarks the prince arose, and with him

his guests. He said grace, and then commanded the

angelic guide of the strangers to conduct them back

to their rooms, and to show them all honor ; also to

call urbane and affable men to entertain them with

conversation on the various joys of that society.
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FESTIVITIES, CONCERTS, GAMES AND PLAYS.

When they had returned to their rooms, all this

took place : men invited from the city came to enter-

tain them with conversation on the various joys of

the society ; and after the usual salutations talked po-

litely with them, walking about. But their angelic

guide said :
" These ten men have been invited into

this heaven to see its joys, and thereby to acquire a

new idea of eternal happiness. Recount to them,

therefore, some of the joys of this heaven which af-

fect the bodily senses ; some wise men are to come

afterwards, who will relate some things that render

those joys pleasant and happy." Hearing this, the

men invited from the city related the following

:

1. There are days of festivity appointed here by

the prince, to release the mind from the fatigue which

the passion of emulation had brought upon some. On
these days there are musical and vocal concerts in the

public squares, and plays and spectacles outside of the

city. Orchestras are then raised in the public squares,

surrounded by lattice-work of interwoven vines, from

which hang bunches of grapes; within this lattice-

work, on three rows of seats, one higher than an-

other, sit musicians with stringed and wind instru-

ments, high-toned and low-toned, some powerful and

some sweet ; at the sides are singers of both sexes

;

and they delight the citizens with the sweetest jubi-

lees and songs, choruses and solos, varied in character
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at intervals. On these days of festivity those amuse-

ments continue from morning until noon, and then

again until evening.

2. Moreover, every morning there are heard from

the houses about the squares the sweetest songs of

girls and maidens, with which the whole city resounds.

One particular affection of spiritual love is sung every

morning, that is, it is expressed by raodificatkms or

modulations of the voice in singing, and the affection

is perceptible in the song as if it were the thing itself.

It inflows into the souls of the hearers, and excites

them to correspondence. Such is heavenly singing.

The singers say that the music of their song inspires

and animates them from within, and exalts them with

joy according to its reception by their hearers. When
the singing ceases, the windows of the houses on the

squares are closed, and those of the houses on the

streets, and the doors also, and then the whole city

is silent. There is no noise anywhere, nor do any

wandering idlers appear ; all then enter upon the duties

of their offices.

3. At noon the doors are opened, and in the after-

noon in some places the windows also, and the boys

and girls are seen playing in the streets, their nurses

and teachers sitting in the porches of the houses watch-

ing them.

4. At the circumference of the city, on its confines,

there are various games of the boys and young men.

There are foot-races and games of ball, and of what
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they call tennis ; there are public contests among the

boys to determine who is the quicker and who the

slower in speaking, acting or understanding ; and to

the quicker some leaves of laurel are given as a re-

ward ; besides other methods of calling out the latent

abilities of the boys.

5. Moreover, there are theatrical exhibitions outside

of the city, where players represent the various pro-

prieties and virtues of moral life
;
among them are also

some players employed for the sake of what is relative.

And one of the ten asked :
" Why for the sake of what

is relative ? " They replied :
" No virtue can be pre-

sented to the life, with its propriety and grace, except

by an exhibition of what is relative from the greatest

to the least of them. The players represent the least

of them even till they become none. But it is provided

by law that nothing opposite which is called improper

and unbecoming, shall be exhibited, except figuratively

and as it were remotely. It is so provided, because

nothing that is proper and good in any virtue passes

by successive steps to what is improper and evil, but

to the least degrees of it even till it perishes ; and when
it perishes the opposite begins. Therefore heaven

where all things are proper and good, has nothing in

common with hell where all things are improper and

evil."

HOW THE WISE ONES TALK OF WISDOM.

While they were talking a servant ran to them and

announced the arrival of eight wise men, who had
17 N
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been sent by the prince's command, and wished to

enter : Hearing which, the angel went out, received

and introduced them. And the wise men, as soon as

the usual and proper forms of introduction were over,

first spoke with the others about the beginnings and

growth of wisdom, mingling with their conversation

various observations respecting its progress ; as that

wisdom with the angels has no limit or end, but grows

and increases to eternity. Hearing this t he angel who
had charge of the strangers said to the wise men:
" Our prince spoke at table with these men about the

abode of wisdom as being in use ; do you also, if you

please, talk with them upon the same subject."

And they said :
" Man as first created was imbued

with wisdom and its love, not for his own sake but

for the sake of its communication from himself to

others. It is therefore written in the wisdom of the

wise that no one is wise or lives for himself alone, but

for others also : Hence society, which otherwise would

not exist. To live for others is to be useful. Uses

are the bonds of society. These bonds are as many
as there are good uses, and the number of these is in-

finite. There are spiritual uses which pertain to the

love of God and the neighbor ; there are moral and

civil uses which pertain to the love Of the society or

state in which a man lives, and of the companions and

citizens with whom he lives ; there are natural uses

which pertain to the love of the world and its necessi-

ties ; and there are bodily uses which pertain to tb.p
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love of self-preservation for the sake of higher uses.

All these uses are inscribed on man, and follow in order

one after another ; and when they exist simultaneously

one is within the other.

" They who are in the first mentioned uses which

are spiritual, are also in the subsequent, and they are

wise ; but they who are not in the first, and yet are

in the second and subsequent ones, are not so wise but

only seem to be so, owing to outward morality and

civility. They who are not in the first and second,

but are iu the third and fourth, are further from being

wise than they are from any thing, for they are satans,

because they love the world only, and themselves from

the world. But they who are only in the fourth class

of uses are the least wise of all, for they are devils be-

cause they live for themselves alone; or if for others,

it is exclusively on account of themselves. Further-

more, every love has its own delight, for thereby love

lives; and the delight of the love of uses is a heavenly

delight which enters the subsequent delights in order,

and according to their order of succession exalts them

and renders them eternal."

They then enumerated heavenly delights proceeding

from the love of use, and said that there were myriads

of myriads of them, and that they who entered heaven

entered into them. And, moreover, in wise conversa-

tion about the love of use, they spent the day with the

strangers until evening.
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A WEDDING IN HEAVEN.

But about evening-time there came a footman

clothed in linen to the ten strangers accompanying the

angel, and invited them to a wedding to be celebrated

the next day. The strangers were very much pleased

that they were also to see a wedding in heaven. After

this they were conducted to a certain privy counselor,

and supped with him. And after supper they returned

and separated from one another, each going to his own
bedroom where they slept until morning. And when

they awoke they heard the singing of the girls and

maidens from the houses round about the square, as

spoken of above. The affection of conjugial love was

then being sung
;
deeply stirred and affected by the

sweetness of which, they perceived a blessed charm

resident in their joys which exalted and renewed

them. When it was time the angel said: "Dress

yourselves and put on the garments of heaven which

our prince has sent to you." And they dressed; and

behold their clothing shone as if with a flaming light.

And they asked the angel: "Whence comes this?"

He replied :
" It is because you are going to a wed-

ding. With us our garments then shine, and become

wedding garments."

After this the angel conducted them to the house

of the wedding, and the porter opened the doors.

And as soon as they had crossed the threshold they

were received by an angel sent from the bridegroom,
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conducted in and taken to seats set apart for them.

And soon they were invited into the ante-room of the

bridal chamber, in the centre of which they saw a

table whereon was placed a magnificent candlestick

with seven golden tubes and bowls. On the walls

huug lamps of silver, the burning of which gave the

atmosphere a golden appearance. On each side of the

candlestick was a table on which were placed loaves

of bread in triple order; and in the four corners of the

room were tables upon which were crystal goblets.

"While they were examining these things, behold a

door was opened from a room next the bridal chamber,

and they saw six virgins coming out followed by the

bridegroom and bride holding each other by the hand,

and leading each other to a seat of honor directly op-

posite to the candlestick. They sat down on this seat,

the bridegroom on the left and the bride on his right,

the six virgins standing at the side of the seat near

the bride. The bridegroom was dressed in a mantle

of bright purple and a tunic of shining white linen,

with an epbod on which was a golden plate set around

with diamonds. A young eagle, the nuptial emblem

of that heavenly society, was engraved on the plate.

The head of the bridegroom was covered with a mitre.

But the bride was dressed in a scarlet cloak, and under

it an embroidered dress, reaching from the shoulders

to the feet ; around her waist was a golden belt and

on her head a crown of gold set with rubies.

While they thus sat together, the bridegroom turned

17*
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to the bride and placed on her finger a golden ring

;

and he drew forth a pair of bracelets and a necklace

of pearls, fastening the bracelets on her wrists and the

necklace about her neck, and saying, " Accept these

pledges." And when she had accepted them, he kissed

her and said, " Now you are mine." And he called

her his wife. Then the guests exclaimed: "Blessings

on you." - Each one first said this separately, and then

all together. One sent to represent the prince also

said it ; and at that moment the ante-chamber was

filled with an aromatic smoke, which was a sign of

blessing from heaven. And then the attendants took

bread from the two tables near the candlestick, and

cups now filled with wine, from the tables in the cor-

ners, and gave to each guest his bread and his cup

;

and they ate and drank.

The angel guide then talked with the guests about

his ten companions. . . And he asked permission for

the strangers to converse a little with the wedding-

guests also. And the latter approached and entered

into conversation with the strangers.

One wise man from among those at the wedding

said to them :
" Do you understand the significance of

what you have seen ? " They replied, " Somewhat."

And then they asked him :
" Why did the bride-

groom, now the husband, wear such clothing?" He
answered :

" The bridegroom, now the husband, repre-

sented the Lord ; and the bride, now his wife, repre-

sented the church ; because marriages in heaven reprc-
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sent the Lord's marriage with the church. Therefore

the bridegroom had a mitre on his head, and was

dressed in a mantle, tunic and ephod like Aaron ; and

therefore the bride, now the wife, had a crown on her

head, and Avas dressed in a cloak like a queen. But

to-morrow they will be clothed differently, because

this representation only lasts during to-day."

Again the strangers asked :
" Since he represented

the Lord, and she the church, why did she sit at his

right ? " The wise man replied :
" Because there are

two things which constitute the marriage of the Lord

and the church, Love and Wisdom,— the Lord being

Love and the church Wisdom, and wisdom is at the

right of love ; for the man of the church is wise as of

himself ; and in the degree that he is wise, he receives

love from the Lord. The right hand also signifies

power, and love has power through wisdom. But

as before said, after marriage the representation is

changed ; for the husband then represents wisdom, and

the wife the love of his wisdom. This, however, is

not the primary love, but a secondary love which the

wife has from the Lord through the wisdom of the

husband. The love of the Lord which is the primary

love, is the love of being wise existent in the husband

;

therefore after marriage both the husband and his wife

together represent the church."

Again the strangers asked :
" Why did not you men

stand beside the bridegroom, now the husband, as the

six virgins stood beside the spouse, now the wife ?
"
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The wise man replied :
" Because to-day we are counted

among the virgins, and the number six signifies all and

what is complete." But the strangers said: "What
does that mean ? " He replied :

" Virgins signify the

church, and the church is of either sex ; therefore with

reference to the church we also are virgins. This is

evident from the following in Rev. xiv.' 4 :
' These are

they which were not defiled with women ; for they are

virgins. These are they which follow the Lamb
whithersoever he goeth.' And because virgins signify

the church, the Lord compared the church to ten virgins

invited to the wedding (Matt. xxv. 1-13) ; and because

Israel, Zion and Jerusalem signify the church, the

virgin and daughter of Israel, Zion and Jerusalem are

so frequently mentioned in the Word. The Lord also

describes his marriage with the church by these words

in David : ' Upon thy right hand did stand the queen

in gold of Ophir ; . . her clothing is of wrought gold

;

she shall be brought unto the king in raiment of needle-

work ; the virgins her companions that follow her shall

be brought unto thee ' " (Ps. xlv. 9-14).

The strangers then asked : "Would it not be proper

for some priest to be present and minister in these

matters ? " The wise man answered :
" This is proper

on earth, but not in heaven, on account of the repre-

sentation of the Lord himself and the church. On
earth they do not know this. Yet with us a priest

ministers at the betrothal, hears the consent of the

parties, receives, confirms and consecrates it. Consent
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is the essential of marriage, and the things which fol-

low are its formalities."

After this the angel guide went to the six virgins

and told them also of his companions, and 'besought

them to honor the strangers with their company.

And they went toward the strangers ; but when they

came near they suddenly retreated and entered the

women's apartment where their virgin friends also

were. Seeing this, the angel guide followed them and

asked why they had withdrawn so suddenly without

speaking to the strangers. They replied :
" We could

not go near them." He asked why. They replied:

" We do not know ; but we perceived something that

repelled and drew us back ; we beg pardon." And the

angel returned to his companions and told them the

reply, adding: " I suspect that you have not a chaste

love of the sex. In heaven we love virgins for their

beauty and the elegance of their manners ; and we
love them intensely, but chastely." His companions

laughed at this, and said :
" Your suspicion is correct.

Who can see such beauties near him and not feel some

desire ?

"

A SABBATH-DAY IN HEAVEN.

After this social festivity all the wedding-guests de-

parted, and also the ten men in company with their

angel. It was late in the evening, and they went to

bed. At dawn they heard it proclaimed, This is the

Sabbath day. They arose and asked the angel what it
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meant. He replied: " It is a summons to the worship

of God, which returns at stated times, and is pro-

claimed by the priests; it is conducted in our temples,

and continues about two hours. Come with me, there-

fore, if you like, and I will introduce you." So they

dressed themselves, accompanied the angel, and en-

tered the temple. And lo ! the temple was a large

one, capable of seating about three thousand persons,

semicircular in form, with benches or seats reaching

entirely around the semicircle. The pulpit stood be-

fore the seats a little withdrawn from the centre.

The door was on the left behind the pulpit. The

ten strangers entered with their angelic guide, and

he assigned them their seats, saying: "Every one

who enters the temple knows his place. He knows

this from something in himself, nor can he sit any-

where else ; if he does, he hears nothing and per-

ceives nothing and moreover he disturbs the order,

and the priest is not inspired."

When all had assembled, the priest" ascended the

pulpit and preached a sermon full of the spirit of wis-

dom. It was about the holiness of the Sacred Scrip-

ture, and the Lord's union by means of it with both

the spiritual and the natural world. In the state of

enlightenment in which he was, he fully proved that

that holy book was dictated by the Lord Jehovah,

and that thei'efore He was in it so far as to be the

wisdom contained therein ; but that the wisdom which

was Himself in the Word, lay concealed under the
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sense of the letter, and was disclosed to none but

those whose doctrines are true and whose lives are

good, and who are thus in the Lord and the Lord in

them To the sermon he added a prayer, and de-

scended from the pulpit.

As the audience were leaving, the angel asked the

priest to speak a few words of peace to his ten com-

panions. So the priest went to them, and they con-

versed together for half an hour. He spoke of the

Divine Trinity as existent in Jesus Christ in whom
dwelleth all the fullness of Divinity bodily, according

to the saying of the Apostle Paul. Afterwards he

spoke of the union of charity and faith, but he said

charity and truth, because faith is truth.

After expressing their thanks, the strangers went

home. And the angel said to them :
" This is the

third day since you came up to this heavenly society,

and you were prepared by the Lord to remain here

three days. The time has therefore come for us to

part : so put off the clothes sent you by the prince,

and put on your own." And as soon as they had put

on their own clothes they were inspired with a desire

to depart. So they departed and descended, the angel

accompanying them all the way to the place of the

former meeting. And there the strangers gave thanks

to the Lord for having vouchsafed to bless them with

knowledge and therefore with intelligence respecting

heavenly joys and eternal happiness. (T. C. R. n.

731-752.)



IX.

A DISCUSSION IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD, IN
WHICH THE AUTHOR IS ALLOWED TO JOIN.

THE QUESTION— WHAT IS CHARITY?

ONCE saw at a distance five gymnasia, each

encompassed by a different kind of light ; the

first by a flame-colored, the second by a yel-

low, the third by a white light, the fourth by

a light intermediate between that of noon and even-

ing, the fifth hardly visible because it stood as if

shrouded by the shades of evening. And I saw on

the roads some on horseback, some in carriages, some

walking, some running in haste,—these latter going

toward the first gymnasium, which was enveloped in

the flamy light.

Seeing this, a longing to go there and hear what

was under discussion, seized me and impelled me to

do so. I therefore got ready quickly, joined company

with those hastening to the first gymnasium, and en-

tered it together with them. And lo ! there was a

large assembly, part of which moved off to the right

and part to the left to seat themselves on benches

near the walls. Before me I saw a low pulpit in

which stood a man who filled the office of president.

204
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He had a staff in his hand, a cap on his head, and a

rohe tinted with the flamy light of the gymnasium.

After the people had assembled, the president spoke

aloud and said: "Brethren, you will to-day discuss the

question, What is charity? Each one of you is capa-

ble of understanding that charity in its essence is

spiritual, and in practice natural."

Thereupon one from the first bench on the left 0.1

which sat those who were reputed wise, arose, and

beginning to speak, said: "It is my opinion that mo-

rality inspired by faith is charity which opinion

he sustained as follows :
—

" Who does not know that

charity follows faith as a waiting-maid follows her

mistress ? and that the man who has faith obeys the

law, that is, practices charity so spontaneously that he

does not know that it is the law and charity according

to which he is living; since if he were to do so know-

ingly, and at the same time were to think of salvation

therefor, he would pollute sacred faith with his self-

hood, and so impair its efficacy. Is not this in ac-

cordance with the dogma of our church ?" And he

looked at those sitting beside him, among whom were

some of the sacred order, and they nodded assent.

" But what is spontaneous charity," he continued,

" but morality into which every one is initiated from

infancy, which is therefore in itself natural, but be-

comes spiritual when inspired by faith 9 Who from

the moral life of men can distinguish whether they

have faith or not ? for every man lives morally. But
18
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God alone who implants and seals faith, recognizes

and distinguishes this. I therefore assert that charity

is morality inspired by faith ; and that this morality,

owing to the faith in its bosom, is saving, while

all other morality is not saving because it is merito-

rious. Thus all those who commingle charity and

faith, that is to say, who unite them from within

instead of connecting them from without, lose their

oil ; for to commingle and unite them would be like

putting into the carriage with a primate the servant

who stands behind, or like introducing the porter

into the dining-room, and seating him at table with a

grandee."

After this another rose up from the first bench on

the right, and said: " It is my opinion that piety in-

spired by a sense of our wretched condition is char-

ity ; which opinion I confirm by this: that nothing

is more acceptable to God than piety arising from a

humble heart. Piety prays continually for God to

bestow faith and charity ; and the Lord says, ' Ask,

and it shall be given you' (Matt. vii. 1); and because

they are given, they are both included in that piety.

I say that piety inspired by a sense of our wretched

condition is charity ; for all devout piety is accom-

panied by this feeling, since piety moves the heart of

man so that he groans ; and what is that but wretch-

edness ? This wretchedness does indeed depart after

prayer, but then it returns when we begin to pray

again ; and when it returns there is piety in it, and
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thus in charity. Our priests ascribe all things that

promote salvation, to faith, and nothing to charity.

What then remains but piety praying fervently for

, both ? When I read the Word formerly, I could not

see but that faith and charity were the two means of

salvation. But when I consulted the ministers of the

church, I learned that faith was the only means, and

that charity was nothing. And then it seemed to me
that I was on the sea in a ship that was floating

between two rocks; and when I feared that the ship

would be broken to pieces, I betook myself to a little

boat and rowed away. My little boat is piety. More-

over, piety is profitable on all occasions."

Then another arose from the second bench on the

right, and said :
" It is my opinion that charity is to do

good to every one, virtuous and vicious alike; which

opinion I confirm in this way: What is charity but

goodness of heart? And a good heart wishes good

to all, alike to the virtuous and the vicious. The Lord

also said, that good ought to be done even to our ene-

mies. If, therefore, you withhold your charity from

any one, does not charity in that direction become null,

and so like a man who has lost one foot, and goes hop-

ping on the other ? A vicious man is a man equally

with a virtuous one, and charity regards a man as

man. If he is vicious, what is that, to me ? It is with

charity as with the heat of the sun ; this vivifies beasts,

both savage and gentle, both wolves and sheep ; and

causes trees to grow, both good and bad, the thoru as
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well as the vine." So saying, he took in his hand a

fresh grape and said :
" It is with charity as with this

grape: Divide it, and all its contents run out." He
divided it, and out they ran.

After this speech another arose from the
1

second

bench on the left, and said :
" ft is my opinion that

charity is by every means to serve one's relatives and

friends, which I prove thus: Who does not know
that charity begins with one's self? for every one is

his own neighbor. Wherefore charity goes out from

one's self through those near to him, first to brothers

and sisters, and from these to [other] relatives and

connections. And so the progress of .charity is termi-

nated of itself. Those who are beyond its limits are

strangers, and strangers are not interiorly acknowl-

edged
;
they are therefore estranged from the internal

man. But nature unites those who are related by

blood and birth, and habit which is a second nature,

unites friends, and so these become the neighbor.

Charity also unites one to another from within, and

so from without; and they who are not united from

within, ought only to be called companions. Do not

all birds recognize their own kindred, not by their

feathers but by the sounds they make, and when they

are near by the sphere of life exhaled from their bodies?

This affection for their kindred and the union arising

therefrom in birds, is called instinct ; but the same

thing in men, which sometimes exists toward their

own family and kindred, is in truth the instinct of
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human nature. What causes homogeneity but blood?

This a man's mind which is also his spirit, feels, and

as it were smells. In this homogeneity and its sym-

pathy consists the essence of charity. But hetero-

geneity, on the contrary, from which also comes

antipathy, is, as it were, not blood and therefore not

charity. And as habit is a second nature, and this

also causes homogeneity, it follows that charity is also

to do good to friends. Any one coming from the sea

into some port, and learning that it is a foreign coun-

try, the language and customs of whose inhabitants

he knows not, is out of himself, as it were, and feels

none of the joy of love toward them. But if he learns

that it is his own country, the language and customs

of whose inhabitants he knows, he is within himself,

as it were, and then feels a joy arising from love, which

is also the joy of charity."

Then from the third bench on the right another

arose, and speaking with a loud voice, said :
" It is my

opinion that charity is giving alms to the poo?', and

assisting the needy. This is certainly charity, because

the Divine Word so teaches, the statements of which

do not admit of contradiction. What is giving to the

rich and the possessors of abundance, but vain glory

IB which there is not charity but a looking for return?

And in this, genuine affection for the neighbor is not

possible, but spurious affection which prevails on earth

but not in heaven. Therefore want and indigence ought

to be relieved, because in doing this the idea of recom-

18* O
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pense does not enter the mind. In the city where I

dwelt and where I knew who were virtuous and who
were not, I observed that all of the former when they

saw a beggar in the street, would stop and give him

alms ; while all of the latter catching sight of a beg-

gar, would hurry past as if they were blind to his ap-

pearance and deaf to his voice. And who does not

know that the virtuous have charity, while the vicious

have not ? He who gives to the poor and relieves the

needy, is like a shepherd who leads hungry and thirsty

sheep to pasture and water ; while he who gives only

to those who are rich and possess abundance, is like

one who worships idols, or presses food and drink upon

those who are intoxicated."

After him arose another from the third bench on the

left, and said :
" It is my opinion that charity is to

build hospitals, infirmaries, orphans' homes and

asylums, and to support them by contributions, which

I confirm by this : that such beneficence and assistance

are public, and so are many leagues beyond private

aid
;
thereby charity becomes richer and more compact

with good, the good being multiplied by the number

aided, and the reward that we hope for from the prom-

ises of the Word, becomes greater. For as a man
ploughs and sows, so he reaps. Is not this giving to

the poor and relieving the needy in an eminent degree?

Does not every one thereby secure worldly fame, and

praises uttered with the humble voice of gratitude,

from those he has aided and protected ? Does not this
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elevate the heart, and with it the affection called charity,

to the very utmost ? The rich who do not walk the

streets but ride, cannot take notice of those who sit at

the sides of the streets near the walls, and hand them

pennies ; but they contribute to such things as are of

service to many at once. But smaller persons who
walk the streets, and have not such stores of wealth,

may do otherwise."

Hearing this, another arose from the same bench,

and drowning the voice of the first by speaking louder,

said :
" But the rich ought not to prefer the munifi-

cence and excellence of their charity to the pittance

which one poor man gives to another. For we know
that every one in doing anything wishes to act worthy

of himself, whether he is a king or a magistrate, a

captain or a yeoman of the guard. But charity viewed

in itself, is not estimated by the excellence of the person

and consequently of the gift, but by the fullness of the

affection which bestows it ; so that an underling who
gives one penny, may do so from a larger charity than

the great man who gives or bequeaths an immense

sum ; which is also in accordance with these words

:

' And Jesus looked up and saw the rich men casting

their gifts into the treasury ; and He saw also a certain

poor widow casting in thither two mites ; and He said,

Of a truth I say unto you, that this poor widow hath

cast in more than they all '
" (Luke xxi. 1-3).

After these one rose up from the fourth bench on

the left, and said: "It is my opinion that charity is
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to endow churches, and to do good to their ministers,

which I confirm by this : that he who does so meditates

upon what is holy, and acts from what is holy in his

own mind ; and moreover, that this sanctifies his gifts.

Charity demands this, because it is essentially holy.

Is not all worship in churches holy ? For the Lord

says that where two or three are gathered together in

his name, He is in the midst of them ; and the priests

his servants minister to Him. I therefore conclude

that the gifts which are bestowed upon ministers and

churches, are superior to those bestowed upon other

persons and for other objects. Moreover, there is

given to a minister the power to bless, whereby he

also sanctifies those gifts ; and after that there is no-

thing that expands and rejoices the mind more than to

see one's gifts like so many sacred things."

Then arose one from the fourth bench on the right,

and spoke as follows :
" It is my opinion that the old

Ch ristian brotherhood is charity, which opinion I con-

firm by this : that every church which worships the

true God, begins in charity as the early Christian

church did. Because charity effects a union of minds

and makes one of many, the members of that church

called themselves brethren— but brethren in Jesus

Christ their God. But because they were then sur-

rounded by barbarous heathen whom they feared, they

established a community of property whereby they all

enjoyed themselves harmoniously, and at the same

time conversed together daily at their meetings about
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the Lord God their Saviour Jesus Christ ; and at their

dinners and suppers about charity : Hence their brother-

hood.

" But after those times, when schisms began to spring

up, and finally the abominable Arian heresy, which

with many took away the idea of the Divinity of the

Lord's Humanity, charity decayed, and their brother-

hood was dissolved. It is true that all who worship

the Lord in truth, and keep his commandments are

brethren (Matt, xxiii. 8), but brethren in spirit. But

as it is not known at this day what any man is in spirit,

there is no use in men calling each other brethren.

The brotherhood of faith alone, and still less that of

faith in any other God than the Lord God the Saviour,

is not a brotherhood; because charity which creates

brotherhood, is not in that faith. I therefore conclude

that the old Christian brotherhood was charity. But

that was, and now is not
;
yet I prophesy that it will

return." When he said this, a flame-colored light ap-

peared, passing through the eastern window, and tinged

his cheeks ; at the sight of which the assembly were

amazed.

At last there arose one from the fifth bench on the

left, and asked permission to add his contribution to

the remarks of the last speaker ; which being granted,

he said :
" It is my opinion that charity is to forgive

every one his trespasses. This opinion I have ob-

tained from a customary remark of those who ap-

proach the Holy Supper. For some then say to their
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friends, Forgive me what I have done amiss ; think-

ing that by that means they have discharged all the

duties of charity. But I have thought in my own
mind that this is but a painted picture of charity, and

not the real form of its essence. For both those who
do not forgive and those who do not follow charity

with any effort say this : and such are not included

in the prayer which the Lord himself taught, Father,

forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who
trespass against us. For trespasses are like ulcers

within which, if they are not opened and healed, mat-

ter collects which infects the neighboring parts, ana

creeping about like a serpent, turns the blood every-

where into matter. It is similar with trespasses

against the neighbor. Unless they are removed by

repentance and by a life according to the Lord's com-

mandments, they remain and corrode ; and those who,

without repentance, merely pray to God to forgive

their sins, are like the inhabitants of a town, who,

being infected with a contagious disease, go to the

mayor and say : Sir, heal us. The mayor would

answer, How can I heal you? Go to a physician;

find out what medicines you need
;
go to the apothe-

cary and get them for yourselves ; then take them,

and your health will be restored. And the Lord will

say to those who beg the forgiveness of their sins

without actual repentance : Open the Word, and read

what I have spoken in Isaiah :
' Ah, sinful nation, a

people laden with inicpiity ; . . when ye spread forth
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your hands, I will hide mine eyes from you
;
yea,

when ye make many prayers, I will not hear. . .

Wash you, . . put away the evil of your doings from

before mine eyes ; cease to do evil ; learn to do well ;'

then shall your sins be removed and forgiven." (i. 4,

15, 16, It, 18.)

SWEDEXBORG CLOSES THE DISCUSSION.

After all this had taken place, I raised my hand

and asked them to permit me, although a stranger, to

offer my opinion also. The president proposed [my
request to the assembly] ; and having obtained it, I

spoke as follows

:

" It is my opinion that charity is to act with judg-

ment from the love of justice in every employment

and office, but from love derived from no other

source than the Lord God the Saviour. All that I

have heard from those sitting upon the benches, both

on the right and left, are eminent instances of charity.

But as the president of this assembly remarked at

first, charity in its origin is spiritual and in its deri-

vation natural ; and natural charity if it is spiritual

within, appears to the angels transparent like a dia-

mond; but if it is not spiritual within, and therefore

merely natural, it appears to the angels like a pearl

that resembles the eye of a cooked fish. It is not for

me to say whether the eminent examples of charity

which you have presented in order, are inspired by

spiritual charity or not ; but it is for me to say what
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the spiritual principle which ought to be in them must

be, in order that they may be natural forms of spir-

itual charity. Their true spiritual principle is this:

that the works be done with judgment from the love

of justice; that is to say, that in the exercise of char-

ity man should see clearly whether he acts from jus-

tice, and this he sees from judgment.

"For a man may by deeds of beneficence do evil;

and by what seem to be evil deeds he may also do

good. For example : he who gives to a needy robber

the means wherewith to buy a sword, does evil by an

act of kindness, although the robber did not say when

he begged the money, that he would buy a sword

with it; or if he rescues the robber from prison and

directs him to a forest, saying to himself, It is not my
fault that he commits robbery ; I have given succor

to the man. Take also as another example, one who

feeds an idler, and prevents his being compelled to

work, saying to him : Go into my house and lie in

bed
;
why should you weary yourself ? Such an one

favors idleness.

"And again; he who promotes dishonest relatives

and friends to offices of honor wherein they can plot

many kinds of mischief, [also does harm by kind-

ness.] Who cannot see that such works of charity

do not proceed from any love of justice combined

with judgment ? On the other hand also a man may,

by* what seems to be acts of unkindness, do good.

For example, a judge who does not pardon a male-
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factor because he sheds tears, talks in a very pious

manner, and prays the judge to pardon him because

he is his neighbor, performs a work of charity when

he decrees the man's punishment according to the

law. For in this way he guards against his doing

further evil, and being a pest to society which is the

neighbor in a higher degree, and against the scandal

of an unjust judgment. Who does not know also that

it is good for servants to be chastised by their mas-

ters, or children by their parents when they do

wrong ? It is the same with those in hell, all of

whom are in the love of doing evil. They arc kepi

shut up in prisons, and when they do evil they are

punished, which the Lord permits for the sake of

their amendment. This is so, because the Lord is

Justice itself, and docs whatever He does from Judg-

ment itself.

" From these examples it may be seen clearly why,

as before stated, spiritual charity arises from the love

of justice combined with judgment, but from a love

proceeding from no other source than from the Lord

(Jod the Saviour. This is because all the good of

charity is from the Lord; for He says: 'He that

abideth in me and I in him, the same bringeth forth

much fruit; for without me ye can do nothing' (John

xv. 5) ; also that He has all power in heaven and

Oil earth (Matt, xxviii. 18). And all love of justice

combined with judgment is from no other source

than the God of heaven who is Justice itself, and the

19
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source of all man's ability to judge (Jer. xxiii. 5;

xxxiii. 15).

" From this we may conclude that all which has

been said of charity from the benches on the right

and left, as being morality inspired by faith, piety in-

spired by a sense of wretchedness, as doing good alike

to the virtuous and the vicious, serving one's relatives

and friends by all possible means, giving to the poor

and relieving the indigent, building infirmaries and

supporting them by contributions, endowing churches

and doing good to their ministers, as being the old

Christian brotherhood, and as forgiving every one

his trespasses;— all these are eminent examples of

charity, when they are done with judgment from the

love of justice; otherwise they are not charity, but

are merely like brooks separated from their fountains,

or like branches torn from their parent stock. Be-

cause genuine charity is to believe in the Lord." (T.

C. R. n. 459.)



X.

THE CHILDREN AND THE TORTOISES.

I^iX
ONCE looked toward the sea-shore in the

M spiritual world, and saw a large harbor. I

:E went near and looked into it ; and behold,

€sgg â there were large and small vessels, and in them

all kinds of merchandise, and on the benches sat boys

and girls distributing it to all who wanted it. And
they said :

" We are waiting to see our beautiful tor-

toises, which will soon rise up out of the sea." And
behold, I saw both large and small tortoises, on the

backs of which sat young tortoises looking toward the

surrounding islands. The paternal tortoises had two

heads, a large one covered over with a shell like the

one on their bodies, which gave them a reddish hue,

and a small one such as tortoises have, which they

drew back into the forepart of their bodies, and also

in some unseen way inserted into the larger head.

But I fixed my eye on the large red head, and saw that

it had a face like that of a man, and talked with the

boys and girls on the seats and licked their hands.

And then the boys and girls patted them, and gave

them delicacies and costly things, also precious things,

such as silk for clothing, almug-wood for tables, purple

for decorations, and scarletfor coloring. Seeing these

things, I had a desire to know what they represented

;

for I knew that all the phenomena of the spiritual

219
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world were correspondences, and represented the spir-

itual things pertaining to affection and from that to

thought.

They then spoke to me from heaven and said :
" You

know yourself what the harbor represents, and the

ships, and the boys and girls that are on them ; but

you do not know what the tortoises signify. The tor-

toises represent such of the clergy there as altogether

separate faith from charity and its good works, affirm-

ing among themselves that there is evidently no con-

junction of them, but that the Holy Spirit through

man's faith in God the Father on account of the merit

of the Son, enters into him, and purifies his interiors

even to his own will ; . . that nothing which man does,

whether good or evil, is apparent to God ; . . that he

is at liberty to desire and think and to say and do

whatever he pleases, provided he guards against the

world ; . . that in him who had acquired faith and had

been purified and justified thereby, God did not look

at anything belonging to his thought and will. . . These

are the things represented by the small head, which

they draw into the forepart of the body, and also in-

sert into the larger head while they talk with the laity.

For they do not talk with them from the small head,

but from the large one which appears to be provided

in front with a human face ; and they talk with them

from the Word about love, charitjr
,
good works, the

commandments and repentance, selecting from the

Word almost everything that is there said on those
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subjects. But in so doing they insert the small head

into the large one, and from this latter they understand

within themselves that none of those things are to be

done for the sake of God and salvation, but only for

the sake of public and private good.

" But because they talk about these subjects from the

Word, especially about the gospel, the operation of the

Holy Spirit and salvation in a pleasing and elegant

manner, they seem to their hearers to be handsome

men, and the wisest in the world. Therefore you saw

costly and precious things given them by the boys and

girls who sat upon the benches in the vessels.

"These are the ones, therefore, whom you saw repre-

sented as tortoises. In your world they are but little

distinguished from others, except by this, that they

imagine themselves the wisest of all men, and laugh

at others, even at those who entertain a similar doc-

trine of faith, but are not familiar with its secrets."

He who was talking to me said :
" I will not tell you

what their sentiments are respecting other matters of

faith, such as election, free will, baptism, the holy sup-

per, which are of such a nature that they do not divulge

them. But we in heaven know what they are. But

as such is their nature in the world, and as no one is

allowed after death to think one thing and say another,

therefore, as they cannot then do otherwise than speak

from the insanities of their thoughts, they are regarded

as insane, and are finally sent down to the bottomless

pit spoken of in Rev. ix. 2." (T. C. R. n. 462.)

19*



XI.

ABOUT BEAUTY AND ITS ORIGIN.

NCE, when I was looking around in the

world of spirits, I saw at a distance a pal-

ace surrounded and as it were besieged by

a crowd ; and I also saw many running to-

ward it. I asked one of them what was the matter

there. lie replied, that three new comers from the

world had been taken up into heaven, and had seen

magnificent things there, and likewise virgins and

wives of amazing beauty. And being let down they

entered into that palace and told what they had seen . .

.

Hearing this, I myself hastened and went in, and saw

those three men standing in the midst. . . Immedi-

ately one of them rose upon a step behind the pulpit

to discourse about the origin of the beauty of the fe-

male sex ; and he said

:

" What else is the origin of beauty but love ?

which, when it flows into the eyes of young persons

and enkindles them, becomes beauty. Therefore love

and beauty are the same thing ; for love from the in-

most paints the face of a marriageable virgin with a

certain flame which sends rays into her eyes, and from

these as centres pours itself forth into the face, and

also lets itself down into the breast and kindles the

heart, and thus affects just as a fire affects with heat

222
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and light one standing near it. That heat is love,

and that light is the beauty of love. Every one is

lovely and beautiful according to his love ; but there

is one love of the male sex and another of the female.

As far as a young man is the love of being wise, he

is lovely and beautiful to a virgin ; and as far as a

virgin is the love of the wisdom of a young man, she

is lovely and beautiful to the young man. Therefore,

as one love meets and kisses the love of the other, so

also do the beauties. I therefore conclude that love

forms beauty into a likeness of itself."

After him the second arose and said: "I have

heard that love is the origin of beauty ; but I do not

think so. Who knows what love is ? Who has con-

templated it by any idea of thought ? Who has seen

it with the eye ? Tell where it is. But I assert that

wisdom is the origin of beauty : in women, wisdom

inmostly hidden and stored up ; in men, wisdom man-

ifest and conspicuous. Whence is man man, but from

wisdom ? Unless it were thence, man would be a

piece of sculpture or a picture. To what does a virgin

attend in a young man, but to the quality of his wis-

dom ? And to what does a young man attend in a

virgin, but to the quality of the affection of his wis-

dom ? By wisdom I understand genuine morality,

for this is wisdom of life. Hence it is that when the

wisdom that is hidden comes to and embraces the

wisdom that is manifest, which is done interiorly in

the spirit of each, they mutually kiss and conjoin
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themselves, and that is called love ; and then they both

appear to each other as beauties."

After him arose the third, and delivered this:

"Love alone is not, neither is wisdom alone, the

origin of beauty ; but it is the union of love and wis-

dom—the union of love with wisdom in a young man,

and the union of wisdom with" its love in a virgin.

For the virgin does not love wisdom in herself, but in

the young man, and thence she sees him as beauty
;

and when the young man sees this in the virgin, then

he sees her as beauty. Therefore love by means of

wisdom forms that beauty, and wisdom from love re-

ceives it. That this is so, appears plainly in heaven.

I saw there virgins and wives, and attended to their

beauty ; and I saw one kind in the virgins, and alto-

gether another in the wives ; in the virgins its lustre

onlj , but in the wives its splendor. I saw the dis-

tinction as a diamond glittering from light, and as a

ruby shining from fire. . . What makes the beauty of

the face but red and white, and the lovely mixture of

these ? Is not the red from love and the white from

wisdom ? for love is red from its fire, and wisdom is

white from its light. These two I have seen in the

faces of two consorts in heaven ; and have observed

that from looking at each other they shone forth."

When the third had spoken thus, the assembly

clapped their hands and shouted, "He has conquered!"

And suddenly a flamy light which is that of conjugial

love, filled the house with splendor, and at the same

time their hearts with pleasantness. (C. L. n. 381-384.

)
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4th. The volumes are of such a convenient size, that one of them may
be easily carried in the coat-pocket.

5th. Any volume of the series makes a cheap yet beautiful gift-book
to a friend, or to any seeker after the highest truths.

6th. Each volume being complete in itself, may be purchased sepa-
rately when so desired.

7th. The work is gotten up in an exceedingly neat, tasteful, and at-

tractive style, and the 12 volumes make a very beautiful as well as val-

uable addition to any library.

8th. Last, but not least of its recommendations, is its remarkable
cheapness, — being offered at 50 cts. a volume, which is just half the
price of other works published in similar style.

Opinions of Competent Judges.

The following are the opinions of fourteen intelligent New Church

ministers in regard to the " Swedenborg Library," freely expressed in let-

ters to the Editor. The first eight are from letters received soon after the

enterprise was started. The last six, since half the series was published.

" The Swedenborg Library plan excites the universal admiration
and commendation of those whose attention I have called to it."

" Exactly what it ought to be, beautiful, attractive, and not too large.

Such books are read. I regard this enterprise as the best yet started to

promulgate the heavenly doctrines."

" This seems to me just what we need; I am delighted withlt."

" I think the idea is a very happy one; I have shown the book to

several of our people, and all give it unqualified praise."

" I like the project very much ; . . . I feel sure you will be gratified

with the reception which the Swedenborg Library will meet."

" As to the Swedenborg Library plan, I approve of it thoroughly.

It is in the direct line of the mission we have to accomplish."

2
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" Splendid ! Just the thing that is needed by a large class of readers,

even in our so-called New Church Societies."

" You are doing just now, in my estimation, the greatest work of your
life ; and my heart's wish is that every member of the Church may
encourage you iu it."

" I have received and read several volumes of the 'Swedenborg Li-

brary ' with great interest, because I found in them the best missionary

bonks that I have ever read. 1 wish I could have as many as I could

profitably use in my work as missionary. Tbey are just the thing that

the world needs,—New Church doctrine iu Swedenborg's owu words
(translated into plain English)."

" I am glad to learn that you are pushing the ' Swedenborg Library

'

to completion. We shall have all the more courage to work for it. It

is just the thing for our work. ... I like it very much, and believe

you are doing a good service."

" The 'Swedenborg Library' supplies the want I have felt for some
time, and proves very acceptable and convincing reading to beginners.

The size and beauty of the volume make it a very acceptable present to

a frieud, and one that is apt to be read."

" I have all along had a favorable impression of this work. It helps,

I think, to supply a want we have long felt, of some abridgment of
Swedenborg's great system. . . . The style and price of these volumes
will attract the general reader. They are convenient, too, for family
and social reading, and form admirable text-books for adult classes, and
elder classes in Sabbath Schools ; and it is my intention to make this

use of them."

" I think you are engaged in a noble work in bringing out the sub-
stance of Swedenborg's teachings in such an attractive and inexpensive
form as the ' Swedenborg Library.' . . . Enclosed you will find five

dollars for the entire series."

"The publication of the ' Swedenborg Library ' meets my heartiest

approval. It was a well-conceived idea, and has been carried out in

great good taste. I am satisfied that it will prove eminently useful in

disseminating New Church truth."

The following is from an esteemed Doctor of Divinity belonging to

the " Evangelical " school, but a subscriber to the " Swedenborg Li-

brary :

"—

"I have been greatly delighted with the 'Swedenborg Library.'
Although I have most of the works [of Swedenborg], including the
'Arcana Coelestia,' it seems to be quite a help to me. I get the cream
of the writings arranged and condensed in a manner that enables me
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more easily to grasp the different subjects. The translation is more
clear and perspicuous than that of most of the original books. For
beginners in the study of the doctrines, I should think it would be
quite an advantage to be saved what must appear a frequent repetition
of the same thing."

The following extracts are from the letters of intelligent laymen in

the New Church, and they agree well with the foregoing :

—

" In getting out the ' Swedenborg Library ' as you have, I think you
have struck the right path. I hear it commended on all sides, and its

circulation will be very great, I have no doubt."

" Your circular relating to the 'Swedenborg Library' was received
some days ago. . . . Please find five dollars (P. O. order) enclosed for
the whole set. In my opinion you are compiling a very useful work
for the New Church at large."

" Let me, as a member of the great New Church body, thank you for

the work you are doing by the publication of your serial books. The
plan is most ingeniously conceived, and its execution wonderfully per-
formed. I cannot think of a more proper form and manner of intro-

ducing the works and truths of the Church to the great world of readers
and inquirers, than that which you have hit upon."

" Night before last I had the first opportunity to look at the volumes
which you have kindly sent me, and I have been more pleased and
interested than I can well express to you. It is certainly a work of
great value and importance. ... It appears to me that the work of

reducing his [Swedenborg's] diffuse and repeated style is done with

great skill, and yet without in the slightest degree varying the spirit

and genius of his style. I enclose to you my check for $105."

"I am very much pleased with the last volume of the 'Swedenborg
Library ' [Vol. VII.]. I think you have done a noble work ; and if you
should do nothing more in this life, that alone would be an enduring
monument of your faithfulness as well as usefulness."

" Grateful for an opportunity to procure so beautiful and convenient

a series of New Church works. ... I have always been profited by
your labors, and from you I have received the most valuable and
impressive instruction in the doctrines, and their spirit and life ; and it

affords me great pleasure to make this acknowledgment, and to sub-

scribe for the entire series of the ' Swedenborg Library.' "

" I like the compilation very much, and so do Mr. and Mr.
5

who have become acquainted with it. . . . Dr. , of our society, re-

marked that this compilation was much needed for people who had not

the time to read Swedenborg's works unabridged, but wanted something
nearer the source than the collateral works."

4
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" I am very glad to learn that the demand for the ' Swedenborg
Library ' still increases. 1 feel sure it will be the means of bringing
spiritual quickening, light and support to many a waiting and watching
soul."

" The plan you have adopted of presenting Swedenborg to the Amer-
ican public in this neat and attractive form, strikes me as admirable.
It possesses advantages over every other method thus far adopted."

Opinions of the Press.

" Swedenborgians are endeavoring to bring Swedenborg's voluminous
writings within the scope of popular comprehension; and among the
means to this end that have come to our notice, the ' 8 wedenborg Li-

brary ' is the best adapted to the purpose."

—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

" It is one of the most useful works which has lately shown itself in
the Church. For this reason we recommend it with "our whole heart.

. . . The choice of extracts is exquisite, admirable, and of the greatest
importance and use even to well instructed members of the New
Church."

—

Bute dcr Neuen Kirchc—Edited by Rev. A. O. Brickman.

" We rejoice at the presentation of Swedenborg's ideas in this pop-
ular form, where they will doubtless reach many new readers. For,
with all its fancifulness, Swedeuborgianism can hardly help doing a good
work in leavening and vastly improving the lump of religious doctrine."—Liberal Christian.

" The work is interesting, not only to churchmen, but to all who desire
to be well informed on the religions of the day."—Kokomo Dispatch.

" With the issue of this pretty volume [VIII.], the ' Swedenborg
Library ' is two-thirds complete. The extracts from Swedenborg are
grouped in this, as in the previous volumes, with great care; and,
although it may seem impossible that these great subjects can be ad-
equately treated in so small a volume, a perusal will show that the
essential doctrine is all here. Managers of New Church libraries will
find the volumes of this series especially useful to persons just becoming
interested."—Sew Jerusalem Magazine.

" Here is a little book [Vol. VII., S. Library] within the reach of all,
that will enable every earnest inquirer to see something of the light and
love which God wants all to have and live."—Mount Joy Herald.

" Swedenborg's writings wield a constantly growing power. . . . Men
of little leisure have reason to be thankful to Mr. Barrett for the work
he has done and the labor he has saved them. . . . We can heartilv
commend this little book to any who may desire a geueral notion of
the theological views of one of the most remarkable men that ever

'

lived."—Cincinnati Timet.

5
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"There have been plenty of seers who claimed to have heavenly
visions, but none who describe what they saw with such realism and
apparent truthfulness as Swedenborg. If what he relates [about
Heaven] is a coinage of the brain, then he is the greatest master of
fiction among modern writers."

—

San Francisco Bulletin.

"One cannot read much in this or any other volume from the au-
thor's pen, without realizing that Swedenborg was spiritually-minded,
pure, and philosophical. . . . When studied "for the sake of his spirit
only, he must improve in the esteem of all good men. The abridged
edition of his works is very attractive in form, and is full enough to

convey the author's meaning."

—

The Christian Union.

" Mr. Barrett is excellently well qualified for this labor. Whether
the doctrine is accepted or rejected, the book is valuable. The New
Church is growing and influential; and this popularization of its creed
will be of value to some and interest to all."

—

Philada. North American.

"If one desires to have a succinct, clear, and adequate idea of the
teachings of the New Church, here in these handsome and portable
volumes, in a cheap form, he can obtain it."

—

Zion's Herald.

"The editor has done a real service, not only to those of his own
special faith, but for thoughtful Christians in all denominations. Very
few would care to read all of Swedenborg's writings, some of which are
excessively prolix and repetitious

;
but, beyond question, he was a great

seer of Divine things as revealed in God's Word, and such selections as

are contained in this neat and choice little volume, are spiritually edi-

fying and abundantly suggestive."— Chicago Advance.

" The chief value of this latest and best edition of the writings of

the Swedish theologian, consists in the fact that it is a winnowing of
the wheat from the chaff by one who, while loyal to all that is best in

his leader, is also a singularly broad-minded and sweet-hearted Chris-

tian of our own time. . . . Life is too short to enable us to read Sweden-
borg in extenso ; . . . But gleaned from the wide expanse of the Sweden-
borg literature by a man of rare talent for his work, the salient teachings

of Swedenborg appear to their best possible advantage in this edition

of his writings, mixed with little that can offend."

—

Minneapolis Tribune.

"As a whole, we think this [Vol. VI.] an excellent continuation of

an excellent series of New Church publications."

—

New Jerusalem
Messenger.

"This series of volumes contains a well-chosen and arranged selection

of chapters and passages from the voluminous writings of Swedenborg
upon special subjects. . . . All that he taught may not conform to our
present views, yet there is much that w ill—and a great deal to confirm

the truth of recent conclusions respecting the world of the unseen.''

—

Banner of Li.jht.
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"We very cordially commend the volume [IX. 'Marriage and the

Sexes'] to all who desire, either for themselves or for others, a compact
and yet comprehensive presentation of the subject."—Aeio Jerusalem
Messenger.

"Volume VL of this handy little library contains selections from
Kwedenborgon the subjects of Free Will, Repentance, Reformation, and
Regeneration. Perhaps Swedenborg's most valuable contribution to

Christian thought consists in what he said and wrote on the last three

of these topics; and the book is well worth reading by spiritual

teachers."

—

Christian Union.

" On no theme did the Swedish seer delight more to dwell than that
which is treated in this little book | Vol. V.]. And Mr. Barrett expresses

the conviction that ' in all the theological libraries of Christendom, there

cannot be found, within the same compass, half as much wholesome
teaching, or high and heavenly wisdom on these interesting and momen-
tous themes, as these 224 small pages contain.' . . . And it is an exceed-
ingly good book."— Chicago Advance.

"This edition is an excellent condensation of the pith and substance
of Swedenborg's teachings and revelations. Whoever desires to know the
fundamental views of his church, will find them here."

—

Zion's Herald.

" The series
:

, every way admirable, and cannot fail to be welcomed
by the religiously inclined, as well as by the immediate followers of the
doctrines taught by the great Swedish philosopher."

—

Chicago Journal.

" We think that anyone who will take this little book [Vol. IV.] and
read it .... as a collection of valuable hints throwing light on some
questions that perplex thoughtful souls, and have perplexed them ever
since the days of Job, will find it much more helpful than some larger

and more pretentious treatises."

—

Christian Union.

" Its mechanical get-up is faultless ; and we cannot see how the matter
could have been more judiciously collated for such a work. All credit

is due our brother, B. P. Barrett, for the conception and development
of this enterprise, by whom the little volumes are edited."

—

New Church

" We have here 'a complete view of what the New Theology teaches
concerning Charity, Faith, and Works'—living virtues whose union in

man makes his life an image of the Divine Trinity. We believe no man
living is more familiar than Mr. Barrett with the great Swede's writings

;

and in the neat volumes of this series he aims to present his teachings
in his [Swedenborg's] own language, but so classified as to exhibit the
author's complete view of each leading doctrine of religion."

—

Christian

Register.

" It cannot be denied that certain truths as to the right interpretation
of God's Word were brought to light [by Swedenborg] which it is of
exceeding importance that the churches should more distinctly recog-

nize."— Chicago Advance.
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A Letter— after Reading Vol. IX.

The following- letter is from an intelligent gentleman who
has been for several years employed as a New Church Mis-
sionary in Tennessee, and doing very acceptable work in that
field. It was written shortly after he had received and read
Vol. IX., which treats of " Marriage and the Sexes in both
Worlds," and is published with the author's permission.

" McMinnville, Tenn., May 2Cth, 1881.
"Eev. B. F. Baeeett.
"My Deae Brothee:—I have read with unusual interest the 9th

volume of the ' Swedenborg Library,' which, in some respects, is the
crown of all the rest.

" Swedenborg's teachings on the subject whereof it treats are entirely

new. There is nothing approaching them in the writings of the Old
Church. His ' Conjugial Love ' has been the target of slander, abuse,
and misrepresentation by Pike, Pond, and others. I have often won-
dered that something more has not been done by the New Church to

vindicate his writings from the filthy vituperations of these authors.
" The only serious opposition that I have ever had in my missionary

work, had its origin in the clandestine circulation of garbled extracts

from ' Conjugial Love ' by a Baptist preacher. I know of no better

way to counteract such influence than by a free circulation of E. S.'s

own teachings on these subjects, or such extracts from his writings as
shall give the pith and marrow of his teachings. This is most admira-
bly done in Vol. IX. of the ' Swedenborg Library.'

" The series of works you are publishing under this general title has,

in my judgment, no equal for giving to the masses the grand truths of
the New Age. The volumes, so far as they have been published, contain
the very essence of the great seer's teachings, every sentence ponderous
with glorious truth adapted to the comprehension of all. Surely the
happy thought that gave these little books to the world had its origin

in the celestial heavens.
"Rest assured, the Lord, with his holy angels— among whom may

be Swedenborg himself—will carry on this work to a success far beyond
your most sanguine expectation. What a rich, priceless, blessed priv-

ilege to cooperate with them in this glorious work 1

" Very truly yours,

J. P. Smith."

For Special Terms—which may sometimes be made to min-
isters and theological students— or for any special information respect-

ing this work, address " Swedenborg Publishing Association,"
930 Market Street, Philadelphia, or its President, B. F. Bakeett, Gel-
mantown, Pa.
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Lectures on the New Dispensation, signified by the

New Jerusalem of the Apocalypse. By B. F. Barrett.

12mo. Extra cloth, pp. 328. 60 cts.

The design of this volume is to unfold and elucidate the leading

doctrines taught by Emanuel Swedenborg. And it is considered one
of the best works for this purpose ever published. The London In-

ttllectual Repository calls it "an admirable work for making one
acquainted with the doctrines of the New Church [as taught by
Swedenborg]."

The Golden City. By B. F. Barrett. 12mo, pp. 253.

Extra cloth, 60 cts.

"The work will commend itself to liberal minds of every denomi-
nation — for its spirit is catholic, its views comprehensive, and its

temper sweet." — Boston Daily Advertiser.

"According to Dr. Barrett, the true New Jerusalem, which is

... a life of love and obedience, is steadily descending to the earth.

It is found in all churches and outside of them all. It is shown in

a new spirit of toleration and philanthropy, a perpetual breaking
away from the bondage of the letter to the love and service of the
spirit, and a growing disposition towards a real union of all true

souls on spiritual and practical ground."

—

New York Daily Graphic.

"The most important book concerning the New Church which
lias been written for years. Its extensive circulation in and out of
the external organization of the New Church would do very great

good." — Boston New Church Magazine.

"Mr. Barrett writes with great earnestness and with an evident
familiarity with Swedenborg's writings, and . . . sets forth in brief

Bpace and with much clearness some much misunderstood facts with re-

gard to the opinions of the Swedish seer."

—

Phila. Evening Telegraph.

" The work is from the real New Church stand-point, able in exe-
cution and catholic in spirit."— The Living Way.

"This treatise is thoroughly liberal, and will undoubtedly con-
tribute to popularizing and expanding a form of faith that has grown
quietly without such a valuable help." — The North American and
Ifnited States Gazette.

" The volume is pervaded by a large, free, and truly catholic spirit,

which is likely to render it acceptable to all who are striving for unity
without uniformity among Christian believers."— Boston Evening
Transcript
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Letters on the Future Life. By B. F. Barrett. 12mo.

Extra cloth, pp. 191. 50 cts.

"A small volume with a great deal in it."— The Golden Age.

"Any one fond of such speculation will read this lively little book
with interest; for the presentation of the subject ia animated and
earnest."

—

New Haven Palladium.

"No one of the many works in the same vein— some of which
that are singularly able and lucid, have been prepared by Mr. Bar-
rett— have more earnestness, practically applied, than this."

—

Phila-

delphia North American.

"A grand and impressive statement of the New Church doctrine
of the Future Life, eminently calculated to enlighten and interest

the general reader."— New Church Independent.

Letters on the Divine Trinity. By B. F. Barrett.

New and enlarged edition. 12ino. Extra cloth, 50 cts.

A trenchant but friendly criticism of the popular doctrine of three

Divine Persons in the one true God ; and presenting with great clear-

ness and force the doctrine of the Trinity as taught by Emanuel
Swedenborg, together with the Scriptural and rational evidence in

its support.

The New View of Hell
;
Showing its Nature, Where-

abouts, Duration, and How to escape it. By B. F. Bar-

rett. 12mo. Extra cloth, pp. 215. 50 cts.

" A succinct and intelligible statement of Swedenborg's doctrine

of retribution. . It contains . . . much that is profoundly true, and
much that is exceedingly suggestive."— New York Independent.

"A really valuable contribution to the world's stock of religious

ideas. . . . And we commend it to our readers as worthy of attentive

perusal."— New York San.

"There is not a Christian man or woman in the world, who would

not be benefited by the reading of this book."— Westfield News-Letter,

" In 'The New View of Hell' is put forth one of the most striking

and pregnant of Swedenborg's thoughts— that, too, whose influence

on orthodoxy has been most observable— his conception of Hell as

a state, not a place ; and as such, the chosen home of all who go

there."— New York Evening Mail.
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Swedexborg and Chaxxixg. Showing the many and

remarkable agreements in the teachings and beliefs of these

writers. By B. F. Barrett. Pp. 288. 12mo. 60 cts.

"A very striking parallelism [between Swedenborg and Channing] is

Shown on essential points'' . . . such as, " repentance, faith, prayer, sin,

salvation, the atonement, the resurrection, future retribution, the nature

of heaven, the Holy Spirit, etc."

—

Pliiln. North American.
" Mr. Barrett's book is a valuable contribution to the prevailing religious

controversy growing out of the protest, by our most advanced thinkers,

against the narrow and gloomy views of Calvinism."

—

Daily Graphic.

"Mr. Barrett has prepared his interesting volume in the spirit of pro-

found reverence for Swedenborg, and of affectionate admiration of Dr.

Channing. In many cases, the resemblances which he sets forth arc of a

Striking character."

—

New York Tribune.

" The book cannot fail to be of absorbing interest to thousands of Chris-

tian readers."

—

Mount Joy Herald.

" Under fifty-seven different titles, it shows how Swedenborg and Chan-
ning agree respecting the uiost dominant Christian truths, by pertinent

quotations from the writings of both. The book is thus made very read-

able and instructive.''

—

Christian liegieter.

" With brief introductions for each chapter by the author, extracts are

given to show the essential agreement of these great theologians. . . . Mr.
B. F. Barrett is doing more to popularize the writings of Swedenborg, than
all the writers of the Xew Church that have gone before him."

—

Chicago
Advance.

"A very interesting work."

—

Pittsburg Commercial Gazette.

" The spirit of the work is excellent, and its motive commendable."
— Congregati/ma/tit.

"It will be a matter of interest, and probably of surprise, to the re-

ceivers of the heavenly doctrines, to find in the writings of Dr. Channing
so many and such important points of coincidence with the teachings of
Swedenborg, as arc presented by Mr. Barrett in the volume above named."
—New Jerusalem iltutenger.

Rev. Mr. Doughty (New Church minister in San Francisco), in a letter to

the author, says

:

" I am more than pleased with the book. I must say that I was aston-

ished to find how much of a Xew Churchman Channing was. He was
unquestionably a man of high spiritual illumination."

A Judge in one of our Western courts writes:
" Others, to whom I have loaned the work, are delighted with it. 1

consider it the most valuable of all your productions ; and it will be read

by people of other denominations with more profit to themselves than any
work yet written by a Xew Churchman."
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Regeneration. By Edmund H. Sears. New Edition,

revised and enlarged. 12mo. Extra cloth, $1.25.

" The reader will find in these pages no dry discussion of a hack-
neyed subject, but familiar truth presented with beauty of diction in

a singularly felicitous and impressive manner, and possessing a fas-

cination which will win his attention from the beginning of the book
to its close."

—

Boston Evening Transcript.

"Mr. Sears' volume on 'Regeneration' is one of the profound e?t

and most exhaustive treatises on that subject, extant."

—

Arthur's
Home Magazine.

" A work full of the deepest and most nourishing spiritual truths
— truths never more needed than they are at the present day and
hour."

—

The Christian Register.

"Never, we venture to say, has the subject of regeneration been
treated in a manner at once so profound, philosophic, exhaustive,

logical, and scriptural, as in this charming volume."

—

Boston New
Church Magazine.

FOREGLEAMS AND FORESHADOWS OF IMMORTALITY. By
Edmund H. Sears. 12mo. New (and Thirteenth) Edi-

tion, revised and greatly enlarged. Extra cloth, $1.75.

"The 'Foregleams of Immortality' will stand as a lovely classic

in sacred literature, and a beautiful inspiration of pure devotional

feel ing."

—

Christian Inquirer.

"Nowhere is the argument for immortality more clearly set forth

than in this volume. . . . The clear and beautiful style of the author
adds new power to the lesson he has sought to teach, and gives added
brightness to the page on which it is written."

—

Boston Evening
Transcript.

" This is Mr. Sears' chcf-d'osuvre in many respects. . . . We know
no religious work of the age adapted to make a deeper, more prac-

tical, and more gladdening impression on thoughtful and lofty

minds."

—

Christian Register.

" Few books have pleased me so much as ' Foregleams of Immor-
tality.' It is full of beauty and truth. The writer is wise from Swe-
denborg, and has his own gifts besides."

—

Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett

Browning, in a letter to an American friend.

"The concluding part of the book, on the 'Symphony of Relig-

ions,' sets forth the imperfect but yet valuable testimony of the vari-

ous heathen religions to the grand truth of Immortality."

—

Chicago

Advance
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SwEDENBORG'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS.
PUBLISHED BY THE

AMERICAN SWEDEN BORE PRINTING AND PUBLISHING SOCIETY.

20 COOPER UNION, NEW YORK.

This edition (19 volumes uniform octavo) contains all the theological

works which Swedenborg himself published.

The whole set, when delivered at one time, is offered at $25.

All sales strictly for cash. A liberal discount to the trade.

Arcaiia CoeleStia '. the Heavenly Arcana contained in the Holy
" Scripture or Word of the Lord, unfolded; together with Wonder-

ful Things seen and heard in the World of Spirits and in the

Heaven of Angels. Ten vols. #1.50 per vol.

This work is an exposition of the internal sense, according to the law
of correspondences, of the books of Genesis and Exodus. It unfolds the
spiritual significance of the creation and fall of man ; of the deluge,
and the saving of Noah's family in the ark; of the captivity of the
chosen people in Egypt, their delivery thence, their wandering in the
wilderness, and the miracles performed in their behalf; of the ritual of
the Jewish religion, its sacrifices and observances; and, in general,
traces the foreshadowing of the incarnation and glorification of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Many passages from other parts of the Word are also
fully explained.

At the close of each chapter, interesting relations of things heard and
seen in the spiritual world are added, concerning death, the resurrection
of man, and his entrance into eternal life; the nature of the soul, of
heaven and heavenly joy, and of hell and its miseries

;
concerning

spheres in the other life ; the light and heat in which the angels live,

and their paradisiacal scenery ; visions and dreams, including the pro-
phetical ones recorded in the Word; the last Judgment; memory in

the other life; the condition of the Mohammedans and Heathen in the
other world ; the Grand Man, or the whole angelic heaven, and the
correspondence of the different societies therein with the different organs
of the human body; the origin and correspondence of diseases; the
spirits and inhabitants of the various planets, aud of other earths in the
6tarry heavens.
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ApOCatypSe Revealed, wherein are disclosed the Arcana there fore-
told, which have heretofore remained concealed. Two vols. $1.50
per vol.

This work unfolds the spiritual meaning of the Booh of Revelation.
It shows that the "Seven Churches in Asia," to whom this prophecy is

said to be addressed, mean different classes of Christians of the present
day ; that the Last Judgment is not an event which is to occur at some
future time in the material world, but one which has already taken place
in the world of spirits : and that the " New Jerusalem coming down
out of heaven," symbolizes a New Dispensation of truth now descend-
ing into the minds of men. Incidentally, also, it explains numerous
passages from other parts of the Word. Instructive narratives of things
seen in the spiritual world, are also interspersed between the chapters.

Heaven and its Wonders, the World of Spirits, and Hell;
from things heard and seen.

(
Commonly called " Heaven and

Hell.") Pp.337- «i.2S-

This work unfolds the laws of the spiritual world describes the con-
dition of both good and evil spirits, and exhibits the general arrange-
ment of the inhabitants of both heaven and hell, and the scenery by
which they are surrounded. It treats, among other things, of the form
of heaven, in general and in particular; of the innumerable societies

of which the whole heaven consists, and of the correspondence between
the things of heaven and those of earth ; of the Sun of heaven, and the
light and heat thence proceeding; of representative appearances in
heaven, and of the changes of state experienced by (lie angels ; of their

garments and habitations, their language and writings, their innocence
and wisdom, their government, worship, and state of peace; of the
origin of the angelic heaven, and its conjunction with the human race
by means of the Word ; of the state of the heathen and young children

;

of the rich and poor, and of the wise and simple, in heaven ; of the
occupations of the angels ; of heavenly joy and hnppiness; and of the
immensity of heaven. It also treats of the World of Spirits, or first

state of man after death, and the successive changes which he subse-

quently passes through ; of the nature of Hell, and the true meaning
of the "devil" "satan," "hell-fire," and the "gnashing of teeth ;" of

the appearance, situation, and plurality of the hells ; and of the dread-
ful wickedness and direful arts of infernal spirits ;—presenting a rational

and complete system of Pneumatology, and one in perfect harmony with
the teachings of Holy Scripture.

Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine Love and the Divine

Wisdom. Pp- 180. #i.oo.

This work contains the wisdom of the angels concerning the opera-
tion of the Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom in the creation of the
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universe, including man as the chief end of creation. It explains the
trinal distinction which exists in all created tilings from the trinity in
(iod, and shows how this trinity is manifested in men and angels, who
are images of the Divine. It unfolds also the Doctrine of Degrees, and
explains the three discrete degrees of the human mind, showing when
and by what means these are opened, and what is affected by their
opening. It further reveals the origin of evil uses, and the origin, de-
sign and tendency of good uses.

Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine Providence. Pp. 274.
Si. 25.

This work treats of the nature and operations of the Divine Provi-
dence, and unfolds the laws of order according to which God's moral
government is regulated. It, shows that his end in the creation of the
world was a heaven of angels from the human race; that the Divine
Providence works not at random, but according to certain invariable
law s which are here disclosed; that it is universal, extending to the
least things as well as to the greatest; that in all it does it has respect
to what is eternal with man, and to things temporary only for the sake
of what is eternal ; that the laws of permission are also among the laws
of Divine Providence; that evils are permitted for the sake of the end,
which is salvation ; that the Divine Providence is equally with the
wicked and the good

; that the Lord cannot act against the laws of his
Providence, because to act against them would be to act against his
Divine Love and his Divine Wisdom, consequently against Himself.

The True Christian Religion; containing the Universal Theology
of the New Church foretold by the Lord in the Apocalypse, xxi.,
I, 2 ; with the Coronis and a copious Index. Pp.982. $2.50.

This is the last work which Swedenborg published, and contains a full
and comprehensive statement of the theologv of the New^hurch treat-
ing of (iod the Creator; The Lord, the Redeemer ; The Holy Spirit; The
Divine Trinity ; The Sacred Scripture ; Faith; Charity and Good Works;
Free Will; Repentance; Reformation and Regeneration; Imputation ;Baptism; The Holy Supper ; The Consummation 0/ the Age; the Second
Coming of the Lord; the new Heaven and the New Church. There are,
also, interspersed between the chapters, relations of things seen aud'
heard in the spiritual world.

Conjugial Love. Pp- 472. $1.25.

1. Conjugial Love and its chaste delights. 2. Adulterous Love and its
tinfulpleasures,

A work which treats of the relation and constitutional difference of
the sexes; of the indissoluble nature of true marriage; of the nature
aud origin of love truly conjugial ; of the marriage of the Lord and the
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Church, and its correspondence ; of the spiritual union of married part-

ners in true marriage, so that they are no longer two, but one flesh ; of
the change of the state of life with both sexes by marriage ; of the
causes of disaffection, separations, and divorces in marriage ; of the
causes of apparent love, friendship, and favor in marriage; and of
repeated marriages. To which is added a treatise on Adulterous or Scor-
tatory Love in its various degrees, showing it to be in its nature as oppo-
site to Conjugial Love as heaven is to hell.

Miscellaneous Theological Works. pp- 5 2°- $*-s°- including,

1. The New Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doctrine. 2. Brief Exposition

of the Doctrines of the New Church. 3. Nature of the Intercourse

between the Soul and the Body. 4. The While Horse, mentioned in

the Apocalypse. 5. The Earths in the Universe. 6. The last Judg-
ment ; with continuation.

The first of these contains a summary statement of the Doctrines of
the New Church, with copious references to the Arcana, where the same
doctrines are more fully unfolded. The second exhibits some of the
more important of these doctrines in contrast with those of the former
Christian Church. The third treats of Influx, showing how the spiritual

flows into the material, and the manner in which the soul operates upon
the body. The fourth unfolds the spiritual meaning of the White
Horse mentioned in the Apocalypse, with references to the Arcana,

where the subject is further elucidated. The fifth describes the appear-
ance, character, and mode of life of the inhabitants of other earths,

with which the author became acquainted through his intercourse with
spirits from those earths. The sixth explains the nature and manner
of the Last General Judgment, which occurred in the World of Spirits

in 1757, when also the New Dispensation known as the New Jerusalem,
commenced.

The Four Leading Doctrines of the New Church. pp- 247-

1. The Doctrine of the Lord; 2. of the Sacred Scripture; 3. of Faith ;

4. of Life. Also, Answers to Nine Questions, chiefly relating to the

Lord, the Trinity and the Holy Spirit.

Originally published as separate treatises. They are elaborate expo-
sitions of these leading Doctrines.

Pocket Edition of the "Four Leading Doctrines." Pp. 272.

32mo; flexible cloth binding, 20 cts. Seven copies for $1.00.

Fifteen for $2.00, postage included. Fifty copies for $5.00, ex-

clusive of postage. Same on fine paper, vellum cloth, gilt edges,
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